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of novel organic semiconductors and the
evaluation of their charge transport characteristics has driven organic electronics
and stimulated aromatic chemistry, materials science, and solid-state physics, in
the last three decades. There exist several
methods to measure charge transport but
the most common one is certainly with
field-effect transistors. Transistors, that are
three electrodes devices, rely on field-effect
doping, i.e., the number of mobile charges
inside the semiconductor layer is modulated by a voltage applied to an electrode
separated from the semiconductor by a
dielectric layer. As illustrated in Figure 1,
an electrical current (A) flows between
the source and the drain electrodes under bias as a function of
another difference of potential (V) imposed between the source
and the gate electrodes. The charge transport occurs within the
semiconductors at the interface with the dielectric layer.[2,3]
Charge carrier mobility, µ (cm2 V−1 s−1), is defined as the
derivative of the drift velocity of the charge carrier (cm s−1)
with respect to the applied electric field (V cm−1), i.e., as the
change in velocity per change in the field. It occupies a central role since it characterizes the transit frequency at which
semiconductors transport charges. Evidently, higher carrier mobility allows switching transistors between on and off
states at higher frequency fT (Hz) because it scales with µ.[4]
Although not being the sole one, charge carrier mobility is
the main performance criteria of semiconductors. Figure 2
presents graphically typical values of charge carrier mobility
across a large diversity of semiconductors. Note that charge carrier mobility is not a scalar but a function of temperature,[5–15]
pressure,[16–19] and charge density per unit surface area (m−2)
or per unit volume (m−3).[20–29] Exposure to light or gas modify
molecular and supramolecular structures of organic semiconductors, and ultimately change the conditions for charge transport.[5,30–36] Inorganic benchmarks for organic semiconductors
are amorphous silicon, monocrystalline silicon, and gallium
arsenide, that exhibit electron mobilities on the order of 1,
1000, and 8000 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively. The mobility of holes
(positive charges) are lower and around 400–500 cm2 V−1 s−1
for monocrystals of silicon and gallium arsenide. Inorganic 2D
materials,[37] such as metal dichalcogenides, e.g., WS2, MoS2, or
PtSe2 form an emerging class of semiconductors with mobility
values of about 80–210 cm2 V−1 s−1, at room temperature.[38–42]
It is also worth mentioning black phosphorous which has a hole
mobility ranging from 200 to 10 000 cm2 V−1 s−1, at ambient

The field of organic electronics has been prolific in the last couple of years,
leading to the design and synthesis of several molecular semiconductors
presenting a mobility in excess of 10 cm2 V−1 s−1. However, it is also started to
recently falter, as a result of doubtful mobility extractions and reduced industrial interest. This critical review addresses the community of chemists and
materials scientists to share with it a critical analysis of the best performing
molecular semiconductors and of the inherent charge transport physics that
takes place in them. The goal is to inspire chemists and materials scientists
and to give them hope that the field of molecular semiconductors for logic
operations is not engaged into a dead end. To the contrary, it offers plenty of
research opportunities in materials chemistry.

1. Introduction
Semiconductors are materials that exhibit an electrical conductivity σ (S m−1) intermediate between the one of insulators
σ < 10−8 S m−1 and the one of metals σ > 103 S m−1. Another
important characteristics of semiconductors is that their conductivity can be switched on and off by external stimuli. Various classes of materials qualify as semiconductors. Organic
semiconductors constitute a particularly investigated type of
semiconductors composed of carbon-rich molecules and macromolecules. Organic electronics is a multidisciplinary and
active research field that aims at the development of a new
electronics based on organic semiconductors.[1] The synthesis
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of a field effect transistor that contains three
electrodes, the source (S), the drain (D), and the gate (G). The electrical
current ID (A) that circulates from S to D in a channel of width W (mm)
and length L (µm) is controlled by the tensions between G and S, VGS (V)
and between D and S, VDS (V). S is usually grounded.

conditions, and as a function of sample thickness.[38,43,44]
Zinc oxide and oxides of other metals and perovskites show
mobility values up to ≈100 cm2 V−1 s−1.[4,45] They present
the same advantage as organic semiconductors by allowing
solution processing of thin films, simplifying device fabrication. A trade-off exists, however, between ease of fabrication
and performances. The highest values of mobility are obtained
for single crystals, whereas polycrystalline films tend to show
mobility values reduced by one order of magnitude. This statement holds true for molecular semiconductors. The highest
reproducible values for holes lay in the range of 20 cm2 V−1 s−1,
for rubrene at room temperature.[46–50] Higher values have been
claimed but they were not extracted from ideal devices or have
not yet been independently reproduced by at least one other
team. Very high charge carrier mobility values could result
from unintentional experimental errors or data misinterpretation. An inherent difficulty comes from the lack of metrology
for the fabrication and evaluation of organic field effect transistors (OFETs). Different architectures exist for OFETs with the
position, size and shape of electrodes, and thickness of semiconducting layer that vary largely. Moreover, the performances
of some OFETs strongly depend on the rate of the gate voltage
sweep during measurements and nominal mobility values can
vary by more than one order of magnitude. In this context,
assigning a single mobility value to semiconductors and device
appear meaningless.[51] As a general matter of facts, there is a
mobility overestimation due to gated contacts.[52] This fact was
already recognized in 2011 by Podzorov et al. who warned the
community that contact effect can give rise to a mobility peak

Figure 2. Scale of charge carrier mobility, at room temperature, of various
semiconducting materials.
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Figure 3. Schematic description of most encountered packing motifs of molecular semiconductors in crystals. Molecules bearing a hole are highlighted in red. First-neighbor molecules are colored in blue. a) Herringbone arrangement with charge transport dominated by edge-to-face interactions
(eight first neighbors). b) Slipped π-stacking (eight first neighbors). c) Slipped-stack packing (eight first neighbors). d) Brick-wall arrangement (six first
neighbors). x–y plane is the transport plane.

at low gate voltage.[53] Chemistry of materials has enacted good
practices for reporting performances of OFETs that comprises a
checklist of reporting requirements for materials, OFET fabrication, OFET operation, and data acquisition.[54] The problem is
real and major. Very recently, a large literature survey has been
conducted. It demonstrates that 55% of the charge transport
studies, on solution-based OFETs with mobility approaching
1 cm2 V−1 s−1, either do not show how µ was extracted or have
some sort of nonideality.[55] Leading scientists in the field of
device physics have recommended safe ways to deduce charge
carrier mobility values from experimental data.[56,57] Podzorov
et al. have introduced a reliability factor r (%) to assess whether
the behavior of reported transistors follows the physics of the
simple linear increase of conductivity with carrier density under
the assumption of a constant mobility and negligible threshold
voltage.[58] Although charge carrier mobility of organic semiconductors relates to the molecular structure of π-systems, µ
is definitively a materials property. The relative arrangement of
π-systems in solid-state is as important as molecular structure
because it determines the extent of overlap of frontier orbitals
that allows charges to be transported.[59] There are four major
packing motifs of aromatic cores as illustrated in Figure 3. Herringbone and brick-wall packing tend to give rise to the highest
charge carrier mobility.[48,60–62] Charges move mostly within
the x,y plane, i.e., transport plane, although charge transport
might also occur along z direction.[63] An archetypical example
of the importance of packing is given by rubrene 3, depicted
in Figure 4. It crystallizes in three different polymorphs, but
only one of them, the orthorhombic form, exhibits high charge
carrier mobility.[64] Readers will, however, see in Section 2 that
the influence of packing on charge transport goes well-beyond
the simple question of polymorphism that is the occurrence of
more than one crystallographic form for a given compound.
From a historical perspective, the first publication on OFETs
dates back to the work of Tsumura, in 1986. The first OFEts only
exhibited µ = 10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1 and an on/off ratio of 102–103.[65]
Despite poor transistor characteristics, organic semiconductors held the promise to fabricate electronic circuits, on flexible
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substrates, at low costs by soft-lithography techniques at near
ambient pressure and temperature. On one hand, this change
of paradigm in terms of fabrication of electronic circuits was evidently attractive. On the other hand, there was also considerable
place for improvements of organic semiconductors thanks to
quantum chemistry that helps the establishment of design
rules[59,66–75] and to synthetic chemistry that gives access to a
nearly infinite number of molecular structures.[76–81] The field
of organic semiconductors for logic operations has witnessed
an impressive development. As part of this important materials and device development effort, several breakthroughs have
been made. A major one is certainly the synthesis of 6,13-bis
(triisopropylsilylethynyl)pentacene (TIPS PEN) 4, by Anthony
et al., in 2001, see Figure 4.[82] For a long-time, pentacene 1,
fullerene 2, and rubrene 3 have been the reference compounds
for charge transport. If 3 is reasonably soluble in some organic
solvents, 1 and 2 are far less soluble and require the use of
vapor deposition to fabricate OFETs. The chemical stability and
good solubility of 4 have enabled a wealth of studies on charge
transport. Later on, Anthony et al. have reported 2,8-difluoro5,11-bis(triethylsilylethynyl)anthradithiophene (diF-TES-ADT)
5a and 2,8-difluoro-5,11-bis(triethylgermylethynyl)anthradithiophene (diF-TEG-ADT) 5b that exhibit mobility values up to
µ = 5–6 cm2 V−1 s−1.[83–86] A large part of the success of 4 and 5a,b
relies on the brick wall crystal packing that allows a good orbital
overlap with four nearest neighboring molecules and efficient
hole transport (Figure 3d). The same packing is observed for
6,13-bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl)tetraazapentacene (TIPS-TAP) 6
that carries electrons.[87,88]Another important milestone has been
achieved with the synthesis of perfluorinated pentacene 7 that
is also an n-type carrier.[89] Like 7, [1]benzothieno[3,2-b][1]benzothiophene (BTBT), dinaphtho[2,3-b:2′,3′-f ]thieno[3,2-b]thiophene (DNTT), and dibenzothiopheno[6,5-b:6′,5′-f ]thieno[3,2-b]
thiophene (DBTTT) pack into the herringbone motif (Figure 3a).
Takimiya et al. have pioneered the chemistry of dialkyl BTBT
and DNTT derivatives 8,9, whereas DBTTT 10 originates from
Samsung. They qualify among the best performing organic
semiconductors with a charge carrier mobility on the order of
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Figure 4. Selection of good performing molecular semiconductors for charge transport. R stands for H, alkyl, or fluoroalkyl side chains.

10 cm2 V−1 s−1.[78,90–100] Few papers have even reported higher
values measured by OFETs.[101,102] However, these values were
extracted from devices with strongly gated contacts, creating the
illusion of a large carrier mobility. Desymmetrized BTBT 11 has
been designed by Hanna et al. to exhibit liquid crystal properties
at high temperature and a crystalline phase at room temperature.
Mobility values on the order of 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 have been measured in the crystalline phase, at room temperature.[103] Other
relatives in the large family of thienoacenes, developed by Okamoto and studied by Takeya, are 3,9-didecyldinaphtho[2,3-b:2′,
3′-d]thiophene (DNT-VW) 12 and 3,11-dialkyldinaphtho[2,3d:2′,3′-d′]benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b′]dithiophene (DNBDT-NW) 13 that
show mobility values up to 16 cm2 V−1 s−1.[104,105] Recently,
chryseno[2,1-b:8,7-b′]dithiophene (ChDT) derivatives 14, which
have zigzag-elongated fused π-cores, has been reported. The
highest mobility value reached 10 cm2 V−1 s−1.[106] The V-shaped
dioctyl-substituted thieno[3,2-f:4,5-f′]bis[1]benzothiophene (synTBBT-8) 15 synthesized by Yasuda et al. shows a mobility of
10 cm2 V−−1 s−1.[107] Dibenzo[d,d′]thieno[3,2-b;4,5-b′]dithiophene
(DBTDT) 16 derivatives have been synthesized and studied by
Hu et al. Dihexyl-substituted DBTDT crystallizes into either
α- or β-phases. The former has a mobility of 8.5 cm2 V−1 s−1,
whereas the latter reaches a value of ≈19 cm2 V−1 s−1.[108,109] In
view of the historical importance of tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) in
the field of π-systems,[60,110] numerous derivatives have been
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synthesized and studied as semiconductors.[60,111] A particular
attention has been devoted to hexamethylenetetrathiafulvalene (HMTTF) 17 because it exhibited mobility values slightly
above 10 cm2 V−1 s−1, likely because it packs into brick wall
motif (Figure 3d).[112,113] The same reason is invoked to explain
the mobility of 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 of titanyl phthalocyanine (TiOPc)
18, whereas the mobility of copper (II) phthalocyanine (CuPc),
which adopts a cofacial packing, drops to 1 cm2 V−1 s−1.[104,114,115]
Except for fullerene 2,1 silylethynylated N-heteropentacene 6,[87]
and perfluoropentacene 7, which preferentially carry electrons (n-type), all compounds discussed so far are hole transporters (p-type). Compounds 19–23 that carry electron withdrawing groups are among the best n-type semiconductors.
2,5-Difluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F2-TCNQ) 19
is intriguing because of its small size and because it outperforms other tetracyanoquinodimethane derivatives (TCNQ and
F4-TCNQ). Electron mobility was on the order of 6–7 cm2 V−1 s−1
at room temperature and peaked at 15–25 cm2 V−1 s−1 around
150 K.[116–118] Napthalene and perylene tetracarboxilic diimides
have also attracted considerable interest as molecular semiconductors.[119–121] In this large class of compounds, Cl2-NDI
20 and PDIF-CN2 21 stand out from the crowd because they
exhibit mobility values, in ambient conditions, up to 8 and
3 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively. Operating stability of device in air
is in part due to fluorinated side chains that forms a barrier to
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water and oxygen molecules.[9,122–128] The fused dimer of perylene tetracarboxilic diimide 22 shows a charge carrier mobility
on the order of 4 cm2 V−1 s−1.[129] Enlarging π-systems, over a
certain size, does not seem to lead to higher charge carrier
mobility.[104,130] A value up to 12 cm2 V−1 s−1 has been reported
for the tetrafluorinated benzodifuranedione-based oligo(p-phenylene vinylene) (F4-BDOPV) 23.[131] The materials reported in
this section exhibit the best performances achieved so far in the
field. However, it should be highlighted that some of exceptional
transport properties, extracted from nonideal devices’ characteristics (hysteresis, large threshold voltage in transfer characteristics, pinching in output characteristics), have not been reproduced so far and can be the result of some overestimations.
Literature results must thus be read in a critical way before planning to use them for designing new materials.
Beside molecular semiconductors, several research groups
in the world have synthesized a wealth of conjugated polymers
designed for efficient charge transport.[61,132–141] Thiophene
and thienothiophene polymers have first been synthesized.[142,143] Later on, Müllen et al. have reported a new design
concept, i.e., the alternation of electron rich and electron poor
pi-systems. Such alternation of donor and acceptor groups
reduces the rotational freedom of monomer units along the
macromolecular backbone and contribute to flatten the energy
landscapes in which charge carriers have to move.[144] Soon
after the seminal publication of Müllen et al. the concept of
donor–acceptor polymers has rapidly been adopted by Facchetti
et al. and by McCulloch et al. who have contributed to document it with various examples.[145–159] Mobility values up to
20 cm2 V−1 s−1 in donor–acceptor polymers have been reported
for holes.[34,152,160–165] A mobility µ > 50 cm2 V−1 s−1 has been
claimed for aligned polymer samples by Heeger et al.[166,167] Such
high values are probably overestimated due to gated contacts
as pointed out by Bittle et al.[52] Mobility of electrons appears
to be slightly lower, on the order of 8–9 cm2 V−1 s−1.[168–170]
Another and probably less known mechanism leading to
mobility overestimation is the injection and trapping of
minority carriers, which is particularly seen in OFETs based
on donor–acceptor polymers. According to the detailed work of
Okachi, µ is overestimated by a factor of 1.7–94 or more.[171]
Chain conformation and short-range intermolecular contacts
dictate the ease of charge transport.[172,173] Despite attractive
properties, such as excellent thin film forming ability, their
distributions of chain length, end-groups, and chain conformations hinder a detailed understanding of the role of structure,
dimensionality, and defects on charge transport.[174] In particular, bulk properties of conjugated polymers tend to be isotropic when measured at the macroscopic level, whereas at the
molecular level they are highly anisotropic, e.g., charges travel
much faster, by three orders of magnitude, along polymer
chains than they hop between chains.[175] Noteworthy is the fact
that charge carrier mobility along isolated polymers chains, in
solution, reaches 600 cm2 V−1 s−1, when measured by Grozema
et al., with pulse-radiolysis time-resolved microwave conductivity (PR-TRMC).[176] Such impressive figure of merit must be
considered as an ultimate limit. The fact that µ is about two
orders of magnitude higher than values obtain with transistors,
indicates that the hopping of charge between macromolecules
is likely the limiting step for charge transport in conjugated
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polymers.[34,177] Through bonds charge transport is definitively
faster than through space as evidenced by the performances of
the covalent structures discussed in the next paragraph.
Among other carbon-based semiconductors, there are diamonds and nanographenes. The former exhibit a mobility of
electrons of 2000 cm2 V−1 s−1, i.e., a value close to the one of silicon
because of the same tetrahedral structure and proximity in periodic table.[178] Nanographenes hold many promises because they
could have a charge carrier mobility as high as the one of carbon
nanotubes or graphene, i.e., on the order of 100 000 cm2 V−1 s−1
whereas being structurally defined.[37,179–185] The perfection of
the molecular structures is of paramount importance for reproducible performances, notably to ensure a high ratio of current
intensity between the on and off states of transistors.[186,187] As
far as charge carrier mobility is concerned, organic semiconductors, with values limited to 10–20 cm2 V−1 s−1, lag behind oxides,
perovskites, metal dichalcogenides, and black phosphorus,
despite decades of research. However, diamond competes with
silicon, whereas graphene and carbon nanotubes outperform
all other materials. Organic semiconductors appear as the worst
students in class. Why should they deserve the interest of chemists and materials scientists? Obviously, charge carrier mobility
is not the sole figure of merit. They show many other qualities,
such as solubility, printability, flexibility, ability to transport either
holes or electron for complementary logics, long spin diffusion
length, ability to store and transport ions, and nearly infinite
structural diversity. The design, synthesis, and characterization
of organic semiconductors remain a vivid field of research, also
because some fundamental questions, such as charge transport
mechanism, have not yet been solved. Moreover, there is no theoretical grounds to state that the current upper limit of mobility
on the order of 10–20 cm2 V−1 s−1, could not be overcome by
clever molecular design.[48]
Many prominent scientists have reviewed the fields of
organic semiconductors, conjugated polymers, dielectrics,
organic synthesis of π-systems, advanced processing methods,
theory, device fabrication, and charge transport. About 70
review articles are available on organic semiconductors and
charge transport, in general, or on some specific aspects, in
particular.[12,13,27,34,48,60–62,67,70,74,76,77,80,81,104,188–241] Several books
have been written.[1,2,242–254] In this context, there is no need to
repeat known information. The current contribution is voluntarily oriented toward the future rather than the past.
The molecular structure and supramolecular arrangements
of organic semiconductors have been engineered for several
decades to reach impressive charge carrier mobility value.
However, progress toward always higher mobility values have
slowed down, over the last years, and µ ≈ 20 cm2 V−1 s−1 seems
to be the current limit. Actually, the field of organic semiconductors for logic operations faces a scientific and technological
crisis and the title of this paper reflects this unfortunate situation. On the one hand, the quest for higher mobility, which
has historically driven the field, falters. On the other hand,
the second driver, which was the twofold industrial interest
of major chemistry and electronics players, has considerably
faded away because of the better performances of inorganic
semiconductors that compete for large area and flexible electronics. Other problems aggravate the crisis, of which, of
course, is that more than 50% of mobility values measured
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with OFETs are doubtful.[255] Another issue comes from the
fact that chemists developing organic semiconductors tend
to limit their understanding of charge transport to the sole
mobility. Excellent device physics works, sometimes in old
publications, are often ignored. This statement is based on the
content and the cited literature of most publications reporting
organic semiconductors. By doing so, chemists deprive themselves from valuable sources of inspiration for designing
new materials. Mobility in general, and mobility measured in
OFETs in particular, is a physical parameter that is averaged
over a large number of charges arriving at drain electrode per
time unit (1014–1015 charges per seconds), over a long time
(10−7–10−6 s for charge carriers to flow from source to drain
electrodes) and distance (10–100 µm separate source from
drain, corresponding roughly to 104–105 molecules). Mobility
per se contains only limited information on charge transport
and is one over several other electrical parameters of OFETs.
For example, additional and valuable information on trap and
release processes of charges can be extracted from the noise in
electrical signals.[256,257] This paper addresses the community
of organic electronics to share with it a critical analysis of the
best performing molecular semiconductors and of the inherent
charge transport physics that takes place in them. The goal is
to inspire chemists, physicists, and engineers, and to give
them hope that the field of molecular semiconductors for logic
operations has not engaged into a dead end. On the contrary, it
offers plenty of research opportunities in materials science. For
example, the nearly infinite possibilities to design and synthesize new multifunctional organic materials can be exploited to
obtain organic semiconductors that transport holes or electrons
and store ions.[258] Such materials do not only process information but also keep a memory of previous electrical events in a
single location, like neurons do, paving the way to a totally new
neuromorphic electronics.[259–263] Other examples of research
opportunities for chemists stand in the unsolved issues of device
stability, contact resistance, and doping. Finally, emerging concepts, such as quantum coherence, coupling with vacuum field,
and Fröhlich condensation creates a totally new situation.[264–267]
The scope of this paper is voluntarily limited to molecular
semiconductors for logic operations. The level of details is higher
for fundamental aspects of the organic materials and of the
measurements of their properties, whereas it is lower for applications. Conjugated polymers are occasionally mentioned as basis
for comparison. Synthetic aspects, which mostly rely on welldocumented aromatic chemistry, are not considered here. The
same applies to the processing methods of molecular semiconductors into polycrystalline thin films because: i) they are largely
known to the chemist community, ii) they have recently been
reviewed, and they underperform versus single crystals. The
focus of this article is on the charge transport in single crystals of
best-performing semiconductors because they are the sole samples that will allow to elucidate charge transport mechanisms. In
particular, they contribute to understand what currently limits
mobility to µ ≈ 20 cm2 V−1 s−1. It is anticipated that new design
rules for molecular semiconductors with µ ≥ 100 cm2 V−1 s−1
will emerge from this fundamental knowledge if the problem of
dynamic disorder can be solved. The authors deliberately chose
to share some personal views and to challenge well-accepted
concepts. Section 2 is devoted to charge transport. Section 3
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describes the simultaneous transport of charges and ions for
organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs). Section 4 concludes
and draws some general perspectives.

2. Charge Transport
This section analyses in a critical way the different chemical
and physical factors that affect charge carrier mobility, at various time- and length-scales. It starts with a brief description of
most accepted theories, then it moves to molecular and materials aspects.

2.1. Theoretical Framework
As pointed out in the Introduction, the charge transport mechanism taking place in organic solids has been a topic of debate
for many years, as a result of its complexity.[48,59] Indeed, a clear
description of the charge transport in solids exists in the two
extreme limits of very low (µ ≪ cm2 V−1 s−1) and very high
charge carrier mobility values (µ ≫ cm2 V−1 s−1), where transport can be described in terms of incoherent hopping of localized charges between sites[268] and Boltzmann band transport
of delocalized Bloch electrons,[269] respectively. As a result of
joint academic and industrial research, the last decade has witnessed a drastic improvement of the charge carrier mobility µ,
reaching values ranging between 1 and 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 for stateof-the-art molecular semiconductors,[48] an intermediate range
where hopping transport is no longer applicable. Moreover,
mobility vales at room temperature remain too small to allow
a mean free path for carrier scattering with lattice phonons that
is significantly larger than the lattice constant, rendering inappropriate a description in terms of Boltzmann transport. This
is intrinsically related to the nature of organic semiconductors: weakly bounded van der Waals organic solids, resulting
in narrow conduction and valence band, typically around a few
100 meV compared to their inorganic counterparts (few eV).
Narrow bands inherently imply a low mobility. Organic solids
are built by the arrangement of molecules (up to 100 atoms)
at the nodes of their crystalline unit cell, generating some
intermolecular phonon modes that can, in principle, couple
to the charge motion (electron–phonon coupling is strong in
organic materials). The electron “Bloch wave” is thus scattered
on almost every molecular site by intermolecular phonons and
hence the mean free path on the order of a lattice constant.[270]
Another way of highlighting the problem is through the relative comparison of two key parameters of charge transport at
the microscopic length scale: the electronic coupling or transfer
integral (J, in meV) and the reorganization energy (λ, in meV).
J corresponds to the wave function overlap of the orbitals of
neighboring molecules and strongly depends on the chemical
structure of the molecule and the packing motif adopted in
the crystalline structure (10 ≤ J ≤ 100 meV).[34] λ contains an
inner (λin) and an outer part (λout). The inner reorganization
energy essentially corresponds to the sum of geometry relaxation energies in the molecule upon going from the neutralstate geometry to the charged-state geometry and vice versa
and the outer one deals with the medium nuclear polarization
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Figure 5. Schematic representation of the charge transport mechanism taking place in the hopping, transient localization, and Boltzmann band model.
The orange areas represent the charge delocalization.

(λout ≪ λin). The magnitude of the internal contribution is
highly sensitive to the chemical structure of the molecule. The
two inner reorganization energies are usually nearly identical
(50 ≤ λ ≤ 500 meV).[48,59,252] If J ≪ λ (weak coupling regime), the
charge wavefunction is localized on a single molecule and transport takes place through a series of incoherent hopping events.
On the contrary, if J ≫ λ (strong coupling regime), charge wavefunction is delocalized over several molecules and transport
proceeds through diffusion. The crucial point is that J ≈ λ in
organic solids, highlighting the need to develop a theory for this
crossover regime. Although not unique, a new model taking
into account the key characteristics of molecular solids has been
implemented in the recent years to describe the intermediate
regime of charge transport present in molecular organic semiconductors, the transient localization scenario.[73,271–274] In this
model, the phonon modes (thermal lattice fluctuations) cause
temporal variations in the transfer integrals and site energies
across the molecular lattice.[275,276] This so-called dynamic disorder limits the ability of charge carriers to form fully delocalized Bloch electron states and imposes a transient localization
on the charges leading to a unique transport regime, in which
the carriers exhibit both localized and extended characters. The
three models of charge transport and their essential parameters
will be described in more details in the following paragraphs.
Section 2.1.4 introduces the other most salient theoretical
models. The authors do not intend to present a comprehensive
review of all theoretical developments on charge transport in
molecular semiconductors. Interested readers are directed to
excellent review articles[13,34,48,59,67,74,188,220,274,277–282]

2.1.1. Hopping Model
The hopping model of transport is relevant for organic
solids presenting very low charge carrier mobility values
µ ≪ 1 cm2 V−1 s−1, and results from strong diagonal (variation
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of highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy) and
nondiagonal (distribution of transfer integrals) disorders hampering the delocalization of the wave-function of the charge,
i.e., at intermediate to high temperature and impurity content. In this regime, charge carriers are localized at individual
sites and transport takes place through a series of noncoherent
transfer events, referred to hopping events as depicted in
Figure 5 and presented in Equation (1) for the transfer of one
hole between two identical molecules. Depending on the carrier
residence time at a given site, the molecule may relax geometrically (before subsequent transfer) and surrounding molecules
may furthermore relax geometrically, creating a polaron (bound
localized state). This relaxation results in an energy barrier
for the hopping process (ΔG≠) and the rate of such electrontransfer (kET) can be expressed in first approximation by the
simplified Marcus equation, Equation (2), originally formulated
by Marcus for isotropic solution processes[59,283]
M +• + M  M + M +• (1)
kET =

 −λ 
2π 2
1
J
exp 
 (2)

 4kBT 
4 πλkBT

in which ħ and kB are the reduced Planck (h/2π, where
h = 6.63 × 10−34 J s) and Boltzmann constant (1.38 × 10−23 J K−1),
T is the temperature (K). J and λ have been hitherto defined. By
definition, µ (cm2 V−1 s−1), is the derivative of the drift velocity
v of the charge carrier (cm s−1) with respect to the applied electric field E (V cm−1). For a transport of constant mobility taking
place in a 1D periodic array, µ is proportional to kET according
to Equation (3), Δx and Δt being the intermolecular distance
(m) and the time interval of electron transfer (s), respectively

µ=

∆x
∆x
= kET
(3)
E∆t
E
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Considering in first approximation that the two molecular
parameters J and λ do not vary with T, Equation (2) predicts
an Arrhenius-type temperature dependence for µ, i.e., a thermally activated process.[48,284] Indeed, strongly localized charges
will require a certain amount of energy to perform a hopping
event, energy given by the lattice vibrations that are enhanced
at higher temperature. For this reason, the hopping transport
is also described as vibrationally assisted. In order to improve
transport in this regime, molecular design has to maximize J
while minimizing λ.

definitively ruling out charge hopping transport models, at
these low temperatures[8]

µ ∝ T −n ,0 < n < 3 (5)
The valence and conduction bandwidths of molecular crystals are narrow and lie around a few 100 meV at room temperature. This will be described in more details in Section 2.4.1.

2.1.3. Transient Localization Model
2.1.2. Boltzmann Band Model
Charge transport takes place through a band model when the
interaction energy with the nearest neighboring units (J) is
larger than the one of the dynamics and/or static disorders,
i.e., at low temperature and high purity in organic solids.[59,285]
In this regime, the charge carrier delocalizes to form a propagating Bloch wave that may be scattered by lattice vibrations
or defects. In other terms, carriers diffuse quickly through the
crystal and molecules do not have time to reorganize to accommodate charges. As stated previously, this can only occur when
the mean free path for carrier scattering with lattice phonons is
significantly larger than the lattice constant.[274,285] The charge
carrier mobility is then given by Equation (4), in the Drude
model, where τ is the mean scattering time (s) and m* is the
effective mass of the charge carrier (kg). In such a regime, λ
has no impact, as a result of the delocalization of the carrier,
the residency time being way inferior to the reorganization one
of the molecules. However, J is directly related to m* and will
have to be maximized through rational design to achieve higher
performances

µ=

eτ
(4)
m*

As briefly introduced earlier, the constituents of conventional inorganic semiconductors are strongly bound together
by covalent or Coulombic forces leading to the formation
of broad valence and conduction bands (conventional width
around a few eV) in which charges are delocalized and propagate as a Bloch wave. On the contrary, organic semiconductors, held by weak van der Waals interactions are strongly
affected by intermolecular vibrations.[59,69,274,286–293] The coupling between molecules at low temperature, where intermolecular and intramolecular vibrations are reduced, also
leads to the formation of bands but mobility is lower than
for inorganic materials as a result of higher charges’ effective
mass. As opposed to the hopping regime, higher temperature will result in an increased scattering by lattice vibrations
or defects and a drop in performance as can be seen by the
experimentally verified power law of the mobility in molecular crystals (Equation (5)), also validated by theory.[6] This
stands up only up to a critical value of T (depending on the
system) at which lattice vibrations will induce the breakdown
of the band formalism to describe transport. It is also interesting to note that the experimental charge carrier velocity,
up to several 106 cm s−1, is higher than sound velocity, thus
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State of the art molecular semiconductors are strongly affected by
dynamic disorder, resulting from their weakly bounded van der
Waals nature. The transient localization model concept implies
that the large amplitude thermal molecular motions (on the order
of 0.1 Å)[275,276] cause a quantum localization of the wave-functions on timescales shorter than the period of molecular oscillations, strongly limiting the carrier diffusion. Of course, these are
the temporal variations in the transfer integrals and site energies
during thermal lattice fluctuations that lead to the quantum localization of wave-functions. This limits the ability of charge carriers
to fully delocalize and imposes a transient localization leading
to a unique transport regime, in which the carriers exhibit both
localized and extended characters.[73,271,272,274,294] On a timescale
shorter than the characteristic timescale for intermolecular vibrations, the charges are localized by the thermal disorder in the
transfer integrals, but on longer timescales the charge carriers
undergo diffusive motion driven by the waves of molecular lattice fluctuations, as depicted in Figure 5. The model is thus able
to reconcile the experimental observation of concomitant delocalized and localized transport signatures.[19,295–300] Within the
relaxation time approximation (RTA), the instantaneous diffusivity (DRTA, m2 s−1) is expressed by Equation (6), where τ (s) is
the characteristic time of a vibration mode of frequency ω (1/τ)
and Lτ (m) its related transient localization length (on the order
of 2 nm for rubrene 3, at room temperature)[301] over which the
localized charges undergo a diffusive transport (on a time scale
shorter than τ). The corresponding mobility can be obtained from
the Einstein diffusion type relation using DRTA (Equation (7)). As
can be expected, Lτ decreases with increasing temperature due to
stronger localization, result of increased thermal molecular disorder. The charge carrier mobility in organic solids must thus be
seen as a physical parameter fluctuating through space and time
and Equation (7) affords an average value of µ
DRTA =

µ=

L2τ
(6)
2τ

e L2τ
(7)
kBT 2τ

In order to increase mobility within the transient localization model, one should minimize the amount of thermal
molecular disorder, and at the same time reduce the sensitivity
of carrier motion to such disorder. On the one hand, no wellestablished strategies are currently known to reduce thermal
disorder within an organic framework apart from the generic
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requirement to design stiff molecular structures that could
hamper large-amplitude vibrational modes. On the other hand,
a higher charge delocalization can be achieved by the quest for
isotropic band structures (isotropic values of J) within the plane
of charge transport through rational design.[73,274] These recent
findings open new possibilities to improve transport properties
in organic solids by studying the impact of molecular structures
and of supramolecular arrangements on dynamic disorder. In
this context, the recent initiative of Nematiaram et al. to distribute freely the code for calculating Lτ is welcome because the
chemists’ community will have a direct access to a mesoscopic
physical parameter determining charge transport, in addition
to the molecular and supramolecular ones, λ and J, respectively.[301] This is an important step to bridge the gap between
molecular and macroscopic properties at the heart of charge
transport. Such new knowledge will likely increase the pace of
semiconductor discovery by inspiring materials chemists.

2.1.4. Other Theoretical Concepts
This section intends to give a flavor of the diversity of theoretical
concepts, without being comprehensive. Many other models exist
that all address the key question of electron–phonon couplings,
i.e., local (intramolecular, diagonal) and nonlocal (intermolecular,
off-diagonal). However, they differ by the relative contribution
of local and nonlocal couplings and by the way to take them
into account. In the hopping model, introduced above, charges
are localized on molecules and λ is essentially a molecular
parameter. But the size of polarons can be larger than a mole
cule and charges can extend over neighboring molecules.[302]
Polaron transport occurs by the sum of two contributions: electron tunneling (coherent electron transfer) and electron hopping
(incoherent electron transfer).[59] The former dominates at low
temperatures, whereas the latter becomes preponderant at higher
temperatures. Microscopic parameters, such as electron–phonon
coupling, bandwidth, and phonon energy, determine the relative
contribution of tunneling and hopping.[34,59,303,304] Shuai et al.
have put forward the quantum nuclear tunneling effect in charge
hopping, beyond the semiclassical Marcus theory.[220,305–308]
Importantly, mobility is predicted to increase upon lowering temperature in 50–300 K range, without invoking either delocalized
states or dynamic disorder.[309] According to these authors, this
formalism accurately describes both the absolute mobility values
and their temperature dependence. The most striking conclusion
is that dynamic disorder does not limit transport but, on the contrary, enhances mobility by a phonon-assisted mechanism. The
crossover between the band and hopping charge transport has
been studied by Beljonne, Prezdho, and Wang with a flexible
surface hopping algorithm.[310–312] Thermally activated charge
transport and monotonic decrease of mobility with temperature
were predicted at small and large values of electronic coupling,
respectively. Li et al. investigated the contributions of antisymmetric electron–phonon coupling on mobility of oligoacenes
and bimolecular donor–acceptor crystals.[292] When a molecule
is displaced, it increases transfer integral in one direction and
decreases it in the opposite direction. Symmetric and antisymmetric coupling modes give opposite temperature dependence
of mobility. Packwood et al. have put forward the critical role of
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correlated fluctuations on charge transport dynamics.[313] In a
nutshell, this short overview of theoretical developments shows
that the actual mechanism of charge transport is still debated,
nowadays.

2.1.5. Current Challenges
The confrontation of experimental results with theoretical predictions is still rarely possible for several reasons. On the theoretical
side, the exact mechanism underlying charge transport is not
fully elucidated, despite of some evident recent progresses. An
additional difficulty comes from unavoidable structural defects
and impurities in real samples that theoretical models frequently
ignore. Often, theories make some simplifying assumptions that
preclude to embrace the wide diversity of molecular and crystal
structures of organic semiconductors. On the experimental side,
sufficient sets of coherent and reproducible measurements of
mobility as a function of temperature, pressure, and charge density, and across a large diversity of organic semiconductors lack
terribly. Chemists synthesize many semiconductors but often in
insufficient quantity and purity to unambiguously characterize
their charge transport characteristics. To some extent, physicists
tend to work with a restricted number of systems, such as pentacene 1, fullerene 2, and rubrene 3, that are well-known and
for which they can control device fabrication. However, they are
representative of the nearly infinite diversity of molecular semiconductors. Fortunately, the availability of TIPS-PEN 4, diF-TES-ADT
5a, BTBT, and DNTT derivatives 8,9, F2TCNQ 19, Cl2-NDI 20, and
PDIF-CN2 21 creates a favorable situation. Another challenge for
the comparison of theory and experiments arises from interface
effects. Charge transport in organic semiconductors occurs in
the first molecular layers at the interface with the dielectric substrate. Crystal structures at interface differ sometimes very much
from bulk structures. Moreover, structural defects, impurities,
and vibration modes also deviate from bulk values. The situation
is not better at interfaces between semiconductors and electrodes
that suffer from similar drawbacks, creating undesirable contact
resistances that are further aggravated by the mismatch of energy
levels (vide infra). The confrontation of experimental results with
theoretical predictions is a cornerstone of the field of molecular
semiconductors that would greatly benefit from a more concerted
and dedicated effort of chemists, physicists, and theoreticians.
Another important consideration is the lack of unification theory.
While most of the models aim at explaining one regime at a time,
none has ever tried to bridge the gap going all the way from disordered materials (low mobilities) to the high performing ones (high
mobilities) where dynamic disorder is reduced. Two generally
admitted assumptions need to be revisited: i) uniform and steady
fields, and ii) uncorrelated transport of noninteracting charges. In
OFETs, charge carriers migrate toward the drain electrodes under
the supposed uniform and constant electric field, on the order of
105 V m−1, imposed by VDS, whereas another supposed uniform
and constant electric field, on the order of 107 V m−1, created by
VGS confines charge carriers in the first layers of molecular semiconductors at the interface with the dielectrics. How uniform and
constant are these two electric fields at the level of a charge carrier?
On one hand, adjacent molecules, with dipolar and quadrupolar
moments, fluctuate in position and orientation because of thermal
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agitation. On the other hand, other charges are present and move
too. At a density of 1012 charges per cm2 that is commonly reached
in OFETs and assuming that all charges are located in the first
layer, a charge occupies an area of 102 nm2 and charges are separated by 10 nm. At this distance and considering a dielectric constant of 4, the Coulomb repulsion between two charges is on the
order of kBT (several kBT if one consider the closest neighboring
charges) and the electric field developed by a charge amounts to
≈4 × 106 V m−1, i.e., roughly 40 times the electric field due to VDS.
In OFETs, the motion of a charge carrier must be correlated to the
number, position, and motions of other charge carriers. This has,
however, rarely been explicitly considered,[22,23] despite the fact
that µ increases with charge density[20] and decreases with VGS.[24]
Another challenge is the translation of theoretical concepts into
the clever design of novel molecular semiconductors. The most
obvious design rules, emanating from theoretical works discussed
above, are: 1) The reorganization energy should be as low as possible. 2) The transfer integrals must be large. 3) The distribution
of each transfer integral, induced by thermal agitation, should be
as narrow as possible. 4) Transfer integrals should also rather be
2D isotropic and of equivalent sign in conduction plane. 5) Low
frequency intermolecular vibration modes should be avoided. 6)
Localization lengths should be as large as possible. 7) In the case
of OFETs, the ionization potential/electron affinity (eV) should be
as close as possible to the one of Au (5.2 eV) used as electrodes.
This list is not comprehensive. Section 2.2. discusses molecular
features of best-performing molecular semiconductors from a
bird’s eyes view.

2.2. Molecular and Electronic Structures
2.2.1. Number of π-Electrons
The number of π-electrons ranges from 14 for HMTTF 17 to
60 or even more for large π-systems, such as the tetraimide 22
(Figure 4). λ associated with the twofold process of charging
and discharging molecules decreases exponentially with the
number of π-electrons. The lower λ is the higher the charge
carrier mobility expected if the hopping model applies.[59,283]
If the Boltzmann band model prevails, λ loses any importance
because the residence time of charges on molecules is shorter
than their reorganization time, on the order of picoseconds.[48]
However, the localization length is inversely proportional to the
reorganization energy, Lτ ∝ λ−1, in the transient localization scenario. Therefore, the minimization of λ is a common molecular
design rule for improving charge carrier mobility, although a
meta-analysis performed by Yavuz et al. indicates only a weak
correlation between µ and λ.[280] A low λ is more a necessary
than a sufficient condition to reach high µ.

2.2.2. Closed- and Open-Shell Structures
The overwhelming majority of organic molecules with an even
number of electrons forms close-shell structures, although
some of them exhibit a partial diradicaloid character that is
quantified by y varying between 0 and 1.[314] Singlet closed- and
open-shell structures are resonance forms and singlet and triplet
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open-shell structures are in equilibrium, as shown in Figure 6a
for heptazethrene 24.[315] Known semiconductors, such as TIPS
PEN 4 exhibit a diradicaloid character y = 0.15 (Figure 6b).[316]
Higher values y = 0.56, 0.30–0.37, and 0.62 are obtained for
26, 27, and 28, respectively.[317–319] A major drawback of such
compounds is that chemical reactivity tends to increase with
diradical character, although clever molecular design, such as
the introduction of sterically demanding groups, helps improve
stability.[320,321] The best performing semiconductor among the
structures of Figure 6 is evidently TIPS PEN 25, with independently reproduced hole mobility µ = 1.5–1.7 cm2 V−1 s−1.[322,323]
Then come Ph2-IDPL 27, DIAn 28, FDT 29, and FDT-Br 30
with µ = 0.7, 10−3, 10−5, and 10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1.[317,324,325] The scare
data and the issue of stability preclude to reach reliable conclusions about an eventual link between mobility and diradical
character. Molecules with an uneven number of electrons have
always fascinated materials chemists because an unpaired electron with a spin ½ confers a new set of properties, for example,
paramagnetic susceptibility.[326] High spin molecules have a
total spin quantum number ≥ 1 resulting from the presence of
several persistent radicals.[327] π-Systems with an uneven number
of electrons have a singlet-occupied molecular orbital (SOMO)
instead of a HOMO Figure 7. If they are adequately positioned
in crystals and if they do not dimerize, they tend to form electrically conducting materials. A large diversity of molecular and
crystal structures has been obtained and studied.[328] Two representative examples are dithiadiazolyl 31 and diselenadiazolyl 32.
A more recent one comes from bisdithiazolyl 33, which
exhibit a sharp dependence of electrical conductivity with pressure.[329] Some neutral π-radicals behave as semiconductors.
For example, a well-balanced ambipolar charge transport with
µ(h+) = 4.5 × 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1 and µ(e−) = 1.1 × 10−2 cm2 V−1 s−1
has been measured for the boron-stabilized planar neutral
π-radicals 34.[330] An interesting situation occurs when a chemical function with a stable radical is anchored, but electronically
decoupled, to a π-system. Upon hole transfer, neutral molecule 35 is oxidized into a radical cation. The unpaired electron
residing in the HOMO interacts with the one localized in the
SOMO of the side group with a ferromagnetic coupling constant
Jintra/kB = 6.5 K. In the absence of an external magnetic field to
polarize spins, holes travel into a rough energy landscape. When
a magnetic field of 5 T is switched on, a negative magnetoresistance develops below 30 K.[331] Similar systems to compound 35,
operating upon the same principle, have been reported.[332]

2.2.3. Chemical Composition
For p-type semiconductors, some structures are only composed of carbon and hydrogen atoms, such as pentacene 1 and
rubrene 3, whereas some others contain heteroatoms. In the
column VI B of the Mendeleev table containing O, S, and Se,
S atoms are most often encountered than O and Se atoms. One
important but not unique reason is that C and S atoms have
comparable electronegativity that prevent the formation of local
dipoles slowing down charge transport. This observation is consistent with the fact that donor–acceptor conjugated polymers
perform better than conjugated polymers based exclusively on
thiophene or thienothiophene. As hitherto explained, charge
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Figure 6. Selected examples of open-shell structures: a) Aromatic to quinoidal balance in the formation of a Kekulé biradical and the singlet-triplet equilibrium in the prototypical case of unsubstituted heptazethrene 24. b) Open-shell structures of TIPS PEN 25, bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl)octazthrene
(OZT-TIPS) 26, diphenylindacenodiphenalene (Ph2-IDPL) 27, bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl) diindeno[b,i]anthracene (DIAn) 28, 6,6-bis(2-ethylhexyl)1,1′,3,3′-tetraphenyl-4,6-dihydro-1H-fluoreno[2,3,8,9]-1,2,4-ditriazin-4-yl (FDT) 29, and 6,6-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-1,1′-diphenyl-3,3′-(4-bromophenyl)-4,6dihydro-1H-fluoreno[2,3,8,9]-1,2,4-ditriazin-4-yl (FDT-Br) 30.

carriers move faster in flat energy landscapes in which they are
not forced to localize energetic disorder. Rather systematically, S
atoms give rise to molecular semiconductors with higher charge
carrier mobility than Se atoms probably for geometric reasons.
S atom appears to have the right size for herringbone packing
motif and favors well-balanced transfer integrals in conduction
planes.[71,91,333–335] A relative superiority of the S atom over the
O atom is also observed.[336,337] The too rapid conclusion of the
superiority of S-containing molecular semiconductors over O
and Se analogs must be tempered by the fact that few homologous series have been reported and that crystal structures are
sometimes substantially different. Efficient charge transport
results from the intimate interplay between molecular and
crystal structures as Section 2.3 will explains. The chemical
composition of best-performing n-type semiconductors is radically different from the one of their p-type counterparts because
of the pressing need to stabilize radical anions with electronwithdrawing groups. If we set aside C60 2 that only contains

carbon atoms, n-type semiconductors 6, 7, and 19–23 contain
either electron withdrawing groups such as ester, amide, imide,
and nitrile functions or halogen atoms, or even both, connected
to the central π-system.[108,117,131,234,338–340] In addition, fluorinated side chains are also used as water repellant, notably for
Cl2-NDI 20 and PDIF-CN2 21.[9,122–128] The design of n-type
semiconductors is rooted in the pioneering work of de Leeuw
et al. who have put forward the detrimental role of dioxygen and
water that react with radical anions.[341,342] Not stabilized organic
semiconductors reduced into radical anions react also with
hydroxyl functions present at the surface of silicon wafers.[343]
The chemical reactivity of radical anions is dramatically reduced
if organic semiconductors bear strong electron-withdrawing
groups that increase electron affinity (EA).[120,344,345] EA is the
amount of energy released by an atom or a molecule when
it captures an electron. The higher EA is the more stable the
formed anion is. Empirically, EA of n-type organic semiconductors must exceed the value of 4.0 eV for not reacting with

Figure 7. Selected examples of odd-electron conjugated molecules.
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water or dioxygen molecules.[346] Often, EA is deduced from
the first reduction potential (E1red) and a linear relation has
been observed between them for amorphous films of organic
semiconductors.[347,348] However, such easily deduced values of
EA do not account for packing effects and the associated electrostatic and polarization effects that can shift energy levels by
more than 1 eV, on some occasions.[349] Carbon atoms forming
extended π-systems are most often connected to hydrogen
atoms, if not engaged in carbon–carbon bonds. The replacement of hydrogen by deuterium atoms raises the intriguing
question of an eventual isotope effect on charge transport
because it could shed light on its mechanisms. An isotope effect
should manifest in the case of nuclear tunneling in a hopping
picture or in the case of optical phonon scattering in a band-like
picture.[350] Does deuterium have a smaller van der Walls radius
than protium because of smaller vibration amplitude? In fact, it
depends on temperature, and deuterated compounds can even
have a larger molecular volume. For example, the molecular
volume of deuterated benzene is larger than the one of benzene,
both sharing the same crystal structure.[351] Could crystal structures of organic semiconductors be impacted? Although some
exceptions exist, deuterium perturbs only slightly the molecular
arrangement in the solid-state.[352] Rubrene 3 and its deuterated analog exhibit the same crystal structure and maintain its
benchmark transport properties, with µ above 10 cm2 V−1 s−1
at room temperature and µ = 45 cm2 V−1 s−1 around 100 K.[353]
Calculations with the quantum nuclear tunneling model for
the localized charge transfer formalism indicate a slight isotope effect on charge transport. Mobility of deuterated rubrene
decreases by 2–3%.[350] Vertical ionization potential (IP+) of several isolated polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons have been calculated. Pentacene 1 and its deuterated equivalent differ only by
9 meV.[354] Side-chain deuterated poly(3-hexylthiophene), abbreviated P3HT, exhibits a mobility of 3.5 × 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1, almost
an order of magnitude lower than that of its protonated counterpart (µ = 2.5 × 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1).[355] Beside its slightly smaller
size, deuterium weights twice the mass of protium. A clear
shift of vibrational frequency from CH stretch (3077 cm−1)
to a CD stretch (2266 cm−1) is observed for hydrogenated and
deuterated rubrenes, respectively.[353] Intermolecular vibration
modes (nonlocal phonons) are rather decoupled from intramolecular ones (local phonons), in the case of rubrene 3.[356]
Therefore, it is not that surprising that charge transport characteristics of hydrogenated and deuterated rubrenes match
well.[353] Deuteration could eventually become more important
for spin transport. Deuterium exhibit a weaker hyperfine interaction strength by a factor 6.5. Longer spin diffusion has been
claimed for deuterated versus hydrogenated poly(p-phenylenevinylene).[357] Frisbie et al. have synthesized and characterized
13C-rubrene, i.e., rubrene 3 in which all 12C have been replaced
by 13C atoms to study the influence of nuclear motion on the
kinetics of charge transport in this benchmark semiconductor.
13C-rubrene keeps all the attributes of rubrene with a natural
abundance of carbon isotopes, i.e., same crystal structure and
quality, same transport signature with µ(h+) > 10 cm2 V−1 s−1,
same band-like transport, and same Hall effect. A statistical
study of µ(h+) over a large number of single crystal air gap
OFETs has, however, demonstrated that 13C isotopic substitution produces a 13% reduction in the µ(h+) of rubrene. This
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negative isotope effect originates from a redshift of vibrational
frequencies after 13C-substitution, as corroborated by computer
simulations based on the transient localization scenario. This
expected isotope effect on low frequency intermolecular phonon
modes and its negative effect on µ(h+), all other parameter being
constant, constitute an elegant validation of the transient localization scenario.[295] In summary, despite the limited literature
available, an isotope effect takes place, although its impact on
charge carrier mobility is rather low.

2.2.4. Molecular Shape
The molecules depicted in Figure 4 tend to have a flat π, except
for C60 2. Another easily observable feature is that the bestperforming molecular semiconductors either have an axis or
a plane of symmetry, except BTBT derivative 11. The π-system
of most molecular semiconductors of Figure 4 extents in one
direction. However, some π-systems such as phthalocyanine
18 and tetraimide 22 are, more disc- than board-shaped. The
shape determines, to a large extent, the type of crystal packing
that molecules adopt. Board-shaped molecules crystallize often
into herringbone motif, whereas disc-shaped compounds
must adopt the three other packing depicted in Figure 3. Noteworthy is the fact that solid-state arrangement can be tailored
by the position and nature of side groups too, as will be discussed in Section 2.2.6. Molecular structure and general shape
also rules the way molecules vibrate in crystals. Okamoto et al.
have introduced the concept of V- and N-shaped semiconductors in an effort to reduce lateral displacements along the
longest axis of π-systems that are particularly detrimental to
charge transport.[48,59,276,286] Compounds 12–15 are representative examples.[105–107,358,359] Other thienoacenes, such as 8–11
and 16, are also, to some extent, N shaped.[78,90–94,96–99,109,116]
Beside these generalities molecular structures and shapes of
best-performing molecular semiconductors differ largely.

2.2.5. Chirality
Although chirality is textbook concept in synthetic chemistry,
few chiral organic semiconductors have been reported so far,
in contrast of chiral conjugated polymers and chiral organic
conductors that have received more attention.[360–368] There
are essentially two types of molecular structures, either the
π-systems are chiral and depart from planarity or chiral sidegroups are attached to a flat conjugated core.[369–375] Figure 8
presents a selection of some chiral semiconductors. Nitrogencontaining helicenes M-35 and P-35 have been used by
Fuchter et al. to fabricate OFETs. Performances were average,
i.e., µ(h+) = 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1 and on/off ratio of 103, but circularly polarized light was detected by these devices with a
quantum efficiency of 0.1%.[31] Later on, the same authors have
reported a new study that shows that the racemic 1:1 mixture
of M-35 and P-35 forming a racemate, i.e., a centrosymmetric
crystal with both enantiomers in unit cell, exhibit an 80-fold
increase in hole mobility versus P-35.[371] The racemic mixture of boron- and nitrogen-containing helicenes M-36 and
P-36, forming a racemate, have been tested in OFETs versus
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Figure 8. Selection of chiral molecular semiconductors.

enantiomer P-36. The racemic mixture and the pure enantiomer
exhibit rather comparable mobility values, µ(h+) = 4.6 × 10−4
and 7.9 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively. IP+ values were also
found to be equal within experimental error.[376] Torsi et al.
have reported the use of conjugated oligomers 37 and 38 with
either two D-glucose or L-phenylalanine side groups, respectively, to discriminate between enantiomers of β-cytronellol
and carvone vapors.[377] The diastereoisomeric interactions
between the chiral conjugated oligomers and the enantiomers
of β-cytronellol and carvone vapors causes a different swelling
of the polycrystalline thin films of the conjugated oligomers
37 and 38 that ultimately gives rise to different charge transport characteristics in OFETs. Diketo-pyrrolopyrroles (DPP)
RR-39, SS-39, and meso-39 have been obtained and separated
by Nguyen et al.[378] Not surprisingly for a sample containing
several crystal phases, the as-synthesized statistical mixture
of RR-39, SS-39, and meso-39 showed the worst mobility,
µ(h+) = 6.4 × 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1, in polycrystalline thin film transistors. The enantiomers RR-39 and SS-39 exhibited improved
mobility values of 4.1–4.5 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1, whereas the best
performance was observed for the achiral compound and meso39, µ(h+) = 1.7 × 10−3 cm2. These results are corroborated by the
ones obtained by Würthner et al. with single crystal OFETs of
DPP RR-40, SS-40, and meso-40 that affords mobility values
of µ(h+) = 0.79, 0.79, and 3.4 cm2 V−1 s−1.[379,380] Why do meso
compounds give rise to higher mobility than pure isomers? One
plausible explanation comes from the chiral-induced spin selectivity (CISS) effect, i.e., the filtering of electrons depending on
their spin by chiral molecules.[381,382] CISS has been observed
for a variety of systems: poly(thiophene) with chiral sidechains,[383] cysteine,[384] oligopeptides,[385–387] protein,[388] carbon
nanotubes functionalized with single-stranded DNA,[389] chiral
self-assembled monolayer,[390] and even helicenes.[391] CISS can
be intuitively understood. Only a chiral object can recognize a
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chiral object, object being taken here in a very broad sense. Electrons having a spin ½ are not chiral at rest, but as soon as they
move with their spin projection parallel or antiparallel to the
propagation direction, they exhibit true chirality, as pointed out
by Lawrence Baron.[392] Therefore, electron tunneling through
chiral molecules are filtered following their spin up or down.[381]
Consequently, only electrons (or holes) with the right spin can
be injected into chiral semiconductors. The other electrons
(or holes) with the opposite spin are backscattered at source
electrode decreasing ID by half. Although CISS effect appears
detrimental for charge transport, it offers a wealth of new opportunities of which the development of spintronics with no magnets is not the least.[393–397]

2.2.6. Side Groups
Most of molecular semiconductors bear some side groups that
do much more than enhancing solubility.[223,254] Side groups
are engineering elements of crystal structures. Indeed, the
usual tools of traditional crystal engineering, such as hydrogenbonding[398] cannot be used in the case of semiconductors
because strong dipoles electrostatically interact with charge carriers and limit their mobility. Materials chemists are thus left
with the sole nonpolar side groups. An additional effect is that
side groups separate charge carriers from the dielectric layer. A
separation distance of about 1 nm is sufficient to prevent high
dielectric constant layers to slow down charge carriers by electrostatic interactions.[399] Which side groups are used? Most
often side groups are linear alkyl side chains of various length.
The optimum charge transport performances are generally
obtained for 8–12 carbon atoms.[90,400] Branching has evidently
been explored as a strategy to enhance solubility and modulate
packing, but at the eventual expenses of creating a stereogenic
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center.[98,379,380,401] Triisopropylsylil, triethylsilyl, and triethylgermyl are among popular unconventional bulky side groups as
can be seen in compounds 4, 5a,b, 6, 26, and 28. Fluorinated
side chains are mostly used for n-type semiconductors because
they have a barrier effect to prevent water and dioxygen molecules from reaching radical anions located on π-systems.[33–40]
Phenyl groups play a dual role as a function of the dihedral angle
with π-system. If the angle is low, phenyl rings are then involved
in conjugation and do not qualify as side groups. But if phenyl
rings are quasi orthogonal to π-system, such as in rubrene 3 and
in compounds 27, 29, and 30, they are electronically decoupled
from π-system. In conclusion, side groups are truly essential in
the toolbox of materials chemists because they play multiple
roles: modulating crystal structures, separating charge carriers
from dielectrics, enhancing mobility, improving solubility, and
acting as barrier effects. Side groups are not restricted to alkyl
side chains, but they must be devoid of polar groups.

2.2.7. Conclusions and Current Challenges
Currently, the best p-type semiconductors are found among thienoacenes, although rubrene 3, which contains no five membered
rings and no sulfur atoms, performs as well as for example DNTT
9 or DNBDT-NW 13. How to identify the next generation of molecular semiconductors that would overcome their performances
and break the symbolic limit of 100 cm2 V−1 s−1, if possible?
Charge carrier mobility is a molecular and materials property,
largely determined by crystal packing that remains unpredictable.
Should synthetic chemists stand only by serendipity or are there
some molecular design elements to guide them? Rubrene 3 is
rather a unique case, whereas several examples of thienoacenes
with µ ≈ 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 exist. Sulfur atoms in conjunction with
herringbone packing appear as essential to performances. A winning strategy would then be to increase the number sulfur atoms
while preserving herringbone packing. At first glance and based
on the scattered available data, chirality, diradicaloid character,
odd number of electrons, and deuteration have not led to any
higher mobility values. Performing, n-type semiconductors are
less documented, but C60 2 is an outstanding molecule because of
its spherical π-system that has no p-type analog. Fully fluorinated
thienoacenes would nicely complement the library of existing
n-type semiconductors. Section 2.3 identifies supramolecular
design elements that add and complement the molecular ones.

2.3. Supramolecular Organization in Solid-State
and Electronic Properties
2.3.1. Polycrystalline Thin Films
Most OFETs are fabricated out of polycrystalline thin films in
which the orientation of semiconductor molecules versus the
dielectric layer is determinant for charge transport. Fortunately,
molecular semiconductors with high aspect ratio orient spontaneously their longest molecular axis perpendicular or with only
a moderate tilt angle versus substrate normal z. Others with
low aspect ratio, such as rubrene 3, TIPS PEN 4, diF-TES-ADT
5a, diF-TEG-ADT 5b, and TIPS-TAP 6 orient spontaneously the
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longest molecular axis of their π-systems parallel to the dielectric
layer. Such orientations favor charge transport because highest
transfer integrals occur within the x,y conduction plane parallel
to substrate.[198,204,213] The orientation of semiconductors versus
electrodes is not less important because it determines, to a large
extent, the detrimental contact resistances that preclude easy
charge injection.[222,402–405] Charge transport is evidently hindered
by grain boundaries where charges tend to accumulate.[406–409]
Nevertheless, trustable mobility values of polycrystalline thin
films of didecyl-DNTT 9 and didecyl-DNBDT-NW 13, measured
by the van der Pauw method, reach 6.2 and 6.5 cm2 V−1 s−1.[410]
Such mobility values are only inferior by a factor 2–3 to those
obtained in single crystals, indicating that grain boundaries are
not too limiting, at room temperature, for well-fabricated thin
films.[92,94–96,257,411] However, this conclusion might not be general and not hold true at low temperature.[409] Moreover, grain
boundaries are known to favor device instability.[412] Grain
boundaries also differ by their size and angle.[407,408] Evidently,
the distance separating two crystal domains at grain boundaries is also a function of temperature because of thermal expansion coefficients along crystallographic directions. As a general
matter of fact, grain boundaries complicates substantially the
elucidation of charge transport mechanism in molecular semiconductors. Morphology of polycrystalline thin films deposited
either from solution or vapor, and their subsequent characterization have been reviewed, at several occasions. Interested readers
are directed toward existing literature.[193,194,198,201,204,213,413]

2.3.2. Single Crystals and Single Crystal Devices
The growth of single crystals and the evaluation of single
crystal devices have regularly been the topic of review
papers.[12,13,27,230,232,240,414–416] Only the most salient and recent
results are discussed here. Large and high quality single crystals are essential to fundamental studies on charge transport
because they avoid grain boundaries and they allow measuring
mobility as a function of crystallographic orientations.[232] For
example, rubrene 3 exhibits mobility values of 15.4 cm2 V−1 s−1
and 4.4 cm2 V−1 s−1, along the b and a axes, respectively.[417] The
importance of the isotropy of charge transport within the x,y
conduction plane has somewhat been overlooked. Nowadays,
it is increasingly recognized as an important design element
for high µ semiconductors.[98,411,418–425] How to judge the isotropy of charge transport? Several criteria have been used: i) The
values of transfer integrals inform on the isotropy of electronic
interactions between adjacent molecules. However, they vibrate
substantially around their equilibrium position in the crystal
structure and their vibration modes are anisotropic. This must
be accounted to have a realistic time-averaged view of the isotropy of the transfer integrals.[423] ii) Single crystal OFETs with
multiple electrodes afford an experimental determination of the
mobility in the x,y plane, but it might not be sufficient to draw
conclusions, since fairly isotropic charge transport has been
measured for diF-TES-ADT 5a spherulites as a consequence
of their polycrystalline nature that somewhat average the anisotropy of transfer integrals.[86,426] The isotropy of µ observed
at macroscopic scale hides the anisotropy at nanoscopic scale.
This highlights the limited information contained in the sole
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mobility values and pleads for a characterization of transport
properties across various length-scales. iii) The isotropy of the
charge carrier mobility in the x,y plane has been calculated,
from transfer integrals, using band-like and hopping models.
Both models afford different values of the dimensionless 2D
isotropy parameter according to Equation (8) in which µmin and
µmax are the minimum and maximum mobility values, respectively. I ranges from one to two
I = 1+

µ min
µ max (8)

There are essentially three different isotropy parameters:
Iexp, Iband, and Ihop, obtained from single crystal devices, bandlike, and hopping calculations, respectively. For example,
data for pentacene 1 afford Iexp = 1.29, Iband = 1.76, and
Ihop = 1.09. Some differences are also observed with rubrene
3 Iexp = 1.25, Iband = 1.35, and Ihop = 1.00.[46,427,428] For DNTT
9 (R = H), Iexp ranges from 1.59 to 1.76.[411,419] Reese and coworkers have reported a tetramethylsilyl functionalized terthiophene exhibiting a truly 2D isotropic charge transport
with Iexp = 2, within experimental error.[421] Semiconductors
with 2D charge transport offer the advantage of facilitating
device fabrication because a random orientation of crystals
affords the same charge transport characteristics. But do 2D
semiconductors improve charge carrier mobility? Experimental
data are scattered but it seems that it is indeed the case.[73,98]
Would semiconductors transporting charges rather uniformly
in three directions not be even better as they could decrease
access resistance? Besides C60 2, only few compounds qualify
as 3D semiconductors and often at the expenses of orbital
overlap.[63,112,208] None of the 3D semiconductors are among
the best-performing ones, as far as charge carrier mobility
is concerned. A notable exception is C60 2, for which various
mobility values ranging from 1.5 to 11 cm2 V−1 s−1 have been
reported.[193,429–435] On the average, best mobility values are on
the order of 5–6 cm2 V−1 s−1, which are remarkable for such
disordered semiconductor that forms a crystal plastic phase at
room temperature, i.e., the center of mass of fullerene molecules are located on crystal lattice but molecules rotate rather
freely inducing structural disorder.[436,437] This point will be
further discussed in Section 2.4.1. Strangely, electrical conductivity along z direction is observed for rubrene 3. A not so low
value of µ = 0.29 cm2 V−1 s−1 along the c axis (corresponding
to z direction, orthorhombic unit cell) has been recorded at
room temperature.[438] At first glance, it is surprising because
transfer integrals along the c axis are negligible, but it could be
explained considering crystal growth modes and the α factor.
According to Temkin, the ease at which a surface of a crystal
becomes rough is ruled by the dimensionless α factor

α=

∆E
(9)
RT

Where ΔE is the energetic penalty to create a rough surface
from a flat one. When α ≤ 3, surface roughening is easy and
continuous crystal growth occurs. A surface nucleation, with
an extra activation energy, is needed for 3 ≤ α ≤ 5. This growth
mode is slower than continuous growth. Finally, spiral growth
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only occurs along screw dislocations for α ≥ 5 and growth is
even slower. The orthorhombic polymorph of rubrene 3 is
obtained from vapor deposition, i.e., conditions in which spiral
growth is the most likely.[439] Noteworthy is that vapor grown
anthracene and tetracene results from spiral growth mechanism.[440] Therefore, parallel conduction planes within single
crystal get connected through screw dislocations. Of general relevance, single crystals are far from being perfect and defects are
unavoidable at T > 0 K. Crystals contain defects that results from
their growth conditions but that are also favored by temperature. For example, a crystal of anthracene has 1.5 × 1014 cm−3
Schottky defects (vacancies) at room temperature. At the
melting point of anthracene one finds a higher density of vacancies of 2.1019 cm−3. For naphthalene, the values are even higher
7.1015 cm−3 and 3.1017 cm−3.[441] A step dislocation can be understood as a slippage of a part of the crystal relative to the rest.
The boundary between the slipped and the nonslipped regions
forms a dislocation line.[442] In the neighborhood of such dislocation, some molecules are separated from one another and
some others forced to come in shorter distance than equilibrium. This is not without consequences for transfer integrals
as they are known to increase exponentially as intermolecular
distance decreases.[284] Some deep traps are created at low angle
grain boundaries between domains.[443] It must be clear that low
angle grain boundaries occur within single crystals. Mosaicity,
a measure of the spread of crystal plane orientations, is determined by rocking curves. Values of full width at half maxima
are on the order of 0.022° for (001) planes of single crystals of
DNTT 9.[411] A detailed study for different diffraction peaks of
single crystals of rubrene 3 affords values ranging from 0.013°
to 0.150°.[444] Data have been brought one step further by the
deconvolution of crystalline size and lattice disorder to extract
paracrystallinity (g in %) that quantifies disorder. TIPS-PEN 4
is representative of high quality crystals with a low g value of
0.3%.[445] The link between mobility values and the defects and
disorder within single crystal remains somewhat unexplored, so
far.[446] Another characteristic of molecular semiconductors is
that they often form polymorphs. Rubrene 3 is an archetypical
example. It crystallizes into orthorhombic, monoclinic, and triclinic phases but only the first one shows high charge carrier
mobility.[64] Once more, these findings highlight that charge
transport results from an interplay between molecular structure,
defining energy levels and wave functions, and supramolecular
arrangement, ruling orbital overlap and ultimately transfer integrals between adjacent molecules. Are there additional requirements for crystal structures? Sosorev et al. have investigated
the case of F2-TCNQ 19, which exhibits a band-like electron
transport with record-high mobility, whereas structurally similar tetracyanoquinodimethane derivatives, such as TCNQ and
F4-TCNQ, have much more modest performances.[108] They have
put forward that the specific packing motif of F2-TCNQ 19, with
one molecule per primitive cell, decreases the electron–phonon
coupling.[117,118] Intermolecular phonon modes, which are polymorph specific, definitively play a key role.[271,274] Uncontrollable
polymorphism is detrimental to charge transport.[447] But tailored polymorphism offers the opportunity to explore in details
the subtle role of packing on mobility. Several research groups
have rivaled in creativity to control polymorphism in thin films.
The field of process engineering of organic semiconductors has
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recently been reviewed by prominent scientists.[190,194,254,448–451]
Out of the many methods that exist to control polymorphism, to
direct crystal growth along a specific direction, and to tailor the
thickness of thin films, edge casting, and meniscus-driven solution methods appear the simplest and most efficient ones.[448,452–
455]
In conjunction with adequate semiconductors, it can afford
wafer-size single crystal thin film of dioctyl-DNBDT-NW 13 only
two layers thick. This remarkable achievement has enabled the
measurement of a mobility of 13 cm2 V−1 s−1 and a channelwidth normalized contact resistance of only 46.9 Ω cm.[359]
One also has to mention the obtaining of specific polymorphs
by solution shearing and nanoconfinement methods heading
toward programmable and coherent crystallization of organic
semiconductors.[254,449–451,456,457]

2.3.3. Liquid Crystals

Figure 9. Illustration of the presence of a wetting layer between a substrate and a crystal phase of dihexylterthiophene 41.

Desymmetrized BTBT 11 has been designed by Hanna et al. to
form a liquid crystal phase at high temperature and a crystalline one at room temperature. They have demonstrated that
the occurrence of smectic A and E phases helps the formation
of large crystalline mono-domains and hence improve charge
transport. Mobility values above 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 have been measured at room temperature.[103] The same authors have also
reported, notably with dodecyl-BTBT 8, that deposition by spincoating at liquid crystalline temperatures is a superior method
for fabricating rather uniform polycrystalline thin films.[103,458]
Liquid crystals are less ordered than crystals because of their
partial liquid character. They are not suitable for reaching high
µ.[459] But smectic liquid crystalline phases have the particularity
to wet surfaces and to lay flat on them. Upon thermal annealing,
smectic phases spontaneously form uniform thin films that
promote the formation of large crystalline domains.[460–462]

2.3.4. Surfaces and Interfaces
In Section 2.3.3, it has been seen that smectic phases orient
on a substrate. But, how does a rigid substrate influence crystallization? Substrates with rigid wall impose new geometrical
constrains to crystal structures. Some semiconductors keep
the bulk phase in proximity to a rigid wall, others exhibit substrate-induced phases (SIPs), also named “thin-film phases.”
This term is ambiguous because SIPs can be present at the
interface with the substrate irrespective of film thickness.
SIPs are phases with a distinct crystal structure from those of
the bulk, which occurs because of the presence of a rigid substrate. They occur in the presence or in absence of epitaxial
effects. SIPs deviate from the bulk structure in the vicinity of
a substrate which is not necessarily related to any matching
of unit cells between film and substrate. Many SIPs are
observed on amorphous substrates. In defining SIPs, it must
be stated that they are not the same as self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) because SIPs extend over several molecular
layers. A SIP is also not necessarily the same as an epitaxially
grown film since the latter can have the same crystal structure
than in bulk. The field of SIPs has recently been reviewed.[463]
Probably, the most studied SIP occurs for pentacene 1.[464–467]
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But, it must be stressed that it is not an exception. SIPs are rather
common. For example, dimethyl-DNTT 9 grows on a substrate
into a crystal structure that differs from the bulk one.[468] The
situation might even be more complex when a wetting layer is
present, i.e., a liquid-like monolayer of molecules sandwiched
between the substrate and the crystal structure, as illustrated
for dihexylterthiophene 41 in Figure 9.[469] Most of the time,
SIPs have a kinetic origin, but in some rare cases, the substrate
catalyzes the formation of a more thermodynamically stable
phase.[470] The situation is not different in bulk. Kinetically
trapped phases are very general for crystals of organic molecules
and are deeply rooted to polymorphism. Some local crystal lattice energy minima are separated by large activation barriers for
crystal to crystal transitions. This is not a problem as long as
the desired polymorphs are accessible as pure phase. SIPs have
mostly been investigated on silicon wafers covered by an oxide
layer (SiOx), for practical reasons. Other surfaces also cause the
occurrence of SIPs. The case of perfluoropentacene 7 is particularly illustrative. In contact with SiOx substrate, perfluoropentacene 7 crystallizes into another polymorph that slightly differs
from the bulk one. Both structures form a herringbone packing
arrangement with two molecules in the unit cell.[471,472] These
changes from the bulk to the SIP of 7 are analogous to the differences in the structures of pentacene 1. A totally new situation
occurs on graphite substrate. Molecules of 7 lie flat on graphite
instead of standing up with a small tilt angle on SiOx. Moreover,
they adopt a coplanar packing arrangement.[473] The structural
changes are attributed to epitaxial growth of perfluoropentacene 7
on graphite. The use of graphite instead of gold electrodes might
then influence the local arrangement of molecular semiconductors that can ultimately have a profound impact on contact resistance. Epitaxy, abundantly used for inorganic semiconductors, is
the matching of the crystalline unit cell parameters or geometries
of two distinct phases.[474] The perfect match of two crystal phases
is rarely encountered.[475] In some cases, epitaxial growth occurs
even with mismatched crystal lattices.[476–478] Wang et al. have succeeded to fabricate stable mono- bi- and tri-layers of dioctyl-BTBT
8 epitaxially grown on boron nitride. A mobility of 30 cm2 V−1 s−1
and a contact resistance of 100 Ω cm have been reported.[479,480]
For a review of the epitaxial growth of organic semiconductors on
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inorganic single crystals, read the review articles of Bao et al.[201]
Dense octadecylsilane surface modification layer has been found
to improve charge transport in pentacene 1 and C60 2, although
it is not clear if it is due to epitaxy or not.[481,482] The importance
of the dielectric interfaces extends beyond the sole questions
linked to the crystal structure of semiconductors. Viscoelasticity
of polymer dielectric and dielectric properties matter too.[483]
Using single crystals of rubrene 3, Morpugo et al. have shown
that µ varies with the inverse of the dielectric constant ε.[484,485]
According to this work, the best dielectric is thus vacuum.[486] The
surface of organic semiconductors is of particular interest since
transport occurs in the first layers in gated devices.[24,487–489] Tetracene surface undergoes a large structural relaxation, whereas
the one of higher molecular weights rubrene 3 does not.[490]
Frisbie et al. have recently reported that crystal step edges trap
electrons on the surfaces of F2-TCNQ 19, Cl2-NDI 20, and PDIFCN2 21.[491] High-resolution scanning Kelvin probe microscopy
images combined with charge transport measurements show
that the magnitude of the step edge potential is correlated with
the sensitivity of µ to the number of step edges. Fullerene 2 surfaces give rise to no step-edge potential, whereas atomic force
microscopy images reveal large number of steps. Rubrene 3
surfaces only show weak step edge potentials. Calculations suggests that step edge potential originates from an effective edge
dipole but extrinsic factors, such as surface reconstruction at
edges and local contaminations cannot be excluded.[492] It is also
not excluded that dimensionality of charge transport plays a role.
Podzorov et al. have shown that step edges of rubrene 3 can be
functionalized with tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl)trichlorosilane.[493] Surface defects and even mechanical stress are of
general relevance and must definitively be taken into account to
explain charge transport, at fundamental level.[18,494–496]

2.3.5. Donor–Acceptor Systems
Molecular semiconductors of n- and p-type have been combined either in laminated structures or in cocrystals. Morpugo
et al. have manually assembled monocrystals of rubrene 3 with
monocrystals of F2-TCNQ 19 and PDIF-CN2 21 to fabricate
Schottky-gated heterostructures. Despite ill-defined contacts
between both types of crystals, the electrical resistance of the
rubrene 3—PDIF-CN2 21 heterostructure is much lower than
that of individual crystals, indicating that a charge transfer
occurs. Electron and not hole conductions were observed.
Mobility determined by Hall- and field-effects agreed and were
on the order of 1 cm2 V−1 s−1.[497] In a subsequent work, the same
group reported single crystal interfaces based on rubrene 3 and
TCNQ, F2-TCNQ 19, and F4-TCNQ to demonstrate increased
interfacial charge transfer upon increasing the electron affinity
of the acceptor material.[498] Ambipolar charge transport with
µ(h+) = 0.23 cm2 V−1 s−1 and µ(e−) = 0.13 cm2 V−1 s−1 has been
observed for parallel TIPS-PEN 4 and N,N′-dioctyl perylene tetracarboxilic diimide single crystals.[499] Dodecyl-DNTT 9 and
Copper(II)
1,2,3,4,8,9,10,11,15,16,17,18,22,23,24,25-hexadecafluoro-29H,31H-phthalocyanine (F16CuPc) bilayer transistors
have been fabricated. Unfortunately, mobility could not
unambiguously be determined due to nonideal transfer characteristics resulting from the gate voltage dependence of contact
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resistance.[500] Organic single-crystalline p–n junction nanoribbons have been reported by Briseno et al. CuPc nanoribbons
were used as template to epitaxially grow F16CuPc, forming
a p–n junction defined at molecular level. Ambipolar transport of the p–n junction nanoribbons was observed in OFETs
with balanced µ = 0.05 and 0.07 cm2 V−1 s−1 for F16CuPc and
CuPc, respectively.[475] Cocrystals of donor and acceptor semiconductors have to face a twofold requirement. On one hand,
their shape must be complementary, and on the other hand,
their orbital symmetry must match for efficient charge transfer
from the donor to the acceptor.[501–505] The number of potential donor–acceptor combinations is extremely large, especially
when considering 1:2, 1:3, or 2:1, 3:1 instead of simply 1:1.
Several examples have been reported, often involving TCNQ,
F2-TCNQ 19, or F4-TCNQ as acceptors.[506] The field of organic
donor–acceptor complexes as novel organic semiconductors
has recently been reviewed.[236] Any cocrystals of n- and p-type
semiconductors have not outperformed yet pure crystals, as far
as charge carrier mobility and on/off ratio are concerned.

2.3.6. Conclusions and Current Challenges
In conclusion, the importance of the supramolecular organization
of molecular semiconductors in the solid-state on electronic properties, in general, and on charge transport, in particular, cannot
be underestimated. Crystal structure is crucial since it determines
the number of first neighboring molecules, the extent of the electronic coupling between them, and the dimensionality of charge
transport. Crystal structure also imposes the intermolecular
phonon modes that cause the broadening of transfer integral distribution and ultimately give rise to charge localization. Structural
defects, in bulk, at interfaces, and on surfaces, play an equally
important role on the ultimate achievable mobility values. Single
crystals, devoid of high-angle but not of low angle grain boundaries, are indispensable to elucidate charge transport mechanisms
as a function of crystallographic orientations. The reduced thickness to a few molecular layers and the structural perfection of
single crystals, eventually guided by epitaxy, have given rise to the
best charge transport performances. Conversely, co-crystallization
of n- and p-type semiconductors have not yet led to the obtaining
of outstanding charge carrier mobility values. What are the next
steps for developing even better performing semiconductors?
Decreasing λ and increasing J are the most cited options in chemical literature, although a direct correlation between λ, J, and µ is
not observed. Are there some more elaborated concepts?
Three strategies are proposed:
i) Phonon engineering appears to be a good strategy, especially
to suppress the low energy intermolecular phonon modes
that cause charge localization. Each degree of freedom has an
energy equal to ½ kBT. There is no way to prevent molecules to
vibrate around their equilibrium position on a crystal lattice, but
rigid structures allow only tiny displacements, Δx, and hence
a low broadening of the width of the distribution of transfer
integrals, ΔJ, as schematically illustrated in Figure 10.[276,507]
In fact, phonon engineering is easily accessible to chemists,
i.e., low-frequency Raman modes, in the 10–150 cm−1 spectral
window, must simply be measured on crystals of molecular
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Figure 10. Proposed strategies to higher charge carrier mobility. Strategy 1 (phonon engineering) consists in decreasing the amplitude of intermolecular displacement to narrow the distribution of transfer integrals and hence to reduce dynamic disorder. Strategy 2 (wave function engineering) aims
at designing molecular semiconductors for which thermal agitation translates into weak energetic disorder. Strategy 3 (2D charge transport) counts
on isotropic electronic interactions and charge transport in the x,y conduction plane.

semiconductors.[508,509] The higher the frequency of the first
intermolecular phonon mode is, the lower the displacement
around equilibrium position is, and ultimately the narrower
the distribution of transfer integrals is.[274,507]
ii) Wave-function engineering is a complementary strategy that
consists in shaping wave-functions such that position fluctuations does not create a too large broadening of the width
of the distribution of transfer integrals. In other words, this
second strategy aims at designing molecular semiconductors
that are resilient, or at least less sensitive to positional disorder (Δx).[510] Note that at least one case exists: C602 exhibits
an extraordinarily high mobility[429–435] despite its disordered
crystal plastic phase.[436,437]
iii) Increasing the dimensionality of charge transport, notably obtaining 2D-isotropy with high transfer integrals appears as a viable strategy toward higher mobility
semiconductors.[73,98,208]
What is the ultimate mobility for molecular semiconductors? It is difficult to answer this question because the current
theoretical frames impose no limitation.[48] Values equal to or
higher than 100 cm2 V−1 s−1 at room temperature appear plausible since they have already been observed at low temperature
and at short time- and length-scales, i.e., conditions in which
dynamic disorder is minimized.[6,507] The three strategies can
evidently be combined to render the energy landscape, in which
charges travel, as flat as possible.[73]

Crystal structure was assigned to the orthorhombic polymorph
of pentacene, also known as thin film phase.[513,514] Temperature
dependence of bandwidth was recorded for several samples,
and was reversible for subsequent cooling–heating cycles.[515]
Later, a theoretical study of Brédas et al. has explained that
thermal band narrowing is primary caused by the thermal
expansion of the crystal lattice.[516] A single layer of standing
pentacene molecules grown onto Bi(001) surface has been
obtained by Sakamoto et al.[517] The unit cell parameter of the ab
plane, parallel to the surface, are a = 6.0 Å, b = 7.9 Å, and γ = 86°
with and a herringbone “edge-to-face” angle of ≈52°. A bandwidth of 460 meV was determined. Shimada et al. have grown,
on a √3 x √3 Bi-Si(111) surface, a quasisingle crystal pentacene
monolayer with in-plane lattice constant parameters a = 5.93 Å,
b = 7.59 Å, and γ = 90° compatible with those thin film phase,
i.e., a = 5.9 Å, b = 7.4 Å, and α = β = γ = 90°.[518] In such phase,
the herringbone “edge-to-face” angle between pentacene molecules is 48.1°, as compared to 52.3° angle in bulk pentacene.[519]
Two inequivalent molecules in the unit cell cause the splitting
of the HOMO band. Results have been fitted with a tight
binding model affording values of transfer integrals in moderate agreement from those obtained from first-principles calculations, as illustrated in Figure 11. C60 2 has sparked the interest
of many spectroscopists because it shows fairly high mobility
despite the fact that it forms notoriously disordered plastic
crystal phases for which there is no correlation between the
position of carbon electrons, the sole center of mass of molecules

2.4. Energy Levels and Doping
2.4.1. Band Dispersion and Transfer Integrals
If coherent band-like transport takes place in organic semiconductors large band dispersion W (meV) should be observed.
Although the calculation of transfer integrals is routinely done,
nowadays, values differ with theoretical methods by up to
40%.[511] Experimental measurements of bandwidth by angleresolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARUPS) are rare because
they require preferentially thin and sufficiently large monocrystals.[512] Moreover, sample charging hampers the technique.
Pentacene 1 is among the most studied molecules. Dispersion
of W ≈ 190 meV and ≈240 meV for the HOMO derived bands
have been measured for flat laying molecules on highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite, at room temperature and 120 K, respectively.
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Figure 11. Left, parameters (meV) used in the tight binding fit for the
band dispersion of pentacene 1 at 130 K.[518] Right, transfer integrals
(meV) calculated from first principles.[942] Major discrepancies are highlighted in bold.
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Figure 12. Schematic illustration of the packing of rubrene molecules
with unit a and b cell parameter and transfer integrals. Phenyl rings have
been omitted for clarity.[531]

are located on a crystal lattice.[429–434] For symmetry reasons,
frontier orbitals are highly degenerated.[520] As a result, C60 2 is
remarkably resilient to structural disorder and shows a large
HOMO bandwidth. Although, various values of W ranging
from ≈300 to ≈600 meV have been reported, the band dispersion is on the same order of magnitude as that of rubrene 3.[521–
527]
Several papers have been devoted to the measurement of
band dispersion of the HOMO of rubrene 3.[528] Good quality
single crystals have been obtained by physical vapor transport.
In the a–b plane, a large bandwidth of W ≈ 400 meV has been
recorded along b (shortest) axis whereas W < 50 meV along a
(longest) axis, in agreement with band structure calculations.[528–530] Results of Gao et al. corroborate the anisotropic
behavior in the a–b plane with a width of W ≈ 230 and 250 meV
for the two HOMO-derived bands along the shortest axis and a
nearly negligible dispersion along the longest axis. A more
recent study at room temperature validates previous experimental and theoretical results.[531] A bandwidth of W ≈ 410––
470 meV was recorded and transfer integrals, i.e.,
Ja = −5 ± 3 meV, Jb = 108 ± 4 meV, Jd = 10 ± 15 meV were
deduced (Figure 12). A direct evidence of the charge–phonon
coupling in the bandwidth has recently been provided Kera
et al. who have experimentally observed a gap opening and
kink-like features in the electronic band dispersion of rubrene
3.[296] ARUPS is essentially a surface technique, whereas crystal
structures are bulk properties. Some semiconductors, such as
tetracene, exhibit a surface relaxation of its structure which dramatically impacts transfer integrals. However, 3 shows no structural rearrangement at the surface of crystals.[490] Bandwidth
and transfer integrals spectroscopically determined for this
semiconductor should therefore be considered as reliable. Clusters of tetracontane (C44H90) have been grown on rubrene single
crystals and their structural reorganization into a uniform overlayer was observed by atomic force microscopy. The valence
bandwidth estimated to 440 meV corresponds well to the one
measured for pristine rubrene 3 suggesting an unchanged electronic situation at the vicinity of hydrocarbon-based gate
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dielectrics.[532] As hitherto discussed, perfluoropentacene 7
forms a substrate-induced polymorph (a = 15.13 Å, b = 8.94 Å,
c = 6.51 Å, and α = 78.56, β = 109.14, γ = 92.44°) on graphite
that differs fundamentally from the bulk phase (a = 15.51 Å,
b = 4.49 Å, c = 11.45 Å, and α = 90.00, β = 91.57, γ = 90.00°) and
is characterized by a herringbone arrangement with an “edgeto-face” angle of 90°. In sharp contrast, perfluorinated pentacene 7 packs into a slipped π-stacking motif with an
astonishingly short distance of 3.07 Å between π-planes. A
transfer integral of 50 meV along the normal to the substrate,
i.e., the c-direction, has been deduced.[473] A comparable value of
J ≈ 50 meV was obtained for perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxilic
dianhydride molecules physisorbed in a similar manner on
MoS2 single crystal surface and forming a multilayer. In this
case, the energy band dispersion of the HOMO was W ≈ 200
meV.[533] Somewhat similar results, of J ≈ 40 meV and W ≈ 200
meV,
were
observed
for
N,N′-dimethyl-3,4,9,10perylenetetracarboxilic diimide (DiMe-PTCDI).[534] The most
singular case is found for hexakis(hexylthio)diquinoxalino[2,3a:2′,3′-c]phenazine (HATNA-SC6) that is a disk-like molecule
piling into columns. After annealing thin films deposited on
various substrates, a new peak appears in the UPS spectrum at
low binding energy, indicating that ground-state electronic delocalization occurs on four to five stacked molecules. This unexpected peak disappears above 220 °C but occurs again upon
cooling toward room temperature. The phenomenon is independent of the substrate and reversible, demonstrating that it is
caused by a structural rearrangement rather than by a chemical
degradation. The absence of degradation was corroborated by
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy where the appearance of new
C(1s), N(1s), or S(2p) signals would be expected if bond cleavage
were to occur.[535] Note that in the case of disk-like molecules
packing into columns, transfer integrals assume values an order
of magnitude higher, up to 800–900 meV, than that of lath-like
molecules forming either herringbone packing or slipped
π-stacking.[208,536] On can conclude from this rapid overview on
the measurement of bandwidth that: i) Band dispersion is
observed for some systems. ii) Experiments are in qualitative to
good agreement with theoretical predictions depending on systems. iii) Experimental data are seldom. In particular, measurements on high-mobility thienoacenes still need to be conducted.
This highlights that the experimental determination of transfer
integrals remains challenging. In this context, it is worth mentioning the original approached based on electrochemical and
current measurements of a large array of ferrocene-thiolated
gold nanocrystals. They have confirmed the theoretical prediction that values of J are accessible from a statistical analysis of
current histograms.[537] The highest values of J are found for
disk-like molecules forming stacks. But discotic semiconductors
have never given rise to large charge carrier mobility, on the
order of 0.2 cm2 V−1 S−1, at best.[459,538–540] They form columnar
stacks that are particularly sensitive to thermal agitation, notably
rotation of molecules along the column axis, that induces an
extremely broad distribution of transfer integrals ranging from
0 to 800–900 meV, precluding efficient charge transport.[541]
Moreover, simulations have demonstrated that dynamics and
charge transport are intimately linked, i.e., transfer integrals
vary over several hundred meV at ps timescale. Consequently,
charge transfer rates between adjacent molecules range from 0
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to 20 ps−1, at ps timescale.[542] Discotic liquid crystals constitute
a special class of molecular semiconductors in which dynamic
disorder is exacerbated. In the case of crystalline molecular
semiconductors transfer integrals are lower, as hitherto discussed, but the lattice vibrations (nonlocal phonons) give rise to
a large distribution of transfer integrals.[69,286]
A concept that has little been investigated is the use of
HOMO-1 in addition to HOMO to transport holes. In the case
of the β-phase of DBTDT 16 (R = C6H13) three transfer integrals of 105, 101, and 106 meV were calculated for HOMO-1,
whereas they assume much lower values t = 18, 45, and
15 meV. Evidently, the two orbitals must have closely similar
energies to be both populated according to Boltzmann distribution[116,543] collects the typical values of t of some important
molecular semiconductors. For most of them, transfer integrals
fall in the 50–120 meV range. The absolute value of t is not
the only parameter to take into account. The best performing
semiconductors tend to have rather uniform transfer integrals
in the plane of conduction and a weak dependence on dynamic
disorder characterized by a narrow distribution of J.[73,98,507]

2.4.2. Reorganization Energies
Bandwidths and transfer integrals are essentially intermole
cular parameters, but the reorganization energy associated with
the transfer of a charge from a neutral to a charged molecule,
and vice-versa, is mostly a molecular property that is routinely
computed, nowadays.[59,67] In a joint experimental and theoretical study on anthracene, tetracene, and pentacene, Gruhn
et al. have investigated the cause of reorganization energy at
molecular level.[544–546] One must distinguish λh in the case of
the transfer of a positive charge from λe for electron transfer.
λh values of anthracene, tetracene, and pentacene were determined by gas phase ultraviolet spectroscopy. The experimental
results confirmed that the reorganization process in all three
systems is dominated by interaction with rather high-frequency
modes, with wavenumbers in the range of 1200–1600 cm−1.
The agreement between experimental and theoretical results
was excellent. The same conclusion applies to the reorganization energy of rubrene 3 obtained from ARUPS: λ = 156 meV,
matches the computed value very well, λ = 159 meV.[547] The
idea that reorganization energy is a molecular property is globally correct. However, Kera et al. have shown for pentacene 1
and perfluoropoentacene 7 that λh assume values 10% higher
in thin films than in gas phase.[548] Values of the main semiconductors ranges from 90 to 250 meV, see Table 1. Larger systems
tend to have lower reorganization energies. Generally speaking,
nearly no strong correlation exists between λ and µ of p-type
semiconductors as pointed out by Yavuz et al.[280] The former is
a molecular parameter, the latter is a material property in which
crystal structure and defects must also be accounted for.

2.4.3. Ionization Potentials, Electron Affinities, and Polarization
Energies
Like transfer integrals, ionization potential (IP), that is the
energy required to remove one electron from the HOMO
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of molecules, is very sensitive to packing as illustrated by
the comparison between pentacene 1 and TIPS-PEN 4. The
former has a solid state IPs = 4.81 eV and packs in a herringbone motif, whereas the latter exhibits a IPs = 5.84 eV and
brick-wall arrangement.[349] The difference of ≈1 eV is significant. A lower, but nevertheless still profound IPs difference
of ≈0.6 eV takes place between symmetrical isomers of didodecylBTBT 42–45, see Figure 13. Isomer 43 behaves differently from others. It shows a IPs = 5.3 eV, whereas the others
have IPs in the 5.8–5.9 eV range. The difference was ascribed
to electrostatic effects and to charge delocalization over several molecules.[507] Accordingly, the largely accepted idea that
IPs can be estimated from the first oxidation potential Eox is
incorrect for crystalline semiconductors.[549–551] The same conclusion holds true for electron affinity (EA) that correspond
to the energy needed to add an electron to the lowest occupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of molecules. EA can only be
roughly estimated through the first reduction potential Ered
because it does not account for packing. In addition, it has
also been evidenced that the ionization potential depends on
molecular orientation.[552] It has been established by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and ultraviolet photoelectron
spectroscopy (UPS) under high-vacuum that IP of sexithiophene (6T) and α,ω-dihexyl-sexithiophene (DH6T) change by
up to 0.6 eV depending on whether they are lying down flat
or standing upright on Ag (111) substrates.[553] Recently, it has
been measured that standing pentacene 1 molecules have an
IP = 4.90 eV that is lower by 0.55 eV than when they are lying
IPs = 5.45 eV. The opposite trend was observed for perfluoropentacene 7, standing IPs = 6.65 eV, lying IP = 6.00 eV. The
difference between the two orientations is 0.65 eV.[554] Table 1
collects IPs from literature. Some values have been measured
by UPS under high-vacuum and as a function of orientation.
But most values have routinely been obtained by photoelectron
spectroscopy in air for films or powder, regardless of orientation and crystal structure. The value of IP of semiconductors
is thought of being particularly important for charge injection
at gold source electrode of OFETs. It is generally admitted, as
a rule of thumb, that contact resistances are minimized if IP
matches the Fermi level of gold ΦAu ≈ 4.7–4.9 eV.[48,555] However, the exact energetic situation at metal–semiconductor
interfaces is far more complex.[222,402,403,405,556]
In practice, best-performing semiconductors in OFETs tend
to have IPs ranging from 5.1–5.3 eV because it is a good compromise between easy charge injection and stability versus
oxidation.[557] Compounds with IP < 5.1 eV tend to oxidize
easily[558,559] and their transport properties can be subject to
oxygen doping.[529] The difference between the ionization
potential in solid state (IPs) minus the one obtained in gas
phase (IPg) affords the polarization energy P+ that evidently
depends on the packing motif
P+ = IPs − IPg (10)
The difference P+ has historically been called polarization
energy but this term can be misleading because it contains,
stricto senso, two energy contributions: the electrostatic interactions of the charge with its surrounding (without polarization) and the response of the neighboring molecules to the
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Table 1. Values of main energy parameters of some important molecular semiconductors. J, λhole, λelectron are given in meV and IP and EA are in eV.
Values between have been deduced from redox potentials and are considered as coarse estimation because packing effects are not included.
Compounds

t

λh

pentacene 1

61–69

90–100

−

−

≈50

fullerene 2

λe

IP

EA

Ref.

4.8–4.9

2.3–3.1

[34,347,548,943]

[6.2]

[3.5]

[347,349,554]

rubrene 3

100

82

98

5.3

−

[943,944]

TIPS PEN 4

138

34, 54

−

5.8

−

[34,349,945,946]

diF-TES-ADT 5a

114, 22

−

−

5.5

−

[86,104]

diF-TEG-ADT 5b

110, 27

−

−

−

−

[86]

TIPS-TAP 6

−

−

−

[5.7]

[4.1–4.3]

[87,947]

Perfluoropentacene 7

−

224–252

−

5.6–6.6

3.6–4.1

[548,554]

BTBT 8 (R = H)

23, 60

229–231

303–305

5.8

−

[78,425]

BTBT 8 (R = C8H17)

26, 26, 67

248

301

5.3

−

[425,427]

DNTT 9 (R = H)

52, 79, 86

130

202

5.4

−

[288,419]

DNTT 9 (R = C10H21)

51, 83

130

−

4.9

−

[78]

DBTTT 10 (R = H)

50, 67, 70

146

−

5.3

−

[78,99]

Ph-BTBT 11 (R = C10H21)

41, 52, 56

−

−

−

−

[948]

DNT-VW 12 (R = C10H21)

39, 46, 66

136

−

[5.6]

−

[358]

DNBDT-NW 13 (R = H)

3, 4, 24

−

−

5.4

−

[105]

DNBDT-NW 13 (R = C10H21)

51, 52

−

−

5.2

−

[105]
[106]

ChDT 14 (R = C10H21)
syn-TBBT-8 15 (R = C8H17)
DBTDT 16 (R = H)

24, 31

−

−

5.5

−

74, 74, 76

−

−

5.4

−

[107]

−

−

−

[5.6]

−

[109]

DBTDT 16 (R = C6H13) α-phase

1, 3, 103

233

−

−

−

[116]

DBTDT 16 (R = C6H13) β-phase

15, 18, 45

233

−

−

−

[116,543]

HMTTF 17

11, 18, 115

−

−

6.4

−

[112]

143

79

−

−

−

[114]

TiOPc 18

4, 14, 42, 54

−

279

−

5.4

[118]

Cl2-NDI 20 (R = CH2C3F7)

F2-TCNQ 19

−

280

−

−

[4.0]

[949]

PDIF-CN221 (R = CH2C3F7)

95, 65

280

−

−

[4.7]

[9,950]

−

−

−

[6.0]

[4.2]

[129]

200, 200, 200

214

353

−

[4.4]

[131]

PTCDI fused dimer 22 (R = C12H25)
F4-BDOPV 23 (R = ethylhexyl)

charge through polarization effects. Electrostatic interactions can contribute to a comparable or even higher level to
P+ than induction effects.[560] Experimentally, P+ = 1.73 eV for
pentacene 1, but P+ drops to 0.44 eV for TIPS-PEN 4.[349,550]
For rubrene 3, two different values of polarization energy
have been published a P+ ≈ 0.6 eV[561] and P+ ≈ 1.1 eV.[562] Few
experimental data are available for best performing semiconductors. But a detailed study on pentacene 1 and perfluoropentacene 7 has recently been reported by Yoshida et al.[554]
It has been shown that an additional term of about 0.2 eV
accounting for band dispersion must be considered too. Electron affinity is more difficult to measure than ionization potential. Inverse photoelectron spectroscopy is generally used to
access EA.[563,564] General conclusions drawn for IP about the
role played by packing, orientation, and band dispersion hold
true for EA,[222,554] but EA play another role, since it determines
the stability of n-type semiconductors versus H2O and O2, as
explained in Section 2.2.3.
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One can conclude that few experimental data are available
on band dispersion, transfer integrals, reorganization energy,
ionization potential, electron affinity, and polarization energy
in comparison to the wealth of molecular semiconductors synthesized so far. Fortunately, the lack of experimental results
is compensated, at least in part, by reliable calculations of J
and λ. Some energy parameters such as IP and EA are often
approached by the easiest experimental methods that neglect
important effects, such as crystal packing and molecular orientation. Plenty of research opportunities are offered to fill in
the gap of reliable figures of merits, notably on best performing
thienoacene semiconductors.

2.4.4. Impact of Disorder on Energy Levels
The topic of electronic traps in organic semiconductors has been
reviewed by Saleo et al.[565] and by Ueno et al.[566] The general and
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Figure 13. Molecular structures, unit cells, packing arrangements, and electronic properties of dodecyl-BTBT isomers 42–45.

salient observations are presented and discussed below. Persistent structural defects of the crystal structures of organic semiconductors cause static disorder that hinder charge transport by
creating deep traps.[567] In addition, chemical impurities can trap
charges and may cause a surrounding of structural defects by distorting crystal lattice.[568] Impurities are mostly located in regions
of increased structural disorder and at crystal surfaces, and interfaces.[250,569] Impurities can be side products or trace of catalysts
resulting from the multistep synthesis of organic semiconductors.[570] A common impurity is evidently water. Its dipole
moment modifies the charge distribution in its vicinity, because
of the highly polarizable π-systems of organic semiconductors,
and creates traps.[407] Another evident one is oxygen that induces
trap formation in single crystals of rubrene 3.[571–573] Even inert
gas can create traps in thin films of pentacene 1 by penetrating
into grain boundaries and locally altering the original intermolecular packing geometry.[36] In OFETs, trap states can also be
induced by the dielectric layer.[574] Another cause of trap formation comes from thermal agitation that induces shallow trap formation (dynamic disorder). What differentiates deep from shallow
traps is the distance to mobility edge as sketched in Figure 14.
Detecting and characterizing electronic traps in organic semiconductors, i.e., knowing their concentration, spatial location, and
energy distribution in the density of states (DOS in cm−3 eV−1), is
challenging because the concentration of tail states decays exponentially away from mobility edge and deep trap density is low in
ordered thin films. Optical, scanning probe, and electrical
methods are used in this endeavor. Ultrahigh sensitivity photoelectron spectroscopy has detected a DOS ≈ 1016 cm−3 eV−1 in
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vacuum that rises to ≈ 1018 cm−3 eV−1 when exposed to N2 or Ar,
in thin films of pentacene 1.[36] Using the same spectroscopic
technique, Bussolotti et al. have reported on the direct and quantitative evaluation of density of gap states in large-size single crystals of C60 2, as deposited and exposed to gas. The density of gap
states, ranging from 1019 to 1021 cm−3 eV−1 was found to originate
from the exposure to inert and ambient gas atmosphere during
sample preparation, storage, and transfer. Structural imperfections were concluded to have only a negligible contribution.[575]
Optical absorption measurements by photothermal deflection
spectroscopy (PDS) provides a way of probing excitonic disorder
that is roughly quantified by the Urbach energy, Eu (eV).[576] Eu is
obtained from the fit of the exponential decay of tail states and

Figure 14. Illustration of the valence and conduction bands separated by
the gap in which some trap states are located and principle plot of the
density of states (cm−3 eV−1) as a function of energy (eV).
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ignores the occurrence of deep traps further away from mobility
edge. Note that PDS detects all optical transitions that give rise to
local change of temperature and thus of refractive index. As a
consequence, molecular vibrations also appear and overlap with
transitions involving trap and tail states.[565] The lowest value,
Eu = 24 meV, reported for a conjugated polymer, was for indacenodithiophene-co-benzothiadiazole (IDTBT).[510] The fact that
Eu was slightly inferior to kBT = 25.7 meV at room temperature
indicates a nearly disorder free transport. The situation is more
complex for single crystals of rubrene 3 for which three exponential decays must be used to fit photothermal deflection spectra
corresponding to Eu = 36, 61, and 170 meV.[565] The exact Eu
determination is stained by a large error by virtue of the arbitrary
selection of the width of the exponential region to fit.[577] Kelvin
probe force microscopyhas been used by Rosenwaks et al. to
measure the gap density of states of polycrystalline thin films of
pentacene 1 and DNTT 9 (R = H). It was found that gap DOS of
the former grown on hexamethyldisilazane treated SiOx is at least
two orders of magnitude larger than the one of the latter grown
on n-tetradecylphosphonic acid.[575] Electronic devices are also
precious sources of information of electronic traps. For example,
the shape of transistor transfer curves is indicative of the effect of
trapping.[565] Kalb et al. have developed a numerical model to
extract trap DOS out from experimental data of OFETs.[578]
Häusermann et al. have applied this method to many different
organic and inorganic semiconductors, with various morphologies: organic single crystals and polycrystalline thin films that
differ by their degrees of order. They are compared to inorganic
thin films. Organic p- and n-type semiconductors behave similarly, provided that they have comparable morphologies. A variation by three orders of magnitude of trap DOS is caused by the
degree of crystalline order. The trap DOS in organic semiconductors compares well with the one of inorganic semiconductors
with the same morphology.[579] Temperature-dependent space
charge limited current density versus applied voltage is another
useful method to extract trap density.[580] It has been used to
determine the density of states of crystals of rubrene 3. Striking
differences in deep states, total density of trap states, and band
tails have been observed, in spite of the fact that crystals have
been grown under identical conditions. But measurements of different cross sections on the same crystal afford identical results,
indicating that discrepancies comes from samples and not data
evaluation.[571] The pernicious role of chemical impurities can be
ruled out because crystals have been obtained from starting
materials of the same purity. Structural defects of different concentrations and at various locations are likely to blame.[567] It is
questioning that single crystals of the same compound having
the same purity and grown under identical conditions behave differently. The temperature variable charge transport study of
DNTT 9 (R = H) by Frisbie et al. corroborates this intriguing
finding.[411] Blülle et al. have presented measurements of single
crystal OFETs of rubrene 3 with textbook-like transfer characteristics for intrinsically trap-free semiconductor devices. In these
very favorable cases, an exceedingly low bulk trap DOS of
1013 cm−3 eV−1 was found, corresponding to one trap per eV in
108 rubrene molecules. The equivalent density of traps located at
the interface with poly(perfluorobutenylvinylether), better known
under the commercial name Cytop, of 3 × 109 cm−2 eV−1. Such
results compete with the performances of the best crystalline Si
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field-effect transistors.[581] Jurchescu et al. conducted a quantitative analysis of the density of trap states at the interface between
diF-TES-ADT 5a and SiOx or Cytop. With Cytop dielectric layer, a
charge carrier mobility of one order of magnitude higher was
found and a trap DOS of two orders of magnitude lower.[582] Very
recently, noise spectroscopy has been demonstrated to be a powerful tool to extract the trap DOS in organic semiconductors by
Watanabe et al. for C8-DNBDT-NW 13 exhibiting a low energyindependent trap DOS of 8.3 × 1018 cm−3 eV−1.[257] Finally, the
rate of charge carrier hopping between defects and escape of the
charge carrier from a defect and into the band has been theoretically evaluated by McMahon and Troisi. The first of the two processes has been found unlikely to play a role in the transport
mechanism in crystalline molecular semiconductors because of
too low defect concentration. The second process is likely the sole
one at play, in absence of structural rearrangement.[583] Kalb et al.
have observed an improved mobility by a factor two in thin films
of pentacene 1 due to defect healing at room temperature. The
performance improvements arise from a reduction of the density
of shallow traps ≤ 0.15 eV from the valence band edge, while
deeper traps remain rather unaffected. The nature of the structural or morphological reorganization has not been established
but a chemical doping has been ruled out.[584]
In conclusion, defects and impurities create deep traps
causing static disorder, whereas dynamic disorder results
from thermal agitation. Both sources of disorder give rise
to gap states that act as shallow or deep traps, depending on
their energy difference with band edges. A variety of situations occur as a function of compounds, purity, exposition to
inert gases, dioxygen, and water, but also following crystallinity,
morphology, and physical aging of samples. This dependency
on sample preparation and experimental conditions is puzzling and limiting. Obviously a better control of crystal defects
is needed because the current quality of organic single crystals
used for transport experiments is too low. In undoped single
crystals of rubrene 3, the observed carrier concentration is of
≈1015 cm−3, whereas it is only on the amount of ≈1010 cm−3 for
undoped Si.[446] To lower crystal defects, the first step is to start
from ultrapure samples obtained by zone refining.[6] With such
samples in hand, considerable efforts must also be invested
in the understanding of crystal growth mechanisms as a function of experimental conditions. To this end, directional crystal
growth methods are preferable, e.g., epitaxial growth under
ultraslow deposition rate on the order of 10−9 nm s−1,[446] crystal
growth in a thermal gradient by the Brigdman method[7] or
edge casting under slow evaporation conditions.[585] Organic
chemists can also contribute by designing and synthesizing
novel molecular semiconductors more resilient to defects and
disorders at Section 2.3.6. In complement, measurements of
DOS traps, for the best performing molecular semiconductors,
as a function of crystallographic directions and temperature,
are definitively needed for comparison with charge transport
characteristics.

2.4.5. Interfaces with Electrodes and Contact Resistance
This section is devoted to variation of crystal structure, morphology, and energy levels of organic semiconductors close
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Figure 15. Energy diagram of a metal semiconductor interface: a) without and b) with a dipole energy barrier (Δ). EF, EA, IP, Evac (M), Evac (O), ΦM,
Φe, and Φh are the Fermi level, electron affinity, ionization potential, metal vacuum level, organic vacuum level, metal work function, electron injection
barrier, and hole–electron barrier, respectively.

to an electrode. Initially, it was thought to be described by
a Schottky–Mott interface with no shift of energy levels as
illustrated in Figure 15a. However, this simple picture has
been faulted by experimental results. A dipole barrier Δ (eV)
occurs and shift energy levels (Figure 15b).[586] Evidently, a
large diversity of situations occurs depending on metal and
semiconductors. The metal used as electrode is mostly gold
because of its chemical inertness and because its Fermi level
(EF ≈ 5.2 eV) matches more or less the HOMO level of p-type
semiconductors, such as pentacene 1 (IP ≈ 5.1 eV) and the
LUMO level of n-type semiconductors, such as F4-TCNQ
(EA ≈ 5.2 eV). Morphology and chemistry affect the situation at metal–organic interfaces. The morphology is dramatically impacted by fabrication, indeed top and bottom
contact OFETs differ significantly.[587] Top contact electrodes
are deposited from gas phase onto soft organic semiconductors. Diffusion of metal atoms and clusters occurs and perturbs the packing of crystalline molecular semiconductors.
Deposition of semiconductors on electrodes is not better
because they can be contaminated by some organic impurities or a substrate-induced phase or even a wetting layer can
take place, as discussed at Section 2.3.4.[463,469] Morphology
matters a lot because structural imperfections can largely
perturb energy levels. For example, Koch et al. have demonstrated that IP of sexithiophene shifts by up to 0.6 eV as
a function of molecular orientation.[553] Some molecules
can even react with metal electrodes. Pentacene 1, like the
majority of organic semiconductors, retains its intrinsic
electronic characteristics but 6,13-pentacenequinone (a
known impurity of pentacene) undergoes a surface-induced
aromatic stabilization with a substantial distortion of bond
lengths.[404] The issue of impurities in relation to chemical
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and device stabilities is discussed at Section 2.6.3. Pentacene
1 and 6,13-pentacenequinone represent two extreme cases
of weak and strong interactions with metal electrodes. Naturally, intermediate situations occur and the strength of metal–
organic interactions is used as a classification criterion.[588] A
breakthrough toward a deeper understanding has been made
by Oehzelt et al. who have demonstrated that the density of
states of organic semiconductors control the energy level
alignment at electrode interfaces.[589]
Generally speaking, the relationship between energy levels
at metal semiconductor interface and contact resistance
remains an unsolved and complex question. In this context, a pragmatic engineering approach is often adopted.[590]
It is commonly assumed that the EF of gold must match IP
of the p-type molecular semiconductors to minimize contact
resistance.[402] If this statement appears correct, one should
not forget the additional role of eventual chemical reactions,
polymorphism, and morphology. To operate an OFET and
record trustable charge carrier mobility, the electrical contact resistance (Rc) at metal–organic interface must be negligible versus the channel resistance (Rch) that scales with the
channel length. Only when condition Rc ≪ Rch is verified are
contacts qualified as “Ohmic”[252] It has been observed that Rc
exhibits a power dependence on VGS.[590] Logically, the best
performing molecular semiconductors with high µ require
the lowest Rc. Reported contact resistances range from several
hundred to several hundred thousand Ω cm.[591] The lowest
value measured so far (29 Ω cm) is for a thin film of DNTT
9 (diphenyl).[592] However, Rc ≤ 0.1 Ω cm has been achieved
in silicon transistors.[590] Considerable improvements are still
needed. Contact resistance is a real issue for scaling down
OFETs and reaching higher switching frequency.[593] The
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frequency fT is inversely proportional to the square of the
channel length, L according to Equation (11)[593,594]
fT ∝

µ VDS
(11)
L2

Not surprisingly, contact resistance has received considerable
attention and several groups have worked on the modification
of electrode surfaces, with SAM and dopants to understand and
to improve charge injection. For best performing molecular
semiconductors, such as dioctyl-DNBDT-NW 13, a thin layer of
about 1 nm of F4-TCNQ is often used to improve charge injection.[105,257,359,595,596] Metal oxides, such as MoOx have also been
used as insertion layer between gold and BTBT 8 (various side
chains).[98,590] A remarkable achievement made with various
SAMs is that the work function of gold ΦAu can be modulated
within a range of 1.4 eV.[597] Other types of electrodes have been
used, notably metal oxides, salts, conjugated polymers, graphene, graphene oxide, and carbon nanotubes have received
considerable attention.[590] Contact resistance varies largely
as a function of the semiconductor—electrode pairs. Surprisingly, the contact resistance between graphite and pentacene 1
amounted to 560 kΩ cm in bottom contact—bottom gate transistors.[598] The cause of such large contact resistance is not
explained even if we can suspect that an inappropriate orientation of pentacene 1 molecules on top of the graphene electrodes. The consequence of such resistance is that the charge
transport is injection limited as evidenced by the fact that the
apparent mobility is channel length dependent.[362] The fields
of charge injection and contact engineering is particularly wide
as different situations occur as a function of semiconductors,
electrodes, and fabrication methods. Interested readers are
directed toward excellent review papers.[203,238,402,405,590,599–601]
Some groups have even searched for simple, robust, and even
universal strategies to reduce contact resistance and ensure
ohmic injection.[602,603] An alternative to get around the issue
of contact resistance is to use the gated van der Pauw method
with four source and drain electrodes. This broadly applicable
technique to thin films of semiconductors enables a simple and
clean parameter extraction independent of contact effects.[410]
There remain considerable challenges with the understanding of charge injection in general, and of charge injection
at metal–organic interfaces, in particular. Clearly, a fundamental
understanding of the links between energy levels, electrodeinduced polymorphs, morphology, and contact resistance still
lacks. What is the ultimate lowest contact resistance for organic
semiconductors? The state of the art is 29 Ω cm.[592] Could the
limit of 10, 1, or even 0.1 Ω cm be reached? Doping, which is the
topic of Section 2.4.6, probably holds part of the answer. Alternatively, there might also be opportunities for synthetic chemists
to design some tailored charge injection molecules to decrease
contact resistances. So far, thiol-based SAMs were based on
rather simple molecular structures containing dipoles.[405] This
current approach might not be the only one. For example, would
a molecular array composed of a thiol anchor attached to a functional spacer covalently linked to a π-system improve injection?
The π-system could be similar to those of semiconductors or
could even be a dopant molecule. A last but non-negligible point
to consider comes from experimental artefacts due to water
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molecules in air that penetrate the semiconductor-electrode
interface and that orient their dipole versus VDS and VGS.[604]
2.4.6. Doping
Doping is known to have a twofold electrical effect. On one
hand, it significantly enhances electrical conductivity of organic
semiconductors by increasing the density of charges. On the
other hand, doping decreases contact resistance even in the
case of injection barriers due to work function mismatch.[238]
Doping consists of adding an electron acceptor (donor) to
a p-type (n-type) semiconductor. Alternatively, doping can
also be induced by an electric field, as it is the case in OFETs
(Section 2.5.1). In the case of chemical doping, molecular
structure, molar ratio between dopant and semiconductor,
dispersion (aggregated or molecular), and distribution (uniform or gradient) of dopant matter a lot and determine in fine
the doping efficiency, ηDop, defined as the ratio of free charge
carriers to the number of dopant molecules. Surprisingly, the
ηDop is on the order of 10% for most systems. Several causes
have been invoked of which clustering of dopant molecules,
charge carrier traps, large dopant activation energy caused by
large Coulomb interaction, or strong hybridization of dopant
and matrix molecules, and impurity reserve regime.[238,605–607]
At a molecular level, two extreme situations can occur when an
electron donor and an electron acceptor encounter: either a full
charge transfer takes place giving rise to the formation of an
ion-pair or hybrid states are created, as shown in Figure 16a,b,
respectively.[238,239,241,606,608,609] A dopant molecule can create a
lattice distortion of the matrix surrounding it. Even if it does
not significantly perturb the crystal packing,[610] the ionization
energy landscape is modified around a dopant molecule, as put
forward for pentacene 1 doped with F4TCNQ 46.[611] It is reasonable to think that a dopant defect could be associated with
other structural defects such as a vacancy or a dislocation.[442] It
is conceivable that such a dopant defect also perturbs the magnitude of transfer integrals in its vicinity and therefore impact
charge transport locally. Since growing, crystals tend to reject
impurities, it is then very likely that dopant molecules concentrate at surface, interfaces, and grain boundaries or even that
dopant and host form separate phases from the pure components.[612] A whole range of miscibility and morphology situations arise as a function of systems and molar ratio of dopant
versus semiconductor molecules. In the case of ion-pair formation, a charge carrier is created but is irremediably attracted
by Coulomb interaction by its static countercharge located
on the dopant molecule. In the case of hybrid states, thermal
excitation can induce the transition of an electron from the
bonding to the antibonding state.[238] Charges can then eventually separate giving rise to a charge carrier and a nonmobile
charge located on the dopant molecule. However, it appears
that the hybrid states cause a lower doping efficiency than ionpairs.[606] In a sense, it seems logical because charges are only
effectively separated in ion-pairs. A first strategy for efficient
doping is to forbid the formation of hybrid states by steric hindrance around the dopant molecule therefore preventing an
overlap between the HOMO of the donor and the LUMO of
the acceptor. This strategy favors charge separation but at the
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Figure 16. Two extreme electronic situations occurring upon doping: a) full charge transfer from the donor to the acceptor molecules creating an ionpair and b) formation of hybrid states between the HOMO of the donor and the LUMO of the acceptor.

cost of a large structural perturbation. Note however, that the
hybrid-state model has recently been criticized and that quantities, such as electron–hole interaction, dopant–host charge
transfer integrals, and coupling to vibrations also determine
dopant ionization.[613]In any cases, charge separation does not
mean that charge carriers are mobile. The binding energy of
two point charges of opposite signs in a medium with a dielectric constant ε ≈ 4 and separated by a distance of 1 nm is in
the order of 14 kBT, at room temperature. Although this rough
estimation is based on a point charge approximation that is
questionable, it shows that Coulomb attraction is not negligible
at all. The current picture is oversimplified. In reality, charges
are delocalized over several molecules and the overall density
of states of the entire sample and its Fermi–Dirac occupation
determine doping efficiency.[566,606] Dopant density also determines doping efficiency because additional ionized dopants
favor charge separation.[611] It must be stressed that the open
question of doping efficiency cannot be treated completely
apart from those of molecular structures, miscibility, morphology, defects, impurities (notably water and oxygen), and
device stability.[239,241,612,614–618] Charge transport within doped
organic semiconductors is thermally activated. The physical
origin of this thermal activation energy Ea is still under debate.
Very recently, Schwartze et al. have established that charge
transport is controlled by the properties of host-dopant integer
charge-transfer complexes (ICTCs) in efficiently doped organic
semiconductors.[619] Coulomb binding energy of ICTCs limits
charge transport at low doping concentration. A systematic
modification of the charge distribution on the individual ions
minimizes Coulomb binding energy of ICTCs. At high doping
concentration, Ea recorded for a same matrix but with different
dopants converge to a single value that is matrix dependent.
Noteworthy is the fact that the matrix of C60 2 with various
dopants exhibits the lowest activation energies Ea < 100 meV
and the highest conductivity of electrons σe on the order of
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10 S cm−1.[619] This likely denotes the ability of fullerene to
accommodate smaller dopant molecules within its crystal lattice but also to distribute charges over a large number of
first neighbors due to electronic couplings extending in three
dimensions. Kiefer et al. have demonstrated in a recent paper
that a p-type dopant can give rise to a double polaron formation
resulting from a double electron transfer from the donating
molecule to the accepting polymer matrix.[620]
One can conclude from this short discussion that a plethora
of electronic situations occur or even coexist depending on
semiconductor-dopant pairs, temperature, film thickness,
and sample preparation conditions.[612,614–617] Structural and
morphological control upon doping polycrystalline or single
crystal thin films of molecular semiconductors is particularly challenging, although not so often considered.[618,621]
Most doping studies call upon spectroscopic and electrical
measurements. Morphological and structural studies using
microscopy and diffraction methods are scarce despite the
critical need to determine the location of dopant molecules.[622] One way to partly circumvent this problem and
to limit the perturbative structural effect that a dopant can
have is to use structurally similar molecules to create crystalline alloys, as was shown by Sherman et al. with TIPS-PEN
4 and an octafluorinated analog.[623] The design of dopant/
matrix systems where the dopant is commensurate with the
lattice, to create so-called solid solutions, appears as the best
option for structural control.[624,625] Using this strategy, Leo
et al. have demonstrated band structure engineering, i.e.,
the continuous tuning of bandgap and band-edge energies,
by blending zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc) with hexadecafluorinated zinc phthalocyanine (F16ZnPc). Despite the strong
localization of electronic states around a dopant molecule,
the long-range Coulomb interactions provide a workaround
and allow band structure engineering.[626] Superlattice, i.e., a
periodic structure of layers of two or more materials, are also
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Figure 17. Examples of p-type and n-type dopants that can be neutral, charged, or radical molecules, some being coordination compounds.

highly desirable in the context of doping.[616] Such an unusual
arrangement has been observed for blends of pentacene 1
with perfluoropentacene 7.[615] Doping is generally conducted
on polycrystalline thin films, but Masahiro Hiramoto and coworkers have succeeded to grow single crystals of rubrene 3
doped with minute amounts of FeCl3. The highest charge carrier mobility (µ = 4.6 cm2 V−1 s−1), measured by Hall effect,
has been achieved at only 10 ppm of dopant.[618]
Materials chemists do not lack imagination to design and
synthesize new p- and n-type dopants, beside elemental species
(I2, Br2, Cl2, O2), metal oxides (MoO3, V2O5, WO3, ReO3, Fe3O4),
and acids.[238,239,241] The selection of dopants given in Figure 17
highlights the large diversity of molecular structures. However,
it is noteworthy that few, if any, are commensurate with crystal
lattice of best-performing molecular semiconductors depicted in
Figure 4. Actually, molecular semiconductors and dopants are
generally designed separately. It is therefore not surprising that
they are poorly compatible, except in some lucky cases, such
as the poly[2,5-bis(3-alkylthiophen-2-yl)thieno(3,2-b)thiophene]
(PBTTT) F4TCNQ pair. Dopant F4TCNQ 46 molecules insert
between the alkyl side chains of PBTTT without perturbing the
crystallographic arrangement of conjugated main chains.[622]
For molecular semiconductors, dopant and host molecules
unfortunately tend to form a distinct crystallographic phases,
as shown by BTBT 8 (R = decyl) and F4TCNQ 46.[609] It can
be seen in Figure 17 that cyano functions and fluorine atoms
contribute to tune p-type dopants 46–50 into excellent electron acceptors, of which hexacyano-trimethylene-cyclopropane
(CN6-CP) 50 is the strongest with an EA ≈ 5.9 eV.[239] Electron
donating properties of S, N, and O confer a n-type dopant character to compounds 51–54. Compound 55 is a dimer of organic
radicals. The dimer has the advantage to be air stable, whereas
its radicals are strong electron donors.[238,627,628] Although many
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p- and n-type dopants are available across a large structural
diversity, there is a lack of p-type dopants with EA ≈ 5.2–6.0 eV
and n-type dopants with IP ≈ 2.8–3.6 eV.[239] However, D’Avino
and co-workers have recently theoretically demonstrated that
the EA of dopants strongly depends on molecular host as a
result of electrostatic interactions, disproving the common
belief that EA is an intrinsic property of pure dopants.[629]
The current understanding of doping of molecular semiconductors is rather elementary despite fundamental spectroscopic studies and device engineering works.[238,239,241,606]
The location of dopant molecules is rarely controlled or even
known, although there are good reasons to believe that they
concentrate at defects and associate with impurities. As long
as this situation lasts, the elucidation of doping mechanism
will likely remain elusive. One new research line would then
consist in growing single crystals of pure organic semiconductors with well distributed dopant molecules that are commensurate with the crystal lattice of known molecular semiconductors. For example, one can imagine alloying rubrene 3 with the
recently reported perfluororubrene provided that the latter can
fit within the crystal lattice of the former and is a sufficiently
good acceptor.[559,630] The situation is, thus, different from the
cocrystallization of donor and acceptor systems forming crystal
structures that have nothing in common with those of pure
components. The field of doping can be further documented by
the synthesis of new p- and n-type dopants to be used in conjugated polymers that are more tolerant than crystals to the incorporation of foreign molecules. Are EA (IP) of p-type (n-type)
dopants dependent on hosting matrix as suggested by recent
calculations? To which extent? If the answer is positive to these
pivotal questions, then the design rules of dopant molecules
will have to be reconsidered. An experimental confirmation is
definitively needed.
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2.4.7. Conclusions and Current Challenges
Energies of frontier orbitals and reorganization energies of
single molecules are well described by theory and assessed by
experiments, but these molecular parameters correlate poorly
with charge transport.[280] In the solid state, ionization potential, electron affinity, polarization energies, and transfer integrals exhibit a tremendous dependence on crystal structure.
Due to experimental difficulties, bandwidths have only been
measured for a limited number of systems. As a general matter
of fact, structural defects, disorder, and impurities have a tremendous impact on energy levels and charge transport by creating shallow and deep traps. The worse is that deep states,
total density of trap states, and band tails vary considerably for
single crystals prepared the same way from the same batch of
semiconductor, but also within different sections of the same
crystal.[571] This highlights the poor current structural control
and understanding of crystal growth and reinforces the plea that
charge transport must be probed at different length-scales if
one wants to understand it at fundamental level. Mobility values
measured over large distances, like in OFETs, only contains
limited information on charge transport mechanisms because
they result from averaged phenomena. Fortunately, the use of
Cytop as dielectric layer affords strikingly low bulk trap DOS
at interface, equivalent to the best Si transistors.[581] The situation is reversed at the interface with metal electrodes. Energy
levels of metals and organic semiconductors shift considerably
even in the absence of defects and impurities. When they are
present, as it is often the case, the situation even worsens and
complicates the fundamental understanding of the alignment
of energy levels. Recent results however demonstrate that density of states control the energy level alignment.[589] The densities of states within semiconductor crystals and at the interface
with electrodes thus appears play a pivotal role in the injection
and transport of charges. Contact resistance at organic–metal
interface is another poorly controlled parameter although it
is crucial for reliable mobility measurements and for OFET’s
miniaturization. Doping of semiconductors enables an easiest
injection and transport of charges by filling traps. However, the
fundamental understanding of doping mechanism encounters
the same problems as charge injection and charge transport,
i.e., the pernicious role of defects and impurities. In conclusion, considerable challenges remain that can only be faced
with purer samples containing less defects. In this context, the
seminal work of Karl et al. on ultrapure single crystals of semiconductors exhibiting a mobility up to 300 cm2 V−1 s−1, at low
temperature, appears as a source of inspiration.[6,7]

2.5. Measuring and Assessing Mobility from Different Techniques
The quest for a comprehensive study of charge transport
mechanisms taking places in solids and their related optoelectronic devices (transistors, diodes, photovoltaic solar cells, and
memories) requires a plethora of characterization techniques.
A critical overview of the methods available to experimentally determine charge carrier mobility under various conditions is presented here, highlighting their differences and
complementarities. A brief description of each technique and
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respective major results achieved for the field are described. At
the end of this section, a table will allow the reader to quickly
identify the major aspects of each techniques.

2.5.1. Field-Effect Transistors
Transistors are the most widely used devices to extract mobility
values due to their convenience. As already mentioned in the
Introduction, care should be taken during the extraction of
charge transport characteristics, as should be for any measurements.[52,54–57,631] Indeed, the equations used to model an OFET
are only valid within the respect of their condition of applications
(described later on in this section) in order to avoid misinterpretations, which can easily happen considering the multidisciplinarity
of the field of organic electronics. A schematic drawing of a transistor and its different constituents is presented in Figure 1. A
voltage, applied to the gate electrode, controls the charge carrier
density at the interface between the semiconducting and the dielectric layers and so the current flowing at this interface, between
the source and the drain electrodes upon application of a voltage
between the two of them. The source and drain electrodes of
width W (mm) are separated by the length of the channel, L (µm),
determining the area of the conducting channel at the semiconductor/dielectric interface upon operation. The device can be seen
as a capacitor upon operation, the gate electrode, insulating layer,
and semiconductor conducting channel forming all its components. Transistors allow a unipolar transport, carrying only holes
or electrons in the channel as a function of the sign of the applied
gate voltage, as long the latter remains moderate. At high applied
voltages and within or close to the saturation regime, charges
of opposite signs are injected by both electrodes and ambipolar
transport can occur.[216,632] Of course, the work function of the
conducting material (e.g., metals or other flexible options like
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOTPSS)) used for the electrodes and the dielectric constant of the
insulating layer (e.g., metal oxides or polymers) have a huge
impact on the performances of the device through their effect on
the contact resistance and charge carrier density (the higher the
ε, the higher the charge carrier density, and low voltage applicability) as can be seen by the capacitance per unit area (nF cm−2)
in Equation (12), d being the thickness (nm) of the dielectric layer
and ε0 the vacuum permittivity (8.85 × 10−12 F m−1)

C=

ε0ε
(12)
d

Some excellent reviews on field effect transistors have been
published. Readers avid for more information are redirected to
them.[60,197,200,207,216,233,238,239,241,476,633] Several device architectures are possible, depending of the stacking of the different constituting elements as can be seen in Figure 18. The architecture
choice is mostly dictated by the application. For charge transport
studies performed on thin films in academia, the opposite electrodes architectures are strongly advised, i.e., BC/TG and TC/
BG, since they maximize the area of charge injections at contacts. The dielectric/semiconductor interface is a key region
where charge transport will take place and needs to present as
few structural and impurity defects as possible. For this reason,
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Figure 18. Schematic representation of the different OFET architectures. From left to right, Bottom Contact/Top Gate (BC/TG), Bottom Contact/
Bottom Gate (BC/BG), Top Contact/Bottom Gate (TC/BG), and Top Contact/Top Gate (TC/TG). The dielectric is shown in grey, electrodes in yellow,
organic semiconductor in pink and the substrate in white.

the choice of the BC/TG or TC/BG will depend highly on the
type of investigated material. The BC/TG architecture is mostly
used for polymer semiconductors presenting a smooth top interface upon spin coating and allowing the use of low ε trap free
fluorinated dielectrics like CYTOP (ε = 2.1).[634] The BC are patterned by photolithography, while the TG is shadow evaporated.
Au is often the metal of reference because of its work function
of 5.1 eV, close to the HOMO of most p-type materials.[586] Small
molecule semiconductors prefer the TC/BG structure, due to
their rough top interface achieved through vacuum deposition.
For convenience, a silicon wafer presenting a very smooth and
polished, thermally grown oxide layer of thickness ranging
between 100 and 300 nm (ε ≈ 3.9), passivated by a self-assembled monolayer, is conventionally used as the gate and dielectric.
Shadow evaporated TC electrodes complete the design. To the
contrary, the industry generally prefers to keep electrode production processes apart from the organic deposition and the BC/BG
structure will more often be observed on end products.[270]
The traditional organic semiconductors used in OFETs are
not intentionally doped. For this reason, a near-zero current
between the source and the drain should be observed when no
voltage is applied to the gate electrode and transistor is in an
“off” position. Indeed, charge carriers have to be injected from
the Ohmic electrodes, and current modulated by controlling the
number of charge carriers accumulated at the semiconductor/
dielectric interface through the voltage applied to the gate. An
OFET thus operates in accumulation mode.

The working principle of an OFET is as it follows for holes’
transport: the same can be applied for electrons transport,
simply changing the sign of the applied voltages. In an ideal
case with Ohmic contacts, when a negative bias is applied to
the gate (VGS), positive charges will be drawn from the Ohmic
source electrode at the semiconductor/dielectric interface to
form a conducting channel between the source and the drain.
In the absence of drain voltage (VDS), the amount of charges
injected in a trap-free organic semiconductor is proportional
to C and VGS. Moreover, charges are distributed homogeneously across the channel. In principle a current, could now flow
between the source and the drain upon application of a VDS.
However, traps and defects being intrinsic to every devices and
materials, the first charges will have to fill up first these carriers’
traps before any current could be detected and thus require a
VGS higher than a certain threshold called the threshold voltage,
Vth. Mobile charges are therefore only created at an effective
gate voltage of VGS–Vth and the mobile charge per unit area is
given by C(VGS–Vth). Carriers will flow from source to drain
upon application of a negative VDS, leading to a linear gradient
of charge carrier concentration within the channel: potential
being 0 at the source and VDS at the drain.
The linear regime of the transistor is observed for |VDS|
≪ |VGS–Vth|. In such conditions, the charge per unit area
and voltage along the channel are approximately constant
and the transistor current ID obeys Ohm’s law, increasing
linearly with VDS. The transistor can also be seen as a resistor

Figure 19. Schematic illustrating the operational principle of an OFET upon applied voltages. The charge per unit area and relative current–voltage
characteristics are presented for the linear and saturation regimes.
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Figure 20. Representative current–voltage characteristics of a donor–acceptor conjugated polymer p-type bottom contact top gate OFET based on
60 nm spin coated thick film of IDTBT. a) Output characteristics, b) transfer characteristics measured in the linear and saturation regime (logarithmic
scale), c) transfer characteristics in the linear and saturation regime (linear and square root scale, respectively), and d) gate-voltage dependence of
the linear and saturation mobility for ideal and nonideal devices. Device parameters: L = 20 µm, W = 1 mm, the gate dielectric is a 500 nm thick spin
coated Cytop (Asahi Glass) layer (ε = 2.1).[510,635,636]

whose resistance value is controlled by the gate voltage, VGS
(Figure 19). When |VDS| increases further to equal |VGS–Vth|, the
concentration of mobile charge carriers reaches 0 at the drain
electrode and the position is called a pinch-off point (charge
carrier varies from its maximum of C(VGS–Vth) to 0). Further increase of VDS will move the pinch-off point toward the
source, shortening the channel but not increasing ID beyond
its saturation level. In this so-called saturation regime, where
|VDS| > |VGS–Vth|, the area near the drain contact is not accumulated and is a high-resistance region of the channel where the
excess drain potential is dropped. The transistor thus acts as a
constant current source modulated by VGS (Figure 19).
Current–voltage characteristics in the different operating
regimes can be described analytically under the gradual
channel approximation: based on the specific assumptions that
1) the transverse gate electric field is much greater than the longitudinal source–drain electric field (usually satisfied when the
channel length is 10 times larger than the dielectric thickness)
and 2) the mobility is independent from the charge carrier
density. This leads us to the Shockley Equations (13) and (14)
describing ID within the linear and saturation regimes
I D−lin =

W
µC [(VGS − Vth )VDS ] (13)
L

I D−sat =

W
2
µC (VGS − Vth ) (14)
2L
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Transistors are usually fully described through the measurement of their two characteristics. The output characteristics
are a plot of ID as a function of VDS for different VGS, directly
highlighting the linear and saturation regimes (drain sweep)
as can be seen in Figure 20. For the transfer characteristics,
ID is shown as a function of VGS at a particular VDS that may
be in the linear or saturation regime (gate sweep), often as a
semilogarithmic plot, see Figure 20 highlighting characteristics
of ideal devices. Important parameters can be extracted from
an adequate fitting of the linear and saturation transfer curves
presented through linear plot of ID versus VGS (linear regime)
and a linear plot of the square root of ID versus VGS (saturation
regime).[197,207,216,233,252,270,344] These parameters are:
i) The Ion/off ratio corresponds to the ratio of the drain current in
the “on” state at a particular VDS (maximum gate voltage) and
the drain current in the “off” state (without an accumulation
layer, i.e., when VGS < Vth) and is indicative of the switching
performances of the device. For clean switching behavior of
a transistor, this value should be as large as possible (>106).
The magnitude of the “off” current can be indicative of unintentional doping levels in the semiconductor (purity/doping)
and of possible leakage.
ii) Vth is obtained through the intercept of the abscissa and the
extrapolation of the linear slopes of the plots of ID versus
VGS (linear regime) and square root of ID versus VGS (saturation regime). Vth should be as close to 0 as possible. Larger
© 2020 The Authors. Published by WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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values are indicative of the presence of trapping/doping
within the device.
iii) µ in the linear and saturation regime. The mobility is a characteristic from the material and device and should be similar in
both regimes and constant over the whole range of investigated
VGS as seen in Figure 20. This value should not be presented in
a semilogarithmic plot as often seen recently in the literature,
hiding the realization of a real plateau of mobility.
iv) The subthreshold swing highlights how fast a transistor can
be turned “on.” It is defined as the gate voltage required to
change the drain current by one order of magnitude and is
expressed in mV per decade (see Figure 20 for the location of
extraction). The interfacial trap density of the channel (cm−2)
can be evaluated with the subthreshold swing using the
methodology described.[581] The extraction of the contact
resistance can be done using four points probe devices or by
the transfer line method. We will not cover this topic but the
reader is referred to good references to do so.[58,252]
As mentioned earlier in the beginning of the section, care
should be taken while extracting mobility and other parameters out of transistor curves. Indeed, this can only be done for
ideal devices, i.e., devices presenting textbook characteristics
and Ohmic contacts as the one of Figure 20. Indeed, not following these rules can lead to extraction of parameters out of
the conditions of use of the equations of the model, leading to
overestimations. Following is a list of prerequisite for reliable
extractions: 1) Output and transfer curves should be reported
in the linear and saturation regime. 2) They should not present
any hysteresis, signs of trapping, and nonidealities. 3) Output
curves should not present any pinching of the curves close
to 0 V at low VDS values, highlighting the presence of a high
contact resistance. 4) Contact resistance should be investigated
and reported. 5) Vth should be as close as possible to 0 V, confirming a clean channel. 6) Mobility should be equivalent in the
linear and saturation regime and constant over the whole range
of VGS. 7) Extracted mobility should be compared to the one of
an ideal device presenting the same parameters as the investigated device (calculations based on a 0 Vth device presenting
the highest “on” current achieved experimentally). Figure 20
presents ideal devices and compares them to nonideal ones.
It is recommendable to pattern devices to reduce leakage
and fringe currents as well as increase ID. Moreover, the use of
long channel lengths can overcome injection issues in strongly
contacted devices (in order to get the channel resistance as the
dominant contribution in the overall resistance of the device). If
all these aforementioned conditions are validated and mobility
values higher than 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 are systematically achieved, a
Hall-effect confirmation measurement should be a good practice. Despite being a routine measurement, this section clearly
highlights the mandatory aspects and required conditions to
use an OFET as a mobility evaluation technique. Recent papers
have indeed rung the bell and raised the question of inflated
values.[51,52,54–58,594,631] It is only by a general good practice and
care of understanding of the underlying principles that reliable extractions and measurements can be performed. Despite
being one of the most widely used methods of mobility extraction, it
surprisingly took quite a long time to highlight the requirement of
ideal and text-book characteristics in order to perform meaningful
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physical studies. Even if this condition is an evidence for
physicists, it is clear that errors might happen in a complex
and multidisciplinary field. Science usually self-corrects with
time and hope of future good practice is expected, result of
the current interest for reviews on proper parameter extractions.[52,54–58,594,631] Within the years, some groups have demonstrated their ability to produce some of the best OFETs. Takeya
et al. have developed and optimized the edge-casting method
to produce solution-processed single-crystals of few molecular
layers of best performing herringbone materials presenting
mobility values up to 15 cm2 V−1 s−1 and the lowest reported
noise in organic materials for C8-DNBDT-NW 13. These results
will be described more thoroughly in Section 2.5.2.[95,105,124,25
7,358,359,452,596]
The group of Batlogg has highlighted the beneficial effect of Cytop, a highly water repellent fluoropolymer,
eliminating the bias stress effect and leading to the systematic
production of molecular single-crystal devices of really high
electrical quality presenting textbook-like transfer characteristics: near zero onset, very steep subthreshold swing, negligible
current hysteresis. This allowed them to produce the most ideal
high purity rubrene 3 single-crystal OFETs presenting unprecedentedly low subthreshold swing of 65 mV decade−1, remarkably close to the theoretical trap-free limit of 58.5 mV decade−1.
In-depth analysis showed an interfacial density of traps of
3 × 109 cm−2 eV−1, as low as in the most advanced crystalline
SiO2/Si field-effect transistors 1010 cm−2 eV−1, immediate consequence of the electronically inert and chemically stable surface of the van der Waals bonded molecular organic semiconductors as well as their intrinsically trap-free interface with the
gate dielectric.[581] Recently, Nikolka et al. have demonstrated
the beneficial effect of the passivation of water related traps on
the ideality of conjugated polymer OFETs by the incorporation
of small-molecular additives with water-binding nitrile groups
or the use of water-solvent azeotropes. The use of additives
not only gave access to textbook-like transfer characteristics
for conjugated polymer devices but also decreased the contact
resistance (from 27 to < 5 kΩ cm) while massively reducing the
threshold voltage shift (lower than 1 V) after a day of constantcurrent stress at 2.5 µA under conditions representative for
organic light-emitting diode (OLED) applications.[635,636] Such
results clearly demonstrate that there is still room for improvement and discoveries in an area as studied as the one of OFET.
It is only through device ideality that clean structure–property
relationship and device physics studies can be performed. Has
the nonideality lead us to reject some interesting molecular
designs? Back in time, it is certain that some good-performing
semiconductors could have been discarded, as a result of poor
injections. Injection issues being the major culprit in the quest
of transistors’ ideality and good mobility extraction, Rolin et al.
recently developed the gated van der Pauw method giving
access to a clean evaluation of the mobility of materials, regardless the injection problem. Requiring a similar setup to the
one used for OFET’s characterization, the method has reproducibly confirmed mobility values of some of the best p- and
n-type materials. In the quest for understanding the charge
transport mechanisms taking place in organic semiconductors,
OFETs have been used to study the impact of temperature and
pressure on mobility, leading to the observation of increased
values at lower temperature and higher pressure/strain, result
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of reduced dynamic disorder.[16,18,19,295,353,596,637–640] The highest
reproducibly attained mobility has been achieved by Frisbie
et al. on deuterated rubrene vacuum gap single-crystal OFETs,
hitting a strikingly high 45 cm2 V−1 s−1 below 100K.[295,353]
Similarly, they observed an increase of mobility from 6 to
10 cm2 V−1 s−1 on parylene rubrene single-crystal OFETs while
increasing pressure up to 0.52 GPa at room temperature.[16]
Similar results were obtained by Takeya and al. using Cytop as
the dielectric. More optimized devices allowed them to achieve
a peak mobility of 20.5 cm2 V−1 s−1 at 600 MPa.[637] They investigated the effect of uniaxial compression on mobility as a
follow up, using C10-DNBDT-NW, 13, as the active layer and
observed an outstanding 70% increase of mobility (9.7 up to
16.5 cm2 V−1 s−1) under a maximum compressive strain of
2.9%.[19] These results are of course system-dependent and not
only deliver information on the transport mechanisms taking
place in these organic solids but also on their structure property
relationship. Future materials could even lead to a cross-over
between the transient localization transport and the Boltzmann
band transport upon reduced temperature/increased pressure.
Systematic studies of the impact of temperature, pressure/
strain, and charge density on organic semiconductors have the
potential to elucidate their charge transport mechanisms. Drastically reduced contact resistance down to the level of Si transistors would pave the way to the miniaturization of OFETs.[598,641]
If they can be down-scaled to 100 nm or less, quantum coherence could electrically be probed (vide infra) and switching
speed would dramatically increase.[642] As already mentioned
several times, the most important message to chemists from
this section is the achievement of ideal OFET characteristics in
order to characterize newly synthesized materials and perform
meaningful structure property relationship studies, leading to
clear evaluation of best performing molecular structures. It is
only through this rigorous process that the design rules for the
next generations of organic semiconductors will emerge.

2.5.2. Hall Effect
The Hall effect, discovered by Hall in 1879, is the generation of
a transverse voltage (VH expressed in V) across the conducting
channel of an electrical conductor/gated semiconductor upon
the application of a magnetic induction field (B expressed in T)
perpendicular to the current flowing through the channel
(ID expressed in A).[643] The physical origin of this effect is a
Lorentz force acting on the charge carriers propagating along
the channel in the perpendicular magnetic field induction,
deflecting their path and leading to a charge/polarity separation
on the opposite faces of the conductive channel (see Figure 21).
The transverse Hall electric field, VH/W, balances the Lorentz
force, thus leading to an equilibrium according to Equation (15),
where µH is the Hall effect charge carrier mobility (cm2 V−1 s−1)
and e is the elementary charge (1.602 × 10−19 C)
eµ H (VDS /L ) B = eVH / W (15)
The Lorentz force being directly proportional to the
velocity of the carriers, conventional thinking leads to the
conclusion that high mobility inorganic semiconductors are
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expected to exhibit an ideal Hall effect upon gate accumulation while lower performance organic semiconductors, mostly
affected by dynamic disorder, should produce nonideal ans
wers.[47,105,297–299,637,644–646] Obviously, standstill deep trapped
carriers for which the Lorentz force is zero won’t contribute. A
Hall-effect measurement requires some specific sample preparation. The investigated material is usually patterned as a Hall
bar on a typical four-point probe OFET architecture respecting
several dimensional aspect ratios in order to maintain the electric field lines parallel to the applied longitudinal source–drain
voltage along the Hall bar. Wider bars that lack the accepted
W/L ratios are known to cause a disruption of the linearity in
the electric field lines within the Hall bar, and cause an underestimation of the Hall voltage, see Figure 21 highlighting the
good aspect ratios.[647] The inner probes detect the Hall voltage
built up but can also be used to make a clean four-point probe
mobility extraction from the OFET structure. Mobility values
achieved through both methods can thus be accurately compared within the same device. Moreover, in the case of gating,
the measurement is, like for OFETs, an evaluation of the transport taking place at the interface between a dielectric and a
semiconductor. The advantage of the method is that it allows
an independent determination of the density of mobile charges
taking part to the Hall effect, nH (cm−2 for interfacial measurements) and of their intrinsic mobility, µH (the measured Hall
voltage is not affected by trapped charges since trapped charges
make no contribution to the Hall signal). The Hall coefficient,
RH (expressed in cm2 C−1 for interfacial measurements), is
given by Equation (16), while the system can be described by
the relationship (Equation (17)) between VH, the source–drain
(longitudinal) current ID, the magnetic field induction B and
the mobile charge carrier density taking part in the Hall effect,
nH. The inverse of the Hall coefficient expresses the amount of
electrical charges. The conductivity of the channel, σ (S m−1), is
given by Equation (18)[252,647,648]
RH =

1
VH
= n e (16)
I DB
H

VH =

I DB
W 1
W
= RH I DB =
σ VDSB = µ HVDSB (17)
enH
L enH
L

σ = enHµ H (18)
This leads to Equations (19) and (20) for µH and nH

µ H = RH σ =

nH =

L VH 1
(19)
W VDS B

1
I B W VDS 1
= D =
σ B (20)
RHe VH e L VH e

Another very important quantity accessible through the
Hall measurement is the Hall factor/scattering factor, often
called coherence factor, α (dimensionless), defined as the ratio
between the charge carrier density generated by gating the
device and the free/mobile charge carrier density taking part
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Figure 21. Schematic illustration of the Hall effect principle on a patterned Hall bar of an organic electron conductor presenting a four-point
probe architecture. The buildup of electrons on one side of the conducting channel generates the transverse Hall electric field. Aspect ratio
1:2:1 for the inner probes location and L ≥ 4W must be respected in order
to avoid any field lines disruptions during the measurement.

in the Hall effect (Equation (21)). Representing the degree of
coherence of the transport exhibited by the system, this factor
should conventionally be equal to 1 for an ideal Hall effect
response. However, despite being often claimed in the literature, this is not the case and can be misleading. A Hall effect
response does not require a full charge coherence and can be
observed in hopping systems as it will be presented later. 4
collects values of α in the section devoted to the coherence of
charge transport (vide infra)

α=

C (VGS − Vth )
Q
=
(21)
1 / RH
n He

The first observation of the Hall effect in organic semiconductors has been performed by Podzorov et al. on gated
single-crystals of the benchmark high performing material
rubrene 3, validating a mobility in excess of 10 cm2 V−1 s−1
for the material and the claim of a band-like transport.[47] Following these results, Someya et al. rapidly observed the effect in
polycrystalline thin films of pentacene 1 presenting a mobility
of 0.4 cm2 V−1 s−1, while assigning to a hopping contribution
the difference in charge carrier densities achieved through the
Hall effect and the gating.[649] These data were confirmed later
on by Takeya et al., highlighting the fact that a higher charge
carrier density leads to a reduced charge carrier mobility in
single-crystals of rubrene 3 as well as the effect of pressure on
transport (discussed earlier in Section 2.5.1).[24,637] His group
also observed the Hall effect in single-crystals and polycrystalline thin films of DNTT 9 (R = H) and pentacene 1, explaining
the rationale behind the difference in charge carrier densities
achieved through the Hall effect and the gating. Room temperature devices of DNTT 9 (R = H) present a coherence factor of 1,
while the ones of pentacene 1 (<1 at room temperature) require
a decrease of temperature/increase of pressure to reach a value
close to unity, as result of the stronger impact of dynamic disorder within the system (localized and delocalized contribution to the transport).[297,298,639,645] Sirringhaus et al. observed a
similar effect in solution processed devices of TIPS-PEN 4 and
diF-TES-ADT 5a.[299] Finally, Takeya et al. also recorded the first
observation of the effect in solution processed single-crystals of
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BTBT 8 (R = octyl) and DNTT 9 (R = decyl), exhibiting mobilities up to 8 and 11 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively, and a coherence
factor of 1.[95,650] Hall effect measurements have now become
more common and usually allow an external confirmation of
proper transport properties within new high performing small
molecule systems in addition to physics of charge transport
studies.[9,105,596,618] Despite the known lack of coherence present in conjugated polymers, Frisbie et al. observed the first
Hall effect in poly(3-hexylthiophene) through the achievement of a really high charge carrier density of 1021 cm−3
(up to 0.2 holes per monomer) by electrochemical gating
leading to a mobility around 1 cm2 V−1 s−1 and the establishment of a regime close to diffusive transport.[651] Highly aligned
samples of the high mobility donor–acceptor copolymer polycyclopentadithiophene-benzothiadiazole allowed Takeya et al.
to detect the effect at conventional charge carrier densities,
reporting a charge carrier mobility in excess of 5 cm2 V−1 s−1
and a coherence factor < 1, confirming the contribution of
hopping events to the observed coherent transport. Moreover,
the reduction of α upon decreased temperature suggests a different mechanism of decoherence in conjugated systems, more
strongly affected by static disorder.[646,652] It is of course easier to
detect a Hall answer in highly conducting samples and measurements have been performed on several strongly doped conjugated polymers.[622,653–656] The signal-to-noise ratio being one
of the most important criteria in the detection of very small Hall
voltages (i.e., µV range for doped conjugated polymers),[657] Podzorov et al. improved the measurement technique involving a
low frequency magnetic field modulation (AC (alternative current) measurement vs conventional DC (direct current) one)
that allowed them to significantly enhance the signal-to-noise
ratio and eliminate the necessity of using high magnetic fields.
This lead to the detection of a fully developed signal in tetracene
single-crystals presenting a mobility as low as 0.3 cm2 V−1 s−1
combined to a coherence factor of 1 despite the initial thought
of hopping transport due to an absence of Hall signal in previous dc measurements.[644,657] Recent progress made by
Watanabe et al. in the understanding of the signal-to-noise and
flicker noise present in electrical signals of organic semiconductors clearly support the quest for understanding and smaller
1/f noise on any voltage measurements in order to probe sub
1 microvolt Hall signals.[257,658] Finally it is worth noting that
the formalism used in this section is valid to describe a fully
developed Hall effect for a pure delocalized coherent transport.
Indeed, in the event of mixed transport containing hopping
events, the hopping carriers will respond to the transverse Hall
electric field and drift in the direction opposite to the Lorentz
force acting on band carriers, leading to an underdeveloped
Hall effect (incorrect estimate of the charge carrier mobility and
density). A model recently developed by Podzorov et al. allows
proper interpretation of Hall measurements in that case.[648] In
such a context, it is clear that much has yet to be learnt from
Hall effect measurements. The quest for low signal-to-noise
ratio that can be achieved through ac measurements, high carrier density or really high quality single crystals and interfaces
will allow to learn more from the transport physics of molecular
semiconductors. The parameter α has initially been introduced
to highlight the mismatch between charges generated by gating
and taking place in the Hall effect. It now appears, in the light
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of the recent results of Podzorov et al., to contain information
about different phenomena.[648] To summarize this section, Hall
effect measurements are valuable to confirm the good performances of newly synthesized materials exhibiting charge carrier
mobilities in excess of 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 but also to discriminate
the relative contribution of delocalized and localized states present in materials exhibiting mixed transport properties.

2.5.3. Space Charge Limited Current (SCLC)
Despite being simple in its concept, the SCLC technique can
easily lead to erroneous evaluations. The space charge effect is the
accumulation of charges around an emitting electrode in a dielectric or vacuum media, leading to the formation of a continuum
of charges distributed over a region of space surrounding the
electrode (cloud). Typical representation of the effect is observed
within a vacuum diode or vacuum tube, where an increase of the
applied voltage is required to extract an electron and generate
a current, leading to the release of an additional electron from
the electrode within the continuum of charges. This cloud arises
from the incapacity of the material to carry away the emitted
charges fast enough. The current density at which a space charge
is formed is hence a direct measure of a material’s charge carrier
mobility and the injection limited by the space charge near the
electrode.[659,660] Space charge limited currents are observed in
diodes and can be used to characterize semiconducting materials.
When the supply of charge carriers injected from the electrode is
unlimited, the current will eventually be limited by its own space
charge that shields the electric field at the injection electrode.
In order to be valid, the injecting contact must be Ohmic, i.e.,
the current flow is not limited by injection from the contact but
by the space charge formed within the semiconductor layer. In
the absence of active traps and within a semiconducting media,
the maximum unipolar current that can flow through a diode
is given by the Mott–Gurney Equation (22), which is a specific
adaption of the Child’s law.[661] It worth noting that more complex forms of the Child’s law exist for materials presenting broad
trap distributions larger than kBT.[661–664]
9
V2
J = εrε 0 µ 3 (22)
8
d
Intrinsic bulk mobility of the device can be extracted from the
trap-free SCLC regime under the validation of a quadratic
voltage and cubic thickness dependence. However, organic semiconductors are not exempt of defects and impurities, leading to
a distribution of trap levels within the density of states. As a
result, the I–V curve won’t immediately follow the Mott–Gurney
model, expressing a quadratic voltage dependence, but passes
through 3 regimes, during which the charge carriers tend to fill
up the trap states gradually as can be seen in Figure 22 highlighting the ideal and real behavior of an organic diode.[270] First
regime has to be ohmic (linear dependence with V) to confirm
the validity of the model and the absence of injection issues
within the device. Upon increase of V, the device will pass
through a first SCLC regime (in which mobility is low and limited by trap states) before hitting a voltage at which current
increases drastically to reach the trap-free SCLC regime. VTF (V)
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Figure 22. Schematic I–V curves illustrating the ideal (orange) and real
(black) behavior of an organic diode. The four regimes of transport are
presented: 1) ohmic regime; 2) trap-limited SCLC; 3) trap-filling; and 4)
trap-free SCLC.

is defined as the trap filling voltage at which the semiconductor
enters the trap filling regime.[664,665] It is only within the trapfree SCLC regime that the Mott–Gurney equation is valid and
that accurate physics of device can be performed. The SCLC formalism has been applied successfully to molecular crystals and
conjugated polymers to investigate their hole and electron transport properties. Initially taking place in materials heavily used
in organic light emitting diodes, SCLC studies aiming to understand the charge transport taking place in high mobility materials followed later on.[666–669] Blom et al. have investigated the
electron transport taking place in disordered conjugated polymers which allowed them to develop a unification mechanism
based on the presence of traps exhibiting a Gaussian energy distribution in the bandgap. Remarkably, the electron-trap distribution is identical for all polymers considered, centered at an
energy around 3.6 eV below the vacuum level, with a typical distribution width of 0.1 eV, highlighting the (H2O)2-O2 complex as
a likely culprit in the trapping processes.[20,662,670–680] Charge
transport materials used in OFETs started to be investigated by
Boer et al. in 2004 on vertical diodes of single-crystals of tetracene. They highlighted the importance of the quality of the
contacts on the ideality of the I–V curves. Indeed, evaporated
contacts can damage the top of the crystal, while the bottom
contact often achieved through lamination of the crystal on the
electrode provides an ideal Ohmic injection. The injection contact in SCLC measurements thus needs to be the one on which
the organic is deposited. Their experimental spread in mobility
can be related to quality of contacts. However, for the best
devices exhibiting SCLC mobility values in excess of
0.1 cm2 V−1 s−1, they observed an increase of µ upon temperature decrease, confirming a band-type character of the transport.[665,681,682] This result is interesting considering the
following claim of hopping transport due to the impossibility to
record any DC Hall voltage in tetracene, signal over noise ratio
hampering the measurement before the development of the AC
Hall effect technique in 2016 (see Section 2.5.2). It is also worth
mentioning that the measurement is performed along the crystalline c axis, known to be the worst one for charge transport in
such a class of material. The observation of an increase of
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mobility upon decrease of T can thus be surprising considering
the very low coupling between molecules of neighboring herringbone layers. A recent work by the group of Batlogg leads to
the same observation in single-crystals of rubrene 3 using
admittance spectroscopy (room temperature mobility around
0.2 cm2 V−1 s−1).[683] Full fitting of temperature dependent measurements can even provide a better picture. The same group has
performed temperature-dependent SCLC spectroscopy measurements on vertical diodes of single-crystals of rubrene 3 presenting mobility values around 0.1 cm2 V−1 s−1.[684] These data,
employed within the complete formalism described,[571,685]
allowed them to accurately resolve the trap density of states present in the crystals and highlight a value as low as 1015 cm−3 in
the purest crystals, coupled to an exponential increase of the
trap DOS toward the band. Such an exponential tail of the trap
DOS is expected in the event of strong dynamic disorder.[567]
Other conjugated small molecules have been investigated: pentacene 1, rubrene derivatives and sexithiophene. The most
striking result is the massive change in the trap DOS of single
crystals with the same purity and from the same batch, highlighting the massive impact of structural defects within singlecrystals, something not quite investigated so far. Similarly, polycrystalline films will present most of their traps in the structural
defects at grain boundaries.[567] Other models have been used to
extract the DOS from transistors data, including one formalism
developed by Battlog and co-workers.[686] It is however worth
noting that contrary to SCLC measurements, the application of
a gate voltage within a transistor will immediately populate the
density of states and hamper a gradual filling and study as it can
be performed within SCLC diodes. Recent results by Nikolka
and co-workers highlight the observation of a clean trap-free
SCLC regime in vertical diodes of state-of-the art conjugated
polymers through passivation of traps by the inclusion of additives.[664] This allowed them to accurately resolve the trap DOS
of the different materials through temperature dependent SCLC
measurements and compare their properties to those of previously reported rubrene devices, highlighting mobility values up
to 0.2 cm2 V−1 s−1 for poly[[2,5-bis(2-octadecyl)-2,3,5,6-tetrahydro3,6-diketopyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-diyl]-alt-(2-octylnonyl)2,1,3benzotriazole] (DPP-BTz) combined to surprisingly low trap
DOS approaching the ones of the best rubrene single-crystals
reported so far.[571,664] This allowed them to conclude that the
presence of water in the polymer film induces a narrow, but
continuous distribution of hole traps, as opposed to the discrete
oxygen-related trap level found in rubrene 3 and that these traps
can be effectively suppressed/passivated by the molecular additive. Moreover, the low trap DOS exhibited by these high performing donor–acceptor conjugated polymers can be attributed
to their low energetic disorder.[510] All previously presented
results have been performed on vertical diodes, i.e., along the
worst charge transport axis present in molecular semiconductors. Despite the challenge of performing SCLC measurements
on lateral diodes (contact resistance can easily become a
problem), there is a crucial need to get a better understanding of
transport and trap densities along the best transport direction in
these materials. Few attempts are present within the literature.
Jurchescu et al. observed a trap DOS around 1.7 × 1011 cm−3 and
claimed a mobility of 11 cm2 V−1 s−1 at room temperature in
extremely purified single-crystals of pentacene 1, value
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increasing while reducing temperature.[687] Similar studies
performed by Lang et al. lead to the evaluation of a bias stress
generated trap state around 0.38 eV.[688] It is clear from this section that temperature-dependent SCLC measurements have not
been sufficiently used for molecular semiconductors. Much
more could be learnt from the SCLC technique, allowing a
direct access to a precise evaluation of the trap DOS. Quality of
contacts is even more crucial than for OFETs in order to get
access to intrinsic properties. Moreover, the charge carrier densities involved in the SCLC technique (1015–1016 cm−3)[664] are
lower than those encountered in OFETs (1018–1021 cm−3)[510] and
present a lower risk of screening effects. Importantly, transport
has been investigated mostly along the poorly coupled c crystallographic axis (vertical diode structure) in molecular semiconductors, while the crystallographic plane of charge transport is
the ab one. Accurate evaluation of SCLC regime in lateral diodes
are currently lacking and could bring a general understanding
of transport at relatively low charge densities. The take home
message of this section is the ability of temperature-dependent
SCLC measurements to accurately evaluate the trap DOS and
track down the impact of impurities and structural defects on
charge transport within a material, a subject scarcely investigated so far. As presented earlier, some formalisms allow the
evaluation of a trap DOS from OFET but only temperaturedependent SCLC can provide a clear an accurate description of
such quantities. SCLC mobility is a bulk property at low charge
carrier density and not an interfacial mobility like the one
achieved in OFETs or Hall effect measurements. Trap DOS is an
as important information as mobility for chemists because it
assesses the quality of novel semiconductors. In particular, it
characterizes the content of defects and impurities.

2.5.4. Time of Flight (TOF)
The time of flight evaluation of mobility is based on the transit
time required for photogenerated charges to propagate through
a semiconducting sample. A short laser pulse (the wavelength
of which depends on the absorption band of materials) generates a thin layer of hole–electron pairs through photoexcitation next to the semitransparent electrode (often indium tin
oxide but can also be a very thin Ag layer) of a semiconducting
sample sandwiched between two electrodes. Following dissociation of the pairs at the semitransparent electrode, one type of
charge leaves the film through the adjacent electrode, while the
other type generates a current by traveling through the film to
the counter electrode upon application of a voltage (allowing
an independent evaluation of hole/electron transport properties). The transit time, time required for the charges to reach
the extraction electrode, τ, (s) is directly related to the thickness
of the sample, d (m), the intrinsic bulk mobility µ (cm2 V−1 s−1),
and the applied voltage (V), by Equation (23)

µ=

d2
(23)
τV

However, this model is only valid for an ideal TOF signal
and requires several conditions. 1) The sample thickness must
be larger than the penetration depth of light (around 100 nm)
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and the technique is thus more adapted for samples presenting
thicknesses of several micrometers. 2) The lifetime of photogenerated charges must be larger than the transit time, i.e.,
sample should not be too thick and not present any deep traps.
3) The density of photogenerated charges is low enough to avoid
interactions. 4) Current measurements being at the core of the
measurement, the time constant of the circuit, RC, has to be
smaller than τ in order to avoid ending up with a signal rising
time longer than the transit time of the charges. The elegance
of the method lies in the photogeneration of charges, removing
conventional injection issues at contacts, often encountered in
other measurement techniques and leading to lowered reproducibility. Further information relative to the ideality of the
curves and parameter extractions can be found in the listed
references.[270,660,689,690] Similarly, to the SCLC, the conventional TOF device geometry being the one of a diode, most of
the studies performed so far were aimed at OLED materials.
Amorphous films of Alq3 reproducibly exhibited hole and electron mobility values around 2 × 10−6 and 2 × 10−8 cm2 V−1 s−1,
respectively.[691–693] Several other molecular semiconductors and
conjugated polymers designed for the quest for high mobility
and luminescence for OLED applications have also been investigated with mobility values in the 10−4–10−2 cm2 V−1 s−1 range.
Moreover, Hanna et al. used the technique to characterize the
transport of charges within calamitic and discotic liquid-crystals, highlighting the increased mobility values in lower symmetry liquid crystal phases, i.e., dioctylterthiophene presents a
mobility around 10−2 cm2 V−1 s−1 in the Smectic G phase, while
the Smectic C only exhibits a value of 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1.[694–696]
They also observed the drastic impact of the intentional addition
of impurities on transport properties, tens of ppm inducing an
order of magnitude drop of performance.[697] The effect of intentional impurity content is even stronger in crystalline materials
like anthracene for which Hoesterey et al. already observed a
two orders of magnitude drop in mobility at 5 ppm of impurities along the c axis of Bridgman grown single-crystals of purified material.[698] Single crystals of tetracene grown by sublimation from sublimed grade material were reproducibly found to
exhibit mobilities around 0.8 cm2 V−1 s−1 along the c crystallographic axis. Moreover, a decrease of mobility while increasing
temperature has also been observed. Interestingly, de Boer et al.
achieved the same results on crystals produced from the same
batch by SCLC measurements. However, they also highlighted
the ease of reproducibly using the TOF method compared to the
SCLC in which contact preparation can easily damage the fragile
crystals, leading to interfacial defects and traps hampering the
measurement.[681,699] Similar measurements performed along
the c axis of rubrene single crystals highlighted a mobility
around 0.2 cm2 V−1 s−1 increasing as a power law from room
temperature up to 0.7 cm2 V−1 s−1 at 180 K.[438] These results
are in good agreement with those obtained by Batlogg et al.
via the admittance spectroscopy technique.[683] Finally, lateral
TOF measurements have recently been performed on highly
aligned zone-casted thin films of BTBT 8 (R = octyl) by Kadashchuk et al., leading to the evaluation of mobilities in excess of
15 cm2 V−1 s−1 at room temperature.[700,701] The most salient
results come from the work of Karl et al. who achieved, through
specific and extensive purification steps (sublimation, zonerefinement, molten salt treatment), the production of ultrapure
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(sub ppm level of impurities) and low defect concentration
single-crystals of several molecular semiconductors by the
Bridgman process.[6,7,702–706] Delicate cutting of the single-crystal
ingots allowed them to investigate hole and electron mobility
along the different crystallographic axis by TOF within a temperature range covering 4–300 K highlighting the increase of µ as a
power law characteristic of band transport upon cooling. These
results were the first unambiguous confirmation of the bandlike character of charge transport in organic crystals at low temperature and the requirement of extreme purity and low defect
(lower purity materials exhibiting low mobility and a thermally
activated transport). They also observed, for the first time at low
temperature, the effect of a reduced mobility upon field increase.
Noteworthy is that charge transport can be probed on different
crystallographic directions and at lower charge carrier densities
than in OFETs. Mobility values in excess of 400 cm2 V−1 s−1 have
been observed for holes in naphthalene (a axis), 100 cm2 V−1 s−1
for electrons in perylene (a and c axis), 50 cm2 V−1 s−1 for holes
(a axis) and 30 cm2 V−1 s−1 for electrons (b axis) in anthracene
at low temperatures.[8,707] Similarly, to the SCLC method, charge
carrier densities involved in the TOF are lower than the ones
present in conventional OFET measurements. Moreover, TOF
measurements can adequately probe transport along the different crystallographic directions but great care has to be taken
during sample preparation. The exceptional results achieved by
Karl et al come from the extreme purification and care taken
during sample fabrication in order to access ultrahigh purity and
low structural defect content. Such care has not been observed
anymore in the recent years. Moreover, the impact of structural
defects clearly taking over once purity levels are not the limiting
factor for transport anymore have never been studied in details
and definitely requires stronger focus.[708] Tremendous progresses toward a better understanding of charge transport would
be achieved if the samples of the current best performing semiconductors of Figure 4 with the structural perfection and purity
achieved by Karl could be combined with the current electrical
characterization methods. The TOF mobilities are bulk properties achieved at low charge carrier concentrations. As suggested
by the results of Karl et al., extremely low impurities content
need to be achieved in order to observe the intrinsic transport
properties of molecular semiconductors. Moreover, it is also
only through the achievement of these extremely low impurity
contents that the impact of structural disorder on charge transport can be observed. Careful studies and great care should thus
be emphasized during purification steps and growth of single
crystal samples to accurately control these parameters and
understand their impact on charge transport. Recent results of
Kadashchuk et al.[700,701] highlight the fact that such investigation can also take place on thin films. Purifying semiconductors by physical vapor transport and zone refining are chemists’
tasks that has rarely been performed for novel organic semiconductors. More efforts should be performed toward this endeavor
to measure the intrinsic properties of materials.

2.5.5. TRMC Techniques
While previously described techniques probe transport over
macroscopic length- and time-scales (µm, s), microwave-based
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measurements focus on an understanding at short length- and
time-scales (nm, ns). The TRMC techniques, pioneered by
Warman and De Haas in the early 70s, is based on microwave
absorption spectroscopy of mobile charges, in the frequency
range of 10–50 GHz. TRMC methods provide a contact-less
evaluation of the ac intrinsic charge transport. Indeed, the characteristic length scale is much smaller than the average grain
size, which makes scattering at grain boundaries and trapping at defects highly improbable.[709–712] Charges are initially
generated within a semiconducting material while following
oscillating microwave field allows to probe their ac intrinsic
mobility. Indeed, the absorption of the microwave by charges
induces their displacement. In the absence of mobile charges
within a medium, microwaves propagate through it without
attenuation and the transmitted microwave power remains the
same. However, in the event of the presence of mobile charges,
the oscillating electric field of the microwaves induces a motion
of the charges leading to an attenuation of the transmitted
microwaves and an absorption of the microwave power through
the medium. The change in microwave power, ΔP/P (dimensionless) is directly proportional to the change in conductivity
resulting from the generation of charges, Δσ (S cm−1), (see
Equation (24) where K (S cm−1) is a calibration factor), directly
related to the mobility µ (cm2 V−1 s−1) through Equation (25)
where n is the charge carrier concentration (cm−3) and e is the
elementary charge (1.602 × 10−19 C) [689,713,714]
∆σ = K

∆P
P (24)

∆σ = eµ n (25)
There are three different TRMC techniques that differs
by their method of charge generation, as illustrated given in
Figure 23. In the case of the PR-TRMC, charges are generated
homogeneously within the whole thickness of the material by
short pulse (5–20 ns) of electrons of high kinetic energy (around
3 MeV), produced with a van de Graaff accelerator. The density of the generated charge carriers can be determined due
to the homogeneous ionization of the media, allowing direct

evaluation of the charge carrier mobility through dielectric loss.
However, the high energy pulse conventionally leads to the generation of both carriers and resulting mobility ends up being the
sum of both contributions µ = µe + µh.[711,712,715] The technique
has mostly been used to investigate bulk transport within unidimensional columnar discotic materials exhibiting liquid crystal
phases, cofacial packing materials exhibiting calamitic liquid
crystal phases and conjugated polymers powder.[284,536,538,716–724]
Hexabenzocoronene derivatives showed Σµ in excess of
1 cm2 V−1 s−1,[718] while derivatives of perylene diimides present
values around 0.2 cm2 V−1 s−1.[725,726] [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid
methyl ester (PCBM) and C60 2 have also been investigated and
gave values around 0.1 and 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 respectively.[727,728]
Bulk conjugated polymer samples usually present low Σµ values
ranging between 10−2 and 10−1 cm2 V−1 s−1.[714] Importantly,
Pingel et al. have investigated regioregular P3HT at short and
long length scale using PR-TRMC and OFET. They observed
a very limited effect of the molecular weight at short scale
(values being two orders of magnitude higher than the OFET
ones), mostly affected by conformational disorder, while several
other parameters have to be taken into account at macroscopic
scale.[729] This represents one of the few studies combining
transport at short and long length scale. The most interesting
result comes from the measurement of charge carrier mobility
along the chains of conjugated polymers in dilute benzene solution. Upon electron irradiation, holes are separated from electrons in solvent molecules. Electrons gets rapidly trapped by
dioxygen molecules, whereas holes are transferred onto conjugated chains.[730,731] Under the approximation that less than
one hole resides on each conjugated chains, the mobility can
be probed by TRMC method. Taking into account the finite
size of chains, the frequency of microwaves, and applying the
Kubo formalism for analyzing the results, an ultimate frequency
independent mobility of 600 cm2 V−1 s−1 along ladder-type
poly(p-phenylenes) has been deduced.[176,713,732] These results
highlight the requirement for low conformal disorder along the
polymer backbone in order to achieve high transport properties
as recently confirmed macroscopically on the conjugated donor–
acceptor polymer IDTBT.[510] A drawback of the technique lies in
its measurement being directly performed on powder. Indeed,

Figure 23. Schematic representation of the PR, FP, and FI-TRMC techniques.
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generated charges can propagate in every possible direction. The
fact that the most salient results have been achieved along unidirectional charge transport samples support this observation.
In the flash photolysis (FP)-TRMC, short laser pulses (usually
between 5 and 8 ns) induces charges through photoexcitation within the bulk of a thin film sample usually deposited
on a quartz substrate.[733,734] As in the PR-TRMC technique,
the recorded mobility is the sum of both electrons and holes
contribution, the two types being photogenerated by the laser
pulses. Molecular semiconductors, conjugated polymers and
supramolecular soft assemblies have been investigated.[714,734]
A drawback of the technique is the difficulty to evaluate the
number of generated carriers. As a result, the evaluated mobility
is provided as ϕΣµ where ϕ is the dimensionless photocarrier
generation yield and Σµ is the sum of holes and electron mobility
values. This drawback precludes an easy comparison of results
between different materials as ϕ vary and to provide any meaningful benchmarking of mobility values between experimental
techniques. However, the FP-TRMC is well-suited to measure
the anisotropy of charge transport in single crystals as it has
been shown on rubrene 3,[735] confirming OFETs data.[417,736]
Only few benchmark molecular semiconductors have been
investigated by FP-TRMC. Polycrystalline thin films of pentacene 1 exhibit a Σµ of 0.7 cm2 V−1 s−1, while 0.05 cm2 V−1 s−1
is observed in single-crystals of rubrene 3 after estimation of
ϕ.[735,737] While the FP-TRMC variant allows to probe transport
within the x–y plane in a thin film geometry, the drawback of
the achievement of ϕΣµ is also allied to a potential degradation
of the sample upon laser illumination. This could also explain
the low values observed for pentacene 1 and rubrene 3.
The field-induced (FI)-TRMC technique has recently been
developed by Seki et al.[738] It differs from its two predecessors
by its ability to distinguish the contribution of holes from the
one of the electrons through the application of a voltage and
by doing so, evaluate individually the mobility of both charge
carriers. Moreover, the measurement is performed on an MIS
(metal-insulator-semiconductor) structure that thus allows to
probe an interfacial transport, while it was a bulk property for
the PR-TRMC and FP-TRMC techniques. The achieved charge
carrier densities being similar to the ones achieved within an
OFET, the technique allows direct comparison between interfacial microscopic and macroscopic transport at similar carrier densities (1012 cm−2).[738] Following a bias square pulse,
the intrinsic interfacial mobility of generated carriers at the
dielectric/semiconductor interface is recorded through the
microwave power loss through Equations (24) and (25) where
n represents the interfacial carrier density in this case. It is
worth noting that the technique also allows to quantify the
interfacial trap density. Intrinsic interfacial mobility of several
p and n-type molecular semiconductors have been evaluated
by this technique but studies of this type remain succinct,
result of access to the technique. Pentacene 1 showed hole
and electron mobilities of 6.3 and 0.3 cm2 V−1 s−1 respectively.
N,N′bis(cyclohexyl)naphthalene-1,4,5,8-bis(dicarboximide)
(DCy-NDI) and N,N′-dioctylperylene-1,4,5,8- bis(dicarboximide)
(DC8-PDI) presented electron mobilities of 12 cm2 V−1 s−1 and
15 cm2 V−1 s−1.[738–741] The short length scale hole value measured for pentacene is slightly higher than the reported singlecrystal OFET value of around 2 cm2 V−1 s−1.[297] However, the
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most significant result is the reproducible evaluation of an
interfacial hole mobility in excess of 100 cm2 V−1 s−1 at short
time- and length-scale for BTBT 43. The striking point is that
BTBT 43 has been compared to its three isomers differing
by the isomerism of the alkyl side chains. BTBT 43, the 2,7
isomer, is the only material to exhibit an herringbone packing
allowing delocalization of charges within the herringbone
plane of transport and to present an ionization potential (IP)
of 5.3 eV, while its isomers present a cofacial packing along
with an IP around 5.9 eV. The molecular packing, driven by
the molecular structure, thus has a strong impact not only on
charge transport but also on the ionization potential (injection properties) due to changes in the magnitude of electronic
delocalization and polarization effects. The FI-TRMC mobility
of the three cofacial isomers lies around 0.2 cm2 V−1 s−1
showing the strong impact of packing on transport at short
length scale. Quantum-chemical calculations demonstrate
that the transport in BTBT 43 at short time and length scale
operates within the band regime, which can associated with
the 2D character of the crystal and the limited thermal fluctuations in electronic transfer integrals, validating the transient
localization model.[507,742–744] The higher mobilities achieved
by this technique for BTBT 43 compared to other investigated
materials also make full sense considering the lower dynamic
disorder present within the material.[73,276] Such mobility value
exceeding the threshold value of 100 cm2 V−1 s−1, at room temperature, raises some questions. First, FI-TRMC is an absorption spectroscopy. A certain amount of energy is thus absorbed
by the sample and dissipated as heat. This statement is generally correct but no local heating phenomena is observed
and temperature remain unchanged. Thus, the absorption
of heat does not fundamentally modify charge transport.[507]
Second, an oscillating electric field is applied to the sample
with a frequency of 9 GHz. Can charge diffuse freely under
such conditions? They do under first approximation because
the magnitude of the electric field is only of 5–6 V cm−1.[713]
In order to push further our understanding of transport and
improve conventional molecular design, it is clear that other
materials should be investigated at both short and long length
scale using the comparable OFET/Hall and FI-TRMC techniques. The TRMC techniques allow to probe charge transport at short time and length scales compared to conventional
OFET, Hall effect, SCLC, and TOF measurements. The most
valuable inputs are obtained through the FI-TRMC technique,
providing the interfacial mobility of holes/electrons at charge
carrier density similar to the ones of an OFET, and allowing
to compare mobility values at short and long scales. Additionally, these measurements also allow to gain further knowledge
on the localization/delocalization of charges, result of dynamic
disorder and provide valuable insights for improved molecular
designs for synthetic chemists.

2.5.6. Terahertz Spectroscopy
The terahertz (THz) frequency band is part of the electromagnetic spectrum and extends from about 100 GHz to 100 THz.
Similarly, to the TRMC techniques, THz methods allow an
evaluation of the charge transport properties at short length
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and time scales, motion being characterized in the 10−9 s timescale with characteristic displacements on the order of the
10−9 m. Moreover, only delocalized states can be picked up
by the technique, trapped carriers or hopping between localized states being far too slow for a substantial response at THz
frequencies. The classical terahertz time-domain spectroscopy
experiment (THz-TDS) consists of a time-resolved pump–
probe experiment usually performed on single-crystal samples or thin films and leads to a contact-less evaluation of bulk
transport information. The first THz pulse generates carriers
through photoexcitation while the change in the transmission
of the second pulse through the media probes the charge transport. Adequate Fourier transform signal processing allows the
extraction of both refractive index and absorption coefficients,
leading to the complex dielectric constant and conductivity,
combination of the contribution of holes and electrons. Fitting
of the data by transport models provides a deeper understanding and valuable information regarding the mechanism
taking place.[745–747] Investigation of single-crystals of pentacene 1, TIPS-pentacene 4, tetracene, and rubrene 3 showed the
features of band-like transport through an increase of mobility
upon decrease of temperature,[748] i.e., 0.4 cm2 V−1 s−1 at 30 K
to 0.2 cm2 V−1 s−1 at room temperature for pentacene,[749] while
mobility goes from 1.6 cm2 V−1 s−1 at 10 K to 0.2 cm2 V−1 s−1 at
room temperature for TIPS-Pentacene.[750] Ostroverkhova et al.
confirmed the results of TIPS-pentacene later[751–753] and also
highlighted the possibility to perform the measurement on
thin films and to accurately evaluate the anisotropy of charge
transport properties within single-crystals (as it was possible
for FP-TRMC). Due to its efficiency at probing transport at
very short time and length scales, the technique allowed Bonn,
Troisi and others to highlight the impact of molecular vibration
on transport in single-crystals of pentacene 1 and rubrene 3,
leading to a strong coupling of charges with low energy lattice
phonons. This effect directly impacts the probability of charge
transfer between adjacent molecular moieties constituting the
crystal and set the base for the development of the transient
localization mechanism.[754–756] These observations were confirmed later on by Takeya et al. on single-crystals of rubrene
3.[49] Similarly, to the previously described FI-TRMC, a recently
developed gated version of the technique developed by Kersting et al. allows to accurately distinguish the contribution
of the holes and electrons, the THz electro-modulation spectroscopy (THz-EMS). THz-EMS leads to the evaluation of the
interfacial intrinsic transport properties of a material at charge
carrier densities equivalent to those of an OFET. Charges are
generated through the gating of an MIS structure, while transport is probed by a THz probe pulse. Subtle improvement
in the design even allows to perform THz-EMS on an OFET
architecture and compare transport achieved by both methods.
Polycrystalline films of pentacene 1 affords a diffusive transport and a hole mobility around 20 cm2 V−1 s−1 that exceeds
the OFET mobility achieved on the same sample by orders of
magnitude (7 × 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1).[757,758] This result is close to
the value achieved by FI-TRMC confirming the short time and
length scale value for pentacene 1. Data collected on BTBT 43
(R = dodecyl) also confirm its diffusive transport with a hole
mobility around 9 cm2 V−1 s−1. The low value observed in this
case can be attributed to the strong bias stress effect observed
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on the material. Moreover, the attenuation of signal along
time brings the question of degradation upon measurement.
Indeed, the soft organic material is continuously exposed
to laser pulses during hours leading to a color change of the
probed sample area.[759] It is certain that further investigations
are needed at this point and that less strenuous conditions
should be used in order to achieve clear evaluation of intrinsic
properties.
Despite some important results, the use of the THz techniques for charge transport remains minor and more investment is definitively desired to build a full picture of charge
transport across various different time- and length-scales on
both new and high performing molecular semiconductors.
Similar to TRMC techniques, THz spectroscopy allows to
probe transport at short scales and has the potential to clarify
charge transport and to provide answers to questions relative
to dynamic disorder, impurity, and structural defects previously raised.

2.5.7. Noise in Electrical Signals
As pointed out by Song and Lee in a recent review paper, noise
in electrical signals is ubiquitous to all electronic devices.[256]
Noise is usually measured by biasing the voltage (current),
while current (voltage) fluctuation is recorded over time. Let us
denote the fluctuation of current as δI(t) that is the superposition of two types of noise, in the case of OFETs, i.e., thermal
and flicker noises. Both contributions to current noise can be
differentiated by decomposing each frequency component from
δI(t) by estimating the power spectral density. To this end, the
autocorrelation function A(τ)
A (τ ) = δI (t + τ ) δI (t ) (26)
The Fourier transform of A(τ), when multiplied by a factor
two, affords the power spectral density SI(f)
SI ( f ) = 2

∫

∞
−∞

dτ e iωt A (τ ) (27)

A(τ) determines the correlation between two data points with
a time interval τ, revealing the characteristics of the noise process, f being the frequency The simplest case is white noise
because it shows a constant frequency dependence of SI(f). The
noise spectrum in the source–drain current of OFETs results
from thermal and flicker noise. Thermal noise results from the
thermal motion of charge carriers and is frequency independent
(white noise). Its power spectral density is simply given by
SI = 4kB

T
(28)
R

Where T is the temperature and R is the electrical resistance. Because thermal noise is only affected by T and R and not
by charge transport mechanism, it affords little information.
On the contrary, flicker noise, also referred to as 1/f noise is
of great interest.1/f is proportional to SI/I. There are two possible sources of 1/f noise, either the number of charges or the
mobility of the charge carriers fluctuate.[760] Evidently, these
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(pBTTT), µ = 0.03 cm2 V−1 s−1, and iii) amorphous oxide semiconductor Indium-ZincSemiconductor
Description
µ [cm2 V−1 s−1]
(SI/I2) WL [µm2 Hz−1]
Oxide (IZO), µ = 5.7 cm2 V−1 s−1. Results
are
collated in Table 2. Importantly, 1/f noise
−6
13.6
Single crystal
C8-DNBDT-NW 13
6 × 10
in
C
8-DNBDT-NW 13 is 2–3 order of magni3.4
Single crystals with imperfections
C8-DNBDT-NW 13
7 × 10−5
tude lower than in graphene or metal dichalSemicrystalline polymer
pBTTT
0.03
2 × 10−4
cogenides in which noise originates due to
−5
Oxide semiconductor
IZO
5.7
2 × 10
δµ resulting from scattering of carriers. The
comparison of the behavior of OFETs made
of single crystal and of single crystal with voluntarily introduced imperfections demonstrates that interfacial
two noise sources can contribute to the source–drain current
trap DOS causes 1/f flicker noise. These recent results offer
fluctuation δI(t)
great prospects for noise spectroscopy as a powerful characteriδI (t ) ∝ eµ (δN (t )) + eN (δµ (t )) (29)
zation tool to probe charge transport mechanisms.[257] Noise in
electrical signal has the potential to become a valuable analytical tool for chemists to evaluate the overall quality of organic
Where e is the elementary charge. The fluctuation of the
semiconductors. 1/f Flicker noise is a global information that
number of charges δN was first considered by McWhorter.[761]
encompasses the injection and transport of charge carriers.
In this model, charges are trapped and released, causing
Selective variations of the contacts at electrodes, of the chemical
number fluctuations in the conductive charge carriers. Later
structure of the semiconductors, of the nature of the dielecon, Hooge introduced fluctuations of charge carrier mobility
trics, and the use of dopants and additives could help to deciδµ arising from scattering between carriers and phonons
pher the different contributions to 1/f flicker noise. Chemists
or impurities.[762,763] OFETs fabricated with polycrystalline
and engineers who develop sensors could also become interor polymer semiconductors have been investigated.[764–766]
ested in noise in electrical signal because it sets the ultimate
Contradictory results have been obtained for polycrystalline
detection limit. Noise pattern could also eventually be specific
thin films of pentacene 1. Conrad et al. deduced from their
to some analytes. If it is indeed the case, it would constitute a
measurements that mobility fluctuations (Hooge model) cause
novel operation mechanism for sensors. Artificial intelligence
1/f noise.[767] Xu et al. found that trap and release of charge caris likely the best way to identify noise patterns.
riers (McWhorter model) was the predominant source of flicker
noise.[768] Kang et al. concluded that their experimental results
cannot be explained by either only by δN or δµ.[769] The origin
2.5.8. Miscellaneous
of 1/f noise cannot uniquely be ascribed to organic semiconductors, even if its polycrystalline structure and the presence of
Other techniques have also been employed to consolidate
grain boundaries are taken into account. Evidently, the quality
the understanding of the transport mechanisms involved in
of contacts with metal electrodes and of the dielectric interface
organic semiconductors. We will describe them briefly in this
plays a pivotal role, too. Using OFETs fabricated with diF-TESsection as they provide very valuable insights but are more difADT 5, Jurchescu et al. demonstrated that 1/f flicker noise is
ficult to implement.
sensitive to organic semiconductor thin film microstructure.
Spectroscopic methods coupled to an operating OFET can
But they could not conclude on the exact mechanism of noise
provide information on the nature of the excited states. Charge
generation in their devices.[770] Watanabe et al. have made a
modulation spectroscopy (CMS) in the infrared and visible
decisive step toward the understanding of the origin and the
frequency ranges allows the spectroscopic characterization of
level of 1/f noise by reporting results on organic single crystal
the electronic excitations of accumulated charges in a trantransistors made of C8-DNBDT-NW 13 (Table 2). The fabricated
sistor configuration. The technique has been applied to several
transistor showed a near-zero turn-on voltage and the mobility
conjugated materials highlighting the polaronic or coherent
was of µ = 13.6 cm2 V−1 s−1. Reliability factor r has been estinature of the transport.[771] Sirringhaus et al. highlighted the
mated to be 88% and 89% in the linear and saturation regimes,
respectively. A clear plateau at high gate voltage regime has
polaronic nature of the singly charged carriers in regioregular
been demonstrated.[257] The band-like carrier transport in single
P3HT and their ability to delocalize to neighboring chains
due to the highly ordered packing achieved within the matecrystal transistors of C8-DNBDT-NW has been unambiguously
rial.[772,773] Moreover, they also observed the impact of moleverified by the Hall effect measurements and electron spin
[297,596]
resonance spectroscopy.
cular vibrations on charge localization as a function of temperThese state-of-the-art transistors
ature in TIPS-PEN 4.[774] Field-induced electron spin spectrosare ideal test beds to identify the origin of 1/f noise. The good
agreement between experimental results measured over a wide
copy (FI-ESR) probes the spin of accumulated charges within
temperature window (115–295 K) and the McWhorter model
a transistor. The technique permits to probe the preferential
indicates that flicker noise originates from trap and release
orientation of molecules at the dielectric interface but also to
of charge carriers. For the sake of understanding, three other
highlight trapping effects, charge delocalization, and to distypes of transistors were fabricated with: i) the C8-DNBDTcriminate intra- and intergrain transport. Edge-on orientation
of molecules coupled to a delocalization of charges on around
NW 13, but exhibiting a lower mobility µ = 3.4 cm2 V−1 s−1
10 molecules has been observed for pentacene 1.[775–777]
and intentionally induced traps, ii) polymeric semiconductor
poly(2,5-bis(3-tetradecylthiophen-2-yl)thieno [3.2-b]thiophenes)
The reduced trapping and good interface provided by SAM
Table 2. Comparison of 1/f flicker noise in the four OFETs studied by Watanabe et al.[257]
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treatment has been highlighted in rubrene 3 single-crystal
devices.[778–780] Moreover, molecular edge-on orientation and
intergrain transport as the limiting factor for charge transport
has been presented for BTBT 8 (R = decyl), DNTT 9 (R = H
and R = decyl), and PbTTTT.[781–783] Remarkably, Watanabe,
Takeya, and others have recently observed a coherent transport coupled to an ultralong spin lifetime of milliseconds and
micrometer spin diffusion length in single-crystals of DNBDTNW 13 (R = C10H21) bringing great hopes for the recent field
of organic spintronics.[596]
In a similar way to the Hall effect, the Seebeck effect
describes the coupling between heat and charge transport. It
is a measure of the magnitude of the induced thermoelectric voltage in response to a temperature difference across
a material. Physically, it represents the entropy transported
by thermally excited charge carriers.[784] Batlogg et al. have
observed the effect for the first time in single-crystals of
rubrene 3 and thin films of pentacene 1. This allowed them
to describe transport as band-like for quasiparticles that are
subjected to scattering processes, even in polycrystalline
pentacene thin films. The observed values ranging between
0.3 and 0.8 mV K−1 are close to those of conventional inorganic semiconductors. Similar results have been achieved
on soluble high performing BTBT 8 (R = octyl), DNTT 9
(R = decyl).[785] Venkateshvaran et al. have reported the first
observation of the effect on the high performing donor–
acceptor conjugated polymer IDTBT,[510] values being similar
to those of benchmark small molecules, confirming the low
conformal disorder present within the material. Other high
performing conjugated polymers investigated later provided
similar values.[786–788]
Despite being an introduction to the possibilities of these
techniques, this section provides their main interest for chemists. CMS can help to understand the impact of dynamic
disorder on charge localization/delocalization and provide
valuable insights for the rational design of materials resilient
to it. FI-ESR also contributes to the general understanding of
charge delocalization and trapping that can directly be linked
to dynamic disorder, impurities and structural defects. Finally,
the Seebeck effect allows to get a clearer picture of the transport
mechanism taking place in molecular solids.

2.5.9. Comparison between Measurement Methods
Table 3 highlights the characteristic values of the different key
parameters of the previously described techniques. As stated in
the beginning of the section, the OFET is the usual platform of
characterization used in the field of molecular semiconductors
for charge transport, as a result of its supposed simplicity. Of
course, in terms of processing, the fabrication of an OFET and
access to the required equipment is the least demanding compared to the other techniques. Moreover, in terms of applications, OFETs are the key to logic operations and circuits, i.e., the
most direct application of organic semiconductors. However, as
hitherto highlighted, several overestimations of mobility, result
of an absence of control of the validated hypothesis of use (bad
contacts), have led to the publication of questionable contributions that will still impact some rational designs and future
publications. Except for rubrene 3 in its single-crystal form, no
other materials have ever presented a field-induced interfacial
mobility higher than 20 cm2 V−1 s−1 at the macroscopic lengthscale and confirmed by Hall effect measurements. Complementary to OFET, the Hall effect allows to provide supporting
information relative to the delocalization of the carriers as
well as their coherence and should be performed when available. As described earlier, the investigation of noise in electrical
signals provides valuable information about transport mechanism. OFET analogues in the short length- and time-scales are
the FI-TRMC and THz-EMS, providing a type-specific intrinsic
interfacial information relative to the transport. Moreover, the
strength of the lateral field imposed to the charges by microwave or THz pulse is way smaller than the one generated in
their macroscopic analogs, leaving charges to diffuse and not
drift. This of course also opens the question of the impact of
the field on recorded performances of investigated materials.
Another very important point is the anisotropy of properties
of organic solids, meaning that transport along the different
crystalline directions will be different and aligned single-crystals will be preferred in order to reach clean and meaningful
studies. Techniques not allowing to decipher relative contribution from holes and electrons provide general comparison
of bulk transport behavior of investigated materials but leave
some open questions regarding the individual carrier property

Table 3. Key features to compare the different techniques probing charge transport.
Technique
OFET

Carriers type

Dimension-ality

p or n

2D

Length-scale [m]
10

−5–10−4

Time-scale [s]

Transport type

1

Drift

Charge carrier density
1012–1015

cm−2

µmax [cm2 V−1 s−1]

Ref.

20

[507,510]

1018–21 cm−3
Hall-effect

p or n

2D

10−5–10−4

1

Drift

1012–1015 cm−2
1018–21 cm−3

16–18

[47,105]

SCLC

p or n

3D

10−7–10−5

1

Drift

1015–1016 cm−3

2

[664]

10−6

Drift

1013–1015

TOF

p or n

3D

10−5

cm−3

>300 (10 K)

[951]

PR-TRMC

Both

3D

10−9

10−9

Diffusion

1015–1016 cm−3

1 (Σµ)

[718]

FP-TRMC

Both

3D

10−9

10−9

Diffusion

1016–1017 cm−3

10−3 (φΣµ)

[507,735]

−9

10−9

Diffusion

1012–1015

cm−2

FI-TRMC

p or n

2D

10

170

[507]

THz-TDS

Both

3D

10−9

10−12

Diffusion

1017 cm−3

1.6

[750]

THz-EMS

p or n

2D

10−9

10−12

Diffusion

1012–1015 cm−2

20

[757]
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(PR-TRMC, FP-TRMC, and THz-TDS). However, being among
the methods probing transport on short distances and timescales, their contributions provide an additional understanding
on the processes taking place at these scales (delocalization
and localization effects). Finally, offering a bulk knowledge on
transport but requiring, as for the OFET, clean Ohmic contacts
to avoid any confusion in data analysis, TOF and SCLC provide
information at a reduced charge carrier density. Indeed, the
carrier density has to be low in order to avoid any interaction
during the TOF measurement while the SCLC will gradually
fill up the trap DOS, providing very valuable aspects that an
OFET cannot (conventional operation at a specific VGS directly
fills the trap DOS up to a certain value). All the techniques present their advantages and drawbacks but provide complementary information that one should look after in order to gain
a deeper knowledge of the transport taking place in organic
solids and design the next generation of organic semiconductors. A key question that most readers must unavoidably ask
is what information, to the interest of chemists, brings these
physical techniques? Several answers are given. First, mobility
values must be accurate and not stained by some uncertainties
to allow reliable molecular structure–physical property relationships to be deduced. Confirming OFET mobility values by Hall
results is essential. Second, charge transport mechanisms must
be understood across different length- and time-scales to allow
clever design of new semiconductors, to focus on rate limiting
steps of charge transport, and notably on charge carrier localization. Third, the measurement of trap DOS allows to identify
low concentration defects and impurities, otherwise difficult to
detect with conventional analytical tools of synthetic chemists.
Four, chemistry is not only an experimental science. Theoretical chemists dealing with quantum chemistry and mesoscopic
charge transport modeling need reliable experimental results
across a large temperature range, at different time- and lengthscales, and under drift and diffusion transport conditions to
benchmark their theoretical predictions.

2.5.10. Conclusions and Current Challenges
Taking a closer look at all developed measurement techniques
described previously, their complementarity is obvious. While
OFETs still remain the conventional work horse from the field,
recent overestimation issues highlight the requirement of
proper training of researchers and understanding of the principles in order to accurately extract charge carrier mobility.
Moreover, OFETs alone cannot provide a full picture of the
complex charge carrier mechanisms taking place in molecular
semiconductors. It is solely in combination with other techniques that progresses can be done, as it has been shown along
this section. The systematic investigation of transport at long
and short-length scales on the new best performing materials
from the field will allow to advance further and improve material designs with the hope to cross the diffusive Boltzmann
crossover. Of course one clear drawback from the field that was
directly apparent during the writing of this section is the major
gap between physicists and chemists working on molecular
semiconductors for logic operations. Specialization led the
focus to systematic techniques/materials, while a bigger view
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could have sped up collaboration and discoveries. Much still
has to be learnt from TOF, SCLC, TRMC, and THz techniques
and the authors strongly encourage chemists to take a look at
their potential. Moreover, FI-ESR and Seebeck studies are also
extremely valuable. While charge carrier mobility of rationally
designed molecular semiconductors can reach mobility values
up to 18 cm2 V−1 s−1 in solution processed single-crystals, a gap
is still present compared to results achieved by Karl et al. on
ultrapurified and low structural defects single-crystals. In such
a context, the intensive purification and study of the impact of
structural defects on transport should be taken care of. Lateral
SCLC studies could be of use here. Moreover, as it has been
highlighted in the noise and Hall effect sections, the signal–tonoise ratio can be critical in the detection of very small voltages and improvement from the measurement techniques
will pave the way to a fundamental understanding of charge
transport mechanisms. It is only at this price that the field of
molecular semiconductors will step out of the crisis situation
that it currently faces. New design concepts focusing on the
limiting steps of charge transport are definitively needed to
give a second youth to the race toward high mobility that has
historically started the field. As the number of potential applications rises with mobility, accessing semiconductors with
µ > 100 cm2 V−1 s−1 could create the condition for a renewed
industrial interest.

2.6. Charge Transport and Its Sensitivity to External Factors
One inherent feature of charge transport in organic semiconductors is its sensitivity to physical parameters, such as temperature, pressure, charge density, dopants, and inert gas. As
discussed hitherto, these parameters modulate the traps and
the density of states. But charge transport in organic semiconductors also lacks some robustness against water, dioxygen,
and other chemicals. Water and dioxygen are invariably present
in our environment and deserve a special attention for device
applications but also to understand their pernicious role in the
elucidation of fundamentals of charge transport mechanisms.
This section discusses the dependency of charge transport in
organic semiconductors toward water, dioxygen, and other
chemicals with the ideas to understand it better, to control it, or
to use it for specific purposes.

2.6.1. Stability of Charge Transport
Stability of charge transport refers to the time invariance of
OFET characteristics, such as VT, µ, ION/IOFF, and subthreshold
slope. Stability is a complex issue that is affected by the chemical reactivity, the purity, the microstructure of molecular semiconductors, and device operation conditions.[344,789] The most
encountered problem is the gate bias stress effect that materializes by a threshold voltage shift resulting from mobile ions or
trapped charges at the dielectric–semiconductor interface.[790]
Water molecules at electrode–semiconductor interfaces have
also been identified as a source of bias stress.[791] Interestingly,
electrical instability is suppressed at low temperature when
water solidifies.[792,793] Readers interested in device aspects are
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directed to three excellent review papers.[206,794,795] Four different points are discussed here: i) chemical instability of semiconductors and physical charge trapping, ii) additive approach,
iii) role of dielectric layer, and iv) instability linked to thin film
morphology and crystal phase. The most severe chemical instability is by far observed for n-type semiconductors.[216,342,789]
Upon operation, reactive radical anions versus H2O and O2
molecules are formed, which can notably give rise to hydroxide
anions that are electrically active and hydroperoxides that
will decompose into radicals inducing a cascade of degradation reactions. Radical anions versus H2O and O2 are stable
if the LUMO of semiconductors has a deeper energy than a
threshold sets between –4.0 and –4.3 eV.[338,796] This condition
is apparently met for TIPS-TAP 6, F2-TCNQ 19, Cl2-NDI 20,
PDIF-CN2 21, PTCDI fused dimer 22, and F4-BDOPV 23. The
chemical reactivity of radical anions is system specific, some
are very reactive, whereas some others are drastically more
stable.[124,234,797] Moreover, device stability also depends on
grain boundaries. Air stable OFETs are fabricated from solution
grown single crystals of PDIF-CN2 21, whereas OFETs made
from polycrystalline thin films degrade rapidly.[798]
H2O and O2 molecules tend also to react with p-type semiconductors. Pentacene 1 is well-known for its easy oxidation into
pentacenequinone, an impurity that is always present as traces
even after rigorous purification[687] Air diffuses reversibly in and
out of single crystals of pentacene 1 and modulates charge transport. Light enhance the doping effect. H2O from air incorporate
into the crystal lattice and form charge traps.[799] These experimental results are also supported by theoretical studies.[800,801]
Thin amorphous rubrene films exposed to air oxidize almost
completely to rubrene peroxide. Even crystalline films contain
non-neglectable peroxide concentrations of about ≈1% at a depth
of 50 nm from the surface.[802] Acceptor states, with energy of
0.24 eV above the valence-band edge, are formed on the surface
of single crystal rubrene 3.[529] Other results confirm the instability of OFETs made of pentacene 1 or rubrene 3, in ambient
conditions.[571,684,688] Even inert gas, such as N2 and Ar create
gap states in pentacene 1, by penetrating into imperfections
in packing structures. The effect is purely physical because no
chemical reactivity is involved. Importantly, gap states remain
after gas removal. These results demonstrate that processing
pentacene 1 even under inert atmosphere has a detrimental

impact on the electronic structure of the materials.[36] Furthermore, traces of free radical organic species generated in the
process of hydrocarbon cracking in high vacuum gauges and on
hot surfaces in vacuum chamber generate electronic defects at
the surface of tetracene and rubrene 3 single crystals.[803] The
origin and role of gap states in organic semiconductors studied
by photoelectron spectroscopy has recently been reviewed in
details.[566] The twofold functionalization of pentacene at peri
positions by trimethylsilyl groups greatly enhanced its chemical
stability versus O2.[82] Environmental and operational stability
tests of OFETs fabricated with solution-processed TIPS-PEN 4
and exposed to a variety of ambient and operation conditions
were performed. Devices demonstrated to be more stable than
those made of vapor-deposited pentacene 1.[804] Stability is also
determined by fabrication conditions[805] and by device architecture.[806,807] Using the same compound, top-gate OFETs were
demonstrated using a Cytop dielectric layer, which leads to high
operational stability.[634] No drift of µ or VT were observed after
20 000 cycles of the transfer characteristics or after 24 h under
constant direct-current bias stress. OFETs were also air stable
>200 d. Thienoacenes, such as DNTT 9 (R = H or C10H21) show
excellent device stability over periods of several months.[808–811]
Thermal stability of OFETs was also demonstrated for DNTT
9 (R = phenyl).[812] An outstanding study has been performed
on DNBDT-NW 13 (R = C10H21) with soft X-ray operando nanospectroscopy.[813] Scanning photoelectron microscopy involving
photoemission spectroscopy with a nanofocused X-ray probe
has been used to investigate three-layers single crystal thin films
of DNBDT-NW 13 (R = C10H21) during transistor operation. No
chemical degradation of the semiconductor was observed. Interestingly, a shift of 0.1–0.2 eV of the chemical potential of the
semiconductor was recorded under VG = 30 V. These results
pave the way for a rational thermodynamic understanding of
chemical reactivity of organic semiconductor under operation.
As a general matter of fact, if the consequences of atmospheric
impurities on the physics of charge transport has been studied
to some extent, the chemical reactivity of organic semiconductors under device operation remains an open question that is
worth discussing in a broader context because it not the first
time that chemists wonder how radical cations react.
Figure 24 collects some known reactions of radical cations.
Sufficiently reactive radical cations couple to form dimers that

Figure 24. List of some known reactions of radical cations. The color code is the following: products that could trap charges (red), electrically active
species that migrate under in presence of an electric field (green), reactive molecules that could lead to some further degradations (blue), bipolaronic
structures (orange).
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Figure 25. Molecular structure of additives drastically improving OFET stability and performances according to refs. [635,636].

can be oxidized into radical cations and react further to form
trimers, tetramers, and even polymers. This set of reactions lead
to the polymerization of 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT)
into PEDOT, for example.[814] Alternatively, two radical cations
can disproportionate affording a neutral and twofold charged
molecule.[815] Doubly charged semiconductor molecules in solid
state form bipolarons that are stabilized by the neighboring
molecules. Bipolarons are suspected to be one of the causes
of bias stress.[794,816] Acid doping[817] occurs for TTF and gives
rise to a radical cation and a neutral radical that can eventually
react further.[818–820] Radical cations tend to react with water
molecules to afford protons, hydroxyl radicals, and oxidized
products that can further react with dioxygen.[821] Finally, radical
cations can be complexed by some impurities.[815] These examples evoke some possibilities of reactions for radical cations that
are perhaps less inert than generally though. Will some of these
reactions occurs? To which extent (thermodynamics)? At which
rate (kinetics)? These are difficult questions to answer, a priori.
Of course, reactivity is systems and conditions dependent. But
general reactivity trends known from chemistry in solution is
likely not directly transposable to molecules confined at the
dielectric semiconductor interface or at grain boundaries. For
example, the reactivity of benzene radical cation has been shown
to depend on a nonlinear way on the number of surrounding
water molecules in clusters.[822] Atmospheric moisture content
or device fabrication process could eventually lead to different
bias stress behavior for comparable OFETs. A last but important
point to consider is that high electric fields take place in thin
film transistors. In a bottom gate top electrode configuration,
the thickness of semiconductor and dielectric layers can be on
the order of 20 and 30 nm, respectively. If Vg = 5 V is applied, the
electric field E ≈ 108 V m−1 become considerable. Locally at electrode, E can be higher due to point effect. Several authors have
reported the use of electric fields on the order of E ≈ 1010 V m−1,
routinely reached with scanning tunneling microscopes, to
control a variety of nonredox reactions.[823,824] This emerging
research line has recently been reviewed.[825,826] Besides, classical redox chemistry applies with the known electrochemical
window, i.e., the voltage range in which a substance is neither
oxidized nor reduced, that is generally not greater than a few
volts around Fc/Fc+ electrodes for most organic solvents and
ionic liquids.[827] Not surprisingly, electrochemical window of a
substance also depends on pH, electrode and electrolyte, but the
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window of electrochemical reactivity remains confined to a few
volts.[828] Although the knowledge on solution reactivity cannot
directly be transposed to reactivity in devices, it is believed that
the variety of possible redox reactions increases dramatically
when an exceedingly large Vg is applied. A breakthrough has
recently been made by Nikolka et al. who have discovered that
some molecular additives (Figure 25) and treatment of polymer
layers with some specific solvents impart an unexpected operational and environmental stability to conjugated polymers
transistors.[635,636] An eventual doping effect can be ruled out
because the electron affinity of additives 56 and 57 is not sufficient to induce it. Moreover, the OFF current did not significantly increase. But, additives lead to reduced contact resistance
and to stable threshold voltage. In fact, the improvement of
OFET performances is ascribed to a twofold effect. On the one
hand, the removal of H2O molecules is achieved with solvents
forming an azeotrope with water. The detrimental role of H2O
molecules is ascertained by a control experiment using CoCl2
as desiccant. The effect of additives was tentatively explained by
invoking the presence of “voids” in polymer films. But another,
more chemical, explanation emerges from old literature.[815]
The nitrile functions of additives 56-30 are excellent complexing
agent for radical cations and dications. They would simply stabilize them and prevent them to react with H2O molecules and/or
give rise to further reactions. This simple explanation corroborates also the experimental observation that acetonitrile provides
a better durability of the improved device characteristics.[636]
Compelling evidences stem for the detrimental role of water on
device stability. Water is always present in ambient conditions
but could it be possible to prevent it to reach the dielectric semiconductor interface where charges are transported? Encapsulation has been demonstrated. For example, a thin alkane layer
is sufficient for OFETs to function in aqueous environment.[829]
But encapsulation adds a processing step that should be avoided
if possible. What could the contribution of highly hydrophobic
fluoropolymers be to the device instability problem? A wealth
of experimental evidence demonstrates that Cytop is an excellent dielectric layer that dramatically decrease bias stress for
bottom gate and top gate transistors.[206,567,794,795,806,807,830–834]
Rather independently of dielectric layer, the morphology of
semiconductors is directly linked to device instability.[412,798,835]
Grain boundaries between crystalline domains concentrate all
troubles, i.e., stagnant charges, structural imperfections, and
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impurities expelled by crystals. Moreover, H2O and O2 molecules likely cohabits there. But, it must be stressed that OFET
instability also occurs for single crystals.[836] A last and perhaps unexpected source of the drift of device characteristics is
polymorphic instability. Molecular semiconductors form polymorphs, as many other organic compounds do. The occurrence
of several crystallographic forms offers the opportunity to study
the effect of packing and even of phase transitions on charge
transport with the same semiconductors.[254,451,837] Ando et al.
have demonstrated the polymorphic transformation of a hightemperature (HT) to a low-temperature (LT) form of pentacene
triggered by bias stress.[838,839] Liscio et al. have confirmed the
phase transition by a diffraction study.[840] In conclusion, bias
stress is an important issue for OFETs. Fortunately, the problem
of the temporal drift of transistor characteristics upon operation
can be solved by an additive approach and appropriate device
fabrication. Even if the detrimental role of H2O molecules has
been established, the exact degradation mechanisms remain
incompletely explained.

2.6.2. Sensors and Detectors
As discussed above, charge transport in organic semiconductors is often sensitive to external stimuli, i.e., water, dioxygen,
or other chemicals. An important line of research consists in
taking advantage of the environmental sensitivity of OFETs and
trying to exacerbate it to probe a variety of analytes.[841] Optimization of selectivity, limit of detection, and response speed is
achieved by introducing functional groups on organic semiconductors. A representative example is given by the work of Torsi
et al. who have L-phenylalanine-modified organic semiconductors to selectively probe optical isomers.[377] Engineering of dielectric layer and of device architecture, as well as integration of
sensors arrays are actively pursued to increase figures of merit
to meet requirements of specific analyte detection.[202,842–844]
Some OFETs are even able to sense ions in marine environment.[845] Sensors are not always OFETs, some can simply be
resistive devices as demonstrated by the next example. Many
diseases have a specific odor, i.e., a specific cocktail of volatile
molecules emanates from ill organs. Haick et al. have taken
advantage of this fact to fabricate breath sensors for detecting
volatile cancer markers.[846–849] Nonpolar volatile organic compounds modify the resistivity of an array of carbon nanotubes
dispersed in a hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene derivative and give
a specific response.[850,851] External stimuli are not restricted to
molecules. Radiations modulate charge density and cause large
change of current. Photodetectors and phototransistors are
developed for a variety of applications, such as the detection of
X-ray, light, and chiral light.[31,852–857] Flexible nonvolatile optical
memory thin-film transistor have also been demonstrated.[35] In
piezoresistive organic devices, it is possible to translate elastic
elongations of the film into reversible nanoscale deformations
of the soft organic-crystal components.[858] Thin films with good
sensitivity to strain changes with durable, fast, and completely
reversible electrical responses have been achieved and find
applications, for example, in contact lens sensors for ocular
diagnostics.[859] Mimicry of pressure sensing of human skin
via electronic devices is vital for human–machine interactive
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electronics.[860–867] Similar to human skin, electronic skin
(e-skin) should be able to distinguish among diverse mechanical forces and to sense temperature or humidity simultaneously all of which present significant challenges for application
in robotics and prosthetic.[868,869] As a general matter of fact,
external stimuli do not modify the very nature of charge transport mechanism, although in some cases, analytes act as impurities and react with charged species. In other cases, irradiation
photodegrades organic semiconductors.[870] A fast reaching conclusion of organic sensors and detectors is that each application
requires a specific materials profile. Organic semiconductors
which properties can be tailored at will by molecular and supramolecular engineering are ideally suited for such applications
requiring multiple functions. There exists considerable room
for improvement of materials and devices.[844]

2.6.3. Conclusions and Current Challenges
In conclusion of Section 2.6, one can say that little is known
about the chemistry of organic semiconductors under operation in electronic devices. Radical cations and anions being
present during charge transport in p- and n-type semiconductors, respectively, are chemical species for which the reactivity mainly with, water and dioxygen molecules, but not
exclusively, is largely unexplored. Known solution reactivity
provides a poor source of information because experimental
conditions are drastically different, notably due to confinement to interfaces, limited diffusion of species, and magnitude of electric fields. Attempts to stabilize charge transport,
although sometimes successful, is purely empirical. The
chemistry of organic semiconductors under operation constitutes an important line of future research to master the
stability of electronic devices. Nevertheless, difficulties must
not be underestimated. The major problem being the minute
amount of reaction products that are buried in multicomponent devices. The field of sensors is application driven
and fragments into numerous subfields as a function of the
targeted physical or chemical stimuli. However, it does not
escape from the general problem of device stability because
one expects from a sensor to give consistent results over time,
in addition to be sensitive and selective.

2.7. Emerging Concepts
This section is devoted to novel approaches that could eventually lead to a change of paradigm in the field of molecular
semiconductors for charge transport. Sections 2.7.1–2.7.3
encompass wave phenomena and quantification of energy, i.e.,
concepts which are familiar to chemists but that are revisited
from new standpoints. Significantly, quantum coherence, coupling with vacuum field, and Frölich condensation need the
design and the synthesis of tailored materials to be explored
and fully exploited, offering numerous research opportunities
for chemists. Finally, Section 2.7.4 is devoted to artificial intelligence that currently revolutionize many scientific and technological fields and that could also bring a decisive contribution to
molecular semiconductors for logic operations.
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2.7.1. Coherent and Incoherent Charge Transport
Transfer integrals result from the constructive interference of
wave-functions of adjacent π-systems but their values remain
rather modest. Consequently, each molecule of an organic semiconductor crystal behaves quantum mechanically rather independently from the others. But are there ways to change this
situation? Coherence phenomena arise from the interference,
or the addition, of wave-like amplitudes with fixed phase differences.[264] In most crystalline inorganic semiconductors and
metals, in which electron–phonon coupling is much weaker
than electron–electron interactions, coherence is the main concept on which the description of charge transport relies. An
electronic wavefunction (Bloch function) is delocalized over
the extended lattice and is well described in momentum space
by the single-particle band structure. Charge carriers move in
a ballistic way and exhibit low effective mass m* ≈ 0.08 and
0.03 of electron mass for Si and GaAs, respectively.[871] Scattering by phonons and charged defects disrupts the coherent
motion of e− or h+, leading to diffusive transport when the scattering is strong. In the case of organic semiconductors, charge
transport can be approached by the conceptual interpretation
that coherence is associated with low-friction transport in bandlike model, whereas an incoherent hopping happens in the
high-friction limit.[872] Often, the situation is intermediate since
electronic and geometric structures strongly interact because of
strong local and nonlocal electron–phonon coupling. An important aspect is that charge transport can occur in various regimes
across time- and length-scales. Coherent band-like transport
occurs at short time- and length-scales, whereas incoherent
hopping of charges takes place at long time- and length-scales,

as captured by the transient localization scenario.[272,273,873]
Experimental evidences of coherent transport, in the 10−8 s
time-range, are given by the remarkable mobility values up to
600 cm2 V−1 s−1 along ladder poly(paraphenylene) chains[176]
and by short-range hole mobilities up to 170 cm2 V−1 s−1 for
crystals of the didodecyl BTBT 43.[507] Since then, higher values
probed by FI-TRMC have even been reported with the dioctyl
BTBT 8.[742,743] Other experimental evidences of a somewhat
coherent charge transport come from the study of tetracene,
pentacene 1, rubrene 3, TIPS-PEN 4, 1,4,8,11-tetramethyl6,13-triethylsilylethynylpentacene (TMTES-pentacene), DNTT
9, and C10-DNBDT-NW 13 as evidenced by the coherence
factor α that ranges from 0.5 to 1, see Table 4. Few data are
available out of which one does not see immediately a trend
between Hall mobility values and a coherence factor α that
reaches unity for completely coherent charge transport. Obviously, more measurements in similar conditions are needed.
Nevertheless, comparison will remain difficult because charge
transport characteristics also vary with crystallographic directions. It is noteworthy that the origin of the decoherence is
intrinsic to the microscopic charge transport inside grains and
cannot be attributed to grain boundaries.[298]
The central question related to coherent charge transport
in organic semiconductors is how to make it robust against
decoherence induced by structural defects, impurities, and
thermal agitation? At this stage, the comparison with perovskites is worth being made.[264,874] Hybrid organic–inorganic
perovskites are under scrutiny mostly because of their use in
highly efficient solar cells.[875] Thin films of HOIPs cast from
solution at room temperature should be defect rich but transport measurements reveal the behavior typically observed for

Table 4. Selected example of partially (α < 1) to fully coherent (α = 1) charge transport probed by Hall measurements.
Semiconductor
Tetracene
Pentacene 1

Rubrene 3

TIPS-PEN 4
TMTES-pentacene

a)

DNTT 9 (R = H)
C10-DNBDT-NW 13

Hall mobility [cm2 V−1 s−1]

Coherence factor α

T [K]

p [Pa]

Ref.

0.3

≈1

≈298

≈10 (1 atm)

[646]

1

0.5

300

2 × 108

[297]

9

0.6

1

220

10

−

0.5

280

≈105 (1 atm)

−

0.65

160

≈105 (1 atm)

−

0.7

300

1.1 × 109

−

1

220

1.1 × 109

−

0.5

280

≈105 (1 atm)

−

0.75

150

≈10 (1 atm)

4

≈1

r.t.

≈105 (1 atm)

10

−

300

≈105 (1 atm)

[952]

[298,646]

5

[47]

22

−

160

≈10 (1 atm)

18.2

−

285

105

20.5

−

285

6 × 108

1

≈0.5

≈298

≈105 (1 atm)

[299,648]

2

≈1

≈298

≈105 (1 atm)

[299]

3

1

280

≈10 (1 atm)

[647]

16

≈1

≈298

≈10 (1 atm)

[105,648]

a)1,4,8,11-tetramethyl-6,13-triethylsilylethynylpentacene
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intrinsic and defect-free semiconductors, i.e., large charge carriers with lifetimes and reduced electron–phonon scattering
rates.[876] Although this is a debated topic, these results suggest
the occurrence of coherent charge transport and the formation of large size polaron.[871,877] Another intriguing example
of the importance of coherence in organic semiconductors
arises from the coherent charge transport in C10-DNBDT-NW
13, which is considered as the key to ultralong spin relaxation
time.[596] Coherence is at play in HATNA-SC6 for which HOMO
delocalized over four to five adjacent molecules.[535] Energy
migration along the chain of a conjugated polymer has been
proven to occur through a coherent mechanism.[878] Coherent
vibronic phenomena contribute to the efficient transport of
energy from light-harvesting antennas to photosynthetic reaction centers.[879] As a general matter of fact, using coherence
or decoherence, which is not always detrimental, are new concepts that are worth being considered to develop new semiconductors.[264] It is anticipated that the decrease of the negative
impact of static and dynamic disorders, as explained in Section
2.3.6, could pave the way to extending coherent transport to a
larger number of π-systems. The localization length introduced
by the transient localization scenario is a relatively easily accessible parameter measuring the extent of the coherent transport.

2.7.2. Coupling with Vacuum Field
From what has been discussed above, it is evident that energy
levels of frontier orbitals play a pivotal role on charge transport
and that they are modifiable by molecular and supramolecular
engineering. Can energy levels be tuned by other means?
Ebbesen et al. have shown in a seminal contribution that a
totally new situation happens when organic semiconductors are
placed in the confined field of an optical mode which is resonant with a molecular transition, new hybrid light-matter states
P+ and P− form through strong coupling.[265] This phenomenon occurs even in the dark due to strong coupling with the
vacuum electromagnetic field. Vacuum energy is an underlying
background energy that exists in space throughout the entire
Universe, in which an infinite number of states exists. Under
quantum confinement, vacuum energy is quantized in a finite
number of states that can be hybridized with energy states of
molecules. The energy separation or Rabi splitting between
the hybrid states P+ and P− splitting in this limit, ħΩRV, varies
as (N/v)1/2 where N is the number of molecules interacting
with the optical mode of volume v. An energy splitting ħΩRV
on the order of 1 eV is obtained by choosing molecules with
high oscillator strengths and placing them at high concentration in the confined field of a metallic Fabry–Perot cavity or a
surface plasmon resonance with a small mode volume. A large
number of molecules, on the order of 104–105, couple to a given
optical mode and share delocalized states. In such conditions,
the charge carrier mobility of organic semiconductors can
experience a tenfold increase due to the delocalized states.[880]
Materials and device have not yet been optimized, leaving
plenty of room for improvements. Importantly, devices are easy
to fabricate.[881] What is particularly needed are organic semiconductors that are chromophores with intense absorption in
the visible range because ħΩRV is directly proportional to the
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transition dipole moment. In a first approach, PDIF-CN2 21 has
been used,[265] but p-type molecular semiconductors, absorbing
strongly in the visible range, packing into herringbone motive,
and exhibiting high charge carrier mobility remain to be developed. Such materials profile is in direct reach for synthetic
chemists.

2.7.3. Fröhlich Condensation
Coupling with vacuum field is seen as a proof of principle that
molecules can behave collectively, therefore facilitating charge
transport. There is eventually another option to reach the same
goal. In 1968, Fröhlich showed theoretically that a driven set of
oscillators can condense with nearly all of the supplied energy
activating the vibrational mode of lowest frequency.[266,882,883] It
is a remarkable property involving macroscopic quantum coherence.[267] Experimentally, Fröhlich condensate has not yet been
proven unambiguously. A micro- to millisecond lifetime of electron density change in a protein crystal, induced by a 0.4 THz
electromagnetic radiation and probed by X-ray crystallography,
has been claimed to result from a Fröhlich condensate. To the
opinion of the authors, the effect is weak and the evidence of
a Fröhlich condensate appears rather indirect.[884] Bonn et al.
have shown by using terahertz transient conductivity measurements that charge carriers in pentacene are strongly coupled
to low energy phonon modes, around 1.1 THz. The coupling
modulates the probability of charge transfer between adjacent
molecules constituting the crystal and improves the conductivity.[756] In the same vein, Bakulin and Cahen have reported
mode-selective vibrational modulation of charge transport in a
photoresistor.[885] These experimental insights combined with
the availability of novel molecular semiconductors are promising. The first undisputable evidence of a Fröhlich condensate
could come from a dramatic increase of charge carrier mobility
that is highly sensitive to coherence.[297,872] Note that the formation of a Fröhlich condensate requires an external stimulus
to enforce coherence, whereas coherent charge transport can
spontaneously occur in some single crystals of organic semiconductors, as explained above. This external stimulus is an
electromagnetic radiation in the THz range. An obstacle is the
limited photostability of molecular semiconductors as put forward by the attenuation of signal during the measurement of
the mobility of BTBT 43 (R = dodecyl) by THz-EMS.[759] Stability
in general and photostability in particular cannot be separated
from defects and impurities. Therefore, previous issues raised
at Sections 2.3.2 and 2.6.1 here take a particular significance.

2.7.4. Help of Artificial Intelligence
Materials informatics and cheminformatics are data driven
discovery approaches for virtual high-throughput screening of
a large molecular space.[75,886] Scientific literature is rich of a
diversity of organic semiconductors for which charge transport properties have been measured that can be exploited for
materials design. Aspuru-Guzik et al. have contributed to pioneer the field with in silico screening of structural analogues
of DNTT 9.[68] Using a staged virtual screening approach,
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Oberhofer et al. have computed the electronic coupling and
intramolecular reorganization energies as two main descriptors
for charge mobility. To this end, they have used a set of 95 445
crystal structures available from the Cambridge Structural
Database.[72] Several known semiconductors, such as pentacene
1, rubrene 3, DNTT 9, and HMTTF 17 have been identified
from this metadata analysis as well as a number of potentially
promising materials. Considerable developments are, however,
necessary to take into account other materials parameters,
such as polymorphism, purity, or energetic disorder. Charge
carrier mobility could even be more difficult to correlate with
molecular structure since it is measured in a large diversity
of devices for which fabrication conditions often determine
transistor performances, for example, transistor architectures,
contact resistance, ideality of transport, operating stability,
semiconductor thickness of semiconducting layer, channel
length, mono- or polycrystalline character of thin films, and
chemical structure of dielectrics. An additional problem comes
from the overestimated mobility values in probably more than
half of the reports.[55] The availability of large and reliable data
sets is the Achilles’ heel of materials informatics and cheminformatics. As a general matter of fact, automatic chemical and
materials design is a rapidly developing field that will probably
bring some revolutionizing concepts.[887–891] The computeraided screening of organic semiconductors for charge transport
will also likely benefits from computer-assisted progresses in
the fields of organic light-emitting devices and of organic solar
cells.[75,892]

2.8. Conclusions and Perspectives on Charge Transport
On the one hand, the development of molecular semiconductors is driven by the need of performing functional materials
for OFETs, which have great potential for various applications,
e.g., pixel drivers for displays,[893] stretchable transistors,[894]
bionic skin,[895] and chemical sensors with great sensitivity,[377]
some of them are even able to withstand operation in saltwater.[845] On the other hand, the development of molecular
semiconductors is also driven by scientific curiosity. Materials
chemists are eager to develop ever better performing semiconductors able to perform more functions than the sole charge
transport, for example, store information. Physicists wish to
uncover the basic mechanisms of charge transport, with the
help of theoreticians. Difficulties come from the “loose” structure of molecular semiconductors, i.e., molecules are only held
together by van der Waals interactions, which render them
more sensitive to thermal disorder than inorganic counterparts. Attempts to minimize structural disorder and its negative
impact on energetic disorder are naturally at the heart of the
design of novel molecular and crystal structures. Performances
of molecular semiconductors are dramatically sensitive to environmental conditions, which is an advantage for applications as
sensors and detectors, but which is also a drawback for device
reliability. In any cases, a deeper understanding on how water,
oxygen, and other species perturb charge transport by interacting or reacting with radical cations and anions is needed.
Reactivity cannot be contemplated on the sole basis of chemistry in solution because reactive species, i.e., radical anions
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or cations and contaminants, are likely located at the interface between semiconductor and dielectrics.[896] What should
be done in this context is to explore the chemistry of organic
semiconductors in devices. For example, OFETs would be fabricated and operated during a long time. Then devices would be
disassembled and organic semiconductor analyzed for impurities and degradation products. Epitaxial growth of semiconductor from dielectrics could eventually solve the problem of
chemical instability by preventing reactive species to encounter.
The question of reactivity extends naturally to doping that
represents a viable strategy for decreasing contact resistance
and for filling traps. Altogether, there are many strategies of
improvement of charge carrier mobility by device engineering
and clever materials design that remain unexplored, of which
phonon engineering, resilience to disorder, quantum coherence, coupling with vacuum field, epitaxial growth, and doping
are likely the most promising ones. However, it is opportune
to note that what has made the success of Si semiconductors,
i.e., structural perfection, doping, and epitaxial growth play a
pivotal role for molecular semiconductors, too. It is fair to say
that a metrological effort is needed for obtaining comparable,
reproducible, and reliable charge transport characteristics
from OFETs. Fortunately, some leading scientists have warned
the organic electronics community of the danger of reporting
record charge carrier mobility values extracted from nonideal transistors. If one wants to understand the subtleties of
charge transport mechanism, considerable efforts must also be
invested in measuring mobility for various molecular semiconductors, across a large range of time- and length-scales, at various pressures and temperatures, and with various methods. It
is only at this price that theoreticians will dispose of sufficient
experimental data to understand charge transport mechanism
from first principles. A decisive step would be made if contact
resistance could be decreased to nearly zero. This would pave
the way for the miniaturization of OFETs, i.e., something that
has led to the incredible performances of the current Si-based
electronics but that is still inaccessible with OFETs. However,
virtually zero contact resistance is not the sole hurdle to reach
the miniaturization endeavor. The lack of structural control
during crystal growth that manifests into noncontrollable density of states is illustrative of the modest current know-how in
sample preparation. However, OFETs with channel lengths of
100 or even 10 nm would be fantastic tools to elucidate charge
transport mechanism. Progresses are also needed on the side of
theory to go beyond the simplifying assumption of independent
charge transport. In a nutshell, the field of charge transport
in organic semiconductors has a large scientific potential and
bright technological future provided that the research effort in
maintained.

3. Charge and Ion Transport
Looking at materials and devices able to perform logic operations from a bird’s eye shows two rather separated worlds. On
the one hand, there are electronic circuits and computers in
which electrons process and store information at different locations: processors and memory elements. On the other hand,
there are nerves and brains of living organism that rely on ions
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and molecules to process and store information in synapses.
The rate at which information is processed and the amount of
energy required to perform a logic operation differ largely. But
are these two worlds irremediably disconnected? The answer
is definitively no. The nascent field of the OECTs contributes
to bridging the gap between them as explained below. From a
chemical viewpoint, the fundamental questions hitherto raised
and related to the performances and stability of organic semiconductors in OFETs becomes even more pressing in the new
context of OECTs

3.1. Electrochemical Transistors
As hitherto discussed, OFETs relies on doping induced by VGS
that modulates charge density in the semiconductor at the interface with the dielectric layer. OECTs work differently than OFETs.
Ions injected from an electrolyte penetrate the semiconductor
channel and modulate the bulk conductivity.[258] Transconductance, gm, that is a function defined as the first derivative of ID
versus VGS, is a combined materials and device property
dI
g m = D (30)
dVGS
As a consequence of the lower mobility of ions versus the
one of the electrons, OECTs exhibit slow response time.[258,897]
Organic semiconductors are the most adapted active materials for OECTs because their performance to transport charge
and host ions can be designed at will by molecular structure.
OECTs are ideally suited for biological interfacing because of
their stability in aqueous electrolytes, cytocompatibility, facile
biofunctionalization, and sterilization by autoclaving.[898–914]
OECTs have evidently been used in logic circuits, some also
integrating OFETs.[880,915,916] The slow motion of ions confers
to OECTs a plastic memory of previous events that can be
exploited in neuromorphic devices, i.e., mimicking the structure and function of the nervous system that process and
store information in synapses.[259,917–920] Colocation of computation and memory is of great interest because of its efficiency in learning tasks.[260–262] The ability to temporarily or
permanently change electrical conduction by ion diffusion
into the channel mimics short-term or long-term memory of
neurons.[263,921–924] Neuromorphic devices do not only imitate
the function of neurons they exhibit the decisive advantage
of low power consumption per switching event that can be as
low as 1.23 × 10−15 J, a value that rivals with the energy consumption of 10−14 J per biological synaptic event.[925] The retention time can be tailored from a few seconds in PEDOT:PSS
to several hours in polymers that change conformation upon
charging.[921] Such applications and underlying concepts are
unprecedented and widen considerably the scope of organic
semiconductors toward open fields. After introducing the
principles of operation of OECTs, the discussion will focus
on organic conductors and semiconductors that are currently
used and developed for OECTs, highlighting future research
opportunities for materials chemists. Historically, Wrighton
et al. have developed OECTs[926] in the 1980s. As schematically
described in Figure 26, an OECT is made of a semiconductor
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Figure 26. Schematic drawing of an accumulation-type OECT that contains three electrodes, the source (S), the drain (D), and the gate (G). The
electrical current ID (A) that circulates from S to D is controlled by the
doping induced by penetration of ions within the semiconductor through
the application of a tension between G and S, VGS (V).

film in which source and drain electrodes are buried. The
semiconducting layer is in direct contact with an electrolyte,
in which the gate electrode is immersed. The gate voltage, VGS,
controls the injection of ions into the semiconducting layer
and modulate its doping state. A current, ID, flows between the
source and drain electrodes because of the presence of mobile
charges. The density of charge is proportional to the number
of ions having penetrated into the semiconducting layer. Like
in OFETs, OECTs operate as amplifiers in which an input
voltage signal, VGS, is substantially increased in an output current signal, ID. One distinguishes essentially two operating
modes of OECTs depending whether a conducting or a semiconducting layer is used. OECTs, fabricated with a conducting
polymer, such as PEDOT:PSS, work in depletion mode, i.e., a
current circulate between source and drain electrodes, ID ≠ 0
when no gate voltage is applied, VGS = 0. The current can be
stopped upon applying VGS ≠ 0. Many OECTs reported so far
operates in depletion mode because PEDOT:PSS is commercially available. However, the evident drawback of depletion
mode is that devices consume energy when VGS = 0. Accumulation mode is more advantageous because a current flow, ID ≠ 0,
and energy is consumed only when VGS ≠ 0. OECTs working
on accumulation modes require the use of organic semiconductors designed to host ions and their hydration shell. Ions
can penetrate from the electrolyte solution or can be expulsed
from the semiconductor, for example, in case it contains some
acid functions than can free protons. PEDOT:PSS transports
h+, whereas semiconductors can either transport h+ (p-type) or
e− (n-type).[927] The nature of counter ions also determines the
ultimate performances of OECTs.[928,929] Figure 27 illustrates
the main conductors and semiconductors used in OECTs.

3.2. OECTs versus OFETs
How do OECTs work and how do they differ from OFETs?
Both devices transduce a small voltage, VGS, into a large current, ID. Transfer curves describes signal amplification and
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Figure 27. Main conductors and semiconductors used in OECTs.

transconductance indicates how efficient the process is.
Transconductance can reach much higher values in OECTs than
in OFETs, because of the volumetric nature of the electrical
response. In the former, ions penetrate deeply in the semiconductors allowing charge transport in the whole layer thickness,
whereas in the latter, charge transport occurs only at semiconductor dielectric interface. The values of gm ranges from 1 to
10 mS.[258,930] On a theoretical ground, Bernards model describes
the essential electrical characteristics of OECTs.[931] This model,
which capture the steady-state and transient response, relies
on the assumption that ions migrate into the semiconductor
layer and fill in its entire volume until the capacitor is charged
and the gate current goes to zero (steady-state). Doping occurs
throughout the whole volume of the channel. Importantly, no
electrochemical reactions occur between the electrolyte and the
semiconductor. In depletion mode, gm (Siemens) is linked to
device and materials parameters by
gm =

Wd
µ OECTC * (VGS − VT ) (31)
L

where W (mm), d (µm), and L (µm) are the channel width,
thickness, and length, respectively. µOECT is the charge carrier
mobility measured in OECT (cm2 V−1 s−1), C* is the volumetric
capacitance (F cm−3), and VT is the threshold voltage (V). In
accumulation mode, Equation (31) transform simply into
gm =

Wd
µ OECTC * (VT − VGS ) (32)
L
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These Equations (31) and (32) resemble very much the
equations for OFETs. The only noticeable difference is that
the product d. C* replaces C′, i.e., the capacitance per unit
area. OECTs should not be confused with electrolyte-gated
organic field effect transistors (EGOFETs) for which an electrolyte is used as gate but ions do not penetrate into the semiconducting layer.[932,933] No sharp border separate EGOFETs
from OECTs.[934] In the case of polycrystalline hydrophobic
molecular semiconductors, it is not excluded that ions penetrate the film through grain boundaries. The extent of ion
penetration also depends on the surface morphology of the
semiconducting layer.[919] Furthermore, the temporal evolution
of ion migration must be considered too. When switching on
the gate voltage, ions are located in electrolyte solution and
have not yet penetrated the semiconducting layer, i.e., like in
EGOFETs. Then, they progressively migrate into the whole
semiconductor and OECTs go through different regimes upon
operation,[934] as a results of the low mobility of ions, on the
order of 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1.[928,935] The selection of ions for their
size, charge, and solvation shell represents a way to engineer
OECT performances, i.e., transconductance and characteristic
response time.[929] The slow operation, on the order of a few
tens of microseconds at best, limits applications to maximum
frequencies in the range of tens of kilohertz and represents the
price to pay for high transconductance.[258,897] How charge carrier mobility is affected by the presence of ions and the high
density of charges? In EGOFETs, µ decreases by two order of
magnitude at high charge density (1013–1015 cm−2) for molecular semiconductors but increases sharply for conjugated
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Table 5. Values of charge carrier mobility and volumetric capacitance of the most representative active materials in OECTs.
Materials

Function

C* [F cm−3]

µOECT [cm2 V−1 s−1]

µOECTC* [F cm−1 V−1 s−1]

p-type conductor

39 ± 3

1.9 ± 1.3

47 ± 6

p(g2T-T)a)

p-type semiconductor

220 ± 30

0.28 ± 0.1

167 ± 65

p(g2T-TT)a)

p-type semiconductor

241 ± 94

0.94 ± 0.25

261 ± 29

BBL

n-type semiconductor

930 ± 40

0.001

0.93

p(gNDI-g2T)a)

n-type semiconductor

397

0.00 031 ± 0.00 009

0.18 ± 0.01

n-type semiconductor

192.4

0.000 196

0.0377

PEDOT:PSS + EG

a)

b)

P-100c)

From ref. [258]; from ref. [930]; from ref. [938]. EG = ethylene glycol, used as additive.

a)

b)

c)

polymers, as shown by Frisbie et al.[933] In OECTs, charge carrier
mobility and volumetric capacitance logically become a function
of |VT–VGS| because this difference governs the ion penetration
and doping level in the semiconductor. Some values of µ and
C* of the most representative materials are collected in Table 5.
The product of µOECT by C* (F cm−1 V−1 s−1) contains the materials parameters and is directly proportional to gm. It is however important to independently analyze µ and C* to link electrical properties to chemical structure. The highest volumetric
capacitance is observed for poly(benzimidazobenzophenanth
roline) (BBL) that is a defect-rich ladder polymer.[936] Not surprisingly, its charge carrier mobility measured in OECT is low.
PEDOT:PSS + EG, i.e., PEDOT:PSS to which ethylene glycol is
added to modify its morphology and increase its conductivity,
affords the highest µOECT and a reasonable C*. The highest
value of the product of µOECT by C* is observed for p(g2T-TT).
3.3. Opportunities and Challenges
What are the characteristics of the semiconductors used in
OECTs? So far, conducting and conjugated polymers are the sole
materials that have been used in OECTs. Not much structural
variations have been made. Well-known polymers backbones
with oligo(ethylene glycol) side chains instead of traditional
alkyl side chains experienced a second youth in the context of
new applications.[258,927,937] Engineering side chains is, indeed,
a good way to improve performances but also a valuable tool
in understanding the inherent chemical physics of combined
charge transport and ion storage in OECTs.[914,925,932,934,938–940]
A fast literature survey indicates that molecular semiconductors
have not yet been engineered and applied in OECTs. Will they
perform better than conjugated polymers thanks to their ability
to self-assemble into layers? Interestingly, smectic ordered
ionic liquid crystals are known to facilitate ion transport.[941]
To maximize the product of µOECT by C*, it seems logical that
ions should be separated by a certain distance from charges
on π-systems to prevent a too strong Coulomb interaction that
would decrease µOECT. What is the optimum distance? Side
chains must be seen as diluent that decrease ion density. Is the
target of 1000 (F cm−1 V−1 s−1) achievable? What is the ultimate
limit of µOECT, C*, and of gm? Obviously, the field of OECTs is
still in its infancy with many unknowns on materials design
and device physics. Nevertheless, application of OECTs in bioelectronics and neuromorphic computing sparks an enormous
interest. This calls for collaborative research to unveil operation
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mechanisms and design new and better adapted organic semiconductors. The difficulties, should, however not be underestimated. Charge transport in single-crystals of molecular
semiconductors have not been fully elucidated yet, despite decades of research efforts. Charge transport in presence of water
and ions reaches an even higher level of conceptual complexity.

4. General Conclusions and Perspectives
Dead end or bright future? The field of molecular semiconductors
is so broad and diverse that there are considerable opportunities
for new developments, even if some of them remain unanticipated yet. The field also appears particularly vivid if one overcomes the sole obsessional question of high mobility values at any
price, including questionable measurements. New research lines
emerge, notably toward keeping quantum coherence, coupling
with vacuum field, chiral induced spin selectivity, doping, stability,
contact resistance, new measurement methods, collocated storage
and processing of information, and new theories. The current
understanding of charge transport mechanisms remains partial
despite evident recent progresses to account for dynamic disorder
inherent to soft van der Walls solids. Globally, there are more
aspects of molecular semiconductors that are ill-mastered and illunderstood than the reverse. Historically, the field has been driven,
to a large extent, by the design and synthesis of novel molecular
semiconductors that have enabled unprecedented achievements
in physics and engineering. In the coming years, the contribution of materials chemists is definitively needed to bring the field
forward and to face the daunting challenges of structural control,
resilience to thermal disorder, doping, stability, contact resistance,
and dimensionality. The future of molecular semiconductors is
definitively bright and offers plenty of opportunities.
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